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Preface

In February 2005, in response to a congressional request1 and with fund-
ing from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the National Research Coun-
cil (NRC) formed the Committee for the National Tire Efficiency Study.
The committee consisted of 12 members with expertise in tire engineer-
ing and manufacturing, mechanical and materials engineering, and sta-
tistics and economics.

The committee was given the following charge:

This study will develop and perform a national tire efficiency study and
literature review to:

• Consider the relationship that low rolling resistance replacement tires
designed for use on passenger cars and light trucks have on fuel con-
sumption and tire wear life;

• Address the potential for securing technically feasible and cost-effective
replacement tires that do not adversely affect safety, including the
impacts on performance and durability, or adversely impact tire tread
life and scrap tire disposal;

• Fully consider the average American “drive cycle” in its analysis;
• Address the cost to the consumer including the additional cost of

replacement tires and any potential fuel savings.

In approaching its charge, the committee made a number of deci-
sions affecting the study scope and logic and content of the report.

i x

1 Conference Report 108-401, to Accompany H.R. 2673, Making Appropriations for Agriculture,
Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies for the Fiscal Year
Ending September 30, 2004, and for Other Purposes. November 25, 2003, p. 971.
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These decisions are explained in Chapter 1. For the most part, the com-
mittee sought to answer each of the questions asked by Congress by
examining the technical literature and available data on passenger tire
performance characteristics.

The committee met four times between April and October 2005 and
communicated extensively by e-mail and teleconference. Meetings
included open sessions for gathering information from outside experts
from industry, government, and academia, as well as closed deliberative
sessions for discussions among committee members. In addition,
selected committee members, staff, and consultants met with represen-
tatives of automobile manufacturers and experts in tire materials and
technologies between committee meetings.

Before the committee’s final meeting, several tire manufacturers, act-
ing through the Rubber Manufacturers Association, made available mea-
surements of the rolling resistance of a sample of more than 150 new
replacement passenger tires as well as some original equipment (OE)
tires. Although the sample was not scientifically derived, the data proved
helpful to the committee as it sought to answer the various questions in the
study charge. The timing of the data’s availability late in the study process
limited the statistical analyses that could be undertaken by the committee.
Nevertheless, the committee appreciates the efforts of Michelin North
America, Bridgestone Americas, and the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany in providing these data as requested.
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R. Godwin, Director of Studies and Information Services. Committee
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member Margaret A. Walls conducted the multiple regression analyses in
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of Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. He interviewed automobile
manufacturers to learn about their interest in the rolling resistance char-
acteristics of OE tires. He also provided the committee with analyses of
the influence of passenger tires on motor vehicle fuel economy.

The report was reviewed in draft form by individuals chosen for their
diverse perspectives and technical expertise in accordance with proce-
dures approved by the NRC’s Report Review Committee. The purpose
of this independent review is to provide candid and critical comments
that will assist the institution in making its published report as sound as
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possible and to ensure that the report meets institutional standards for
objectivity, evidence, and responsiveness to the study charge. The review
comments and draft manuscript remain confidential to protect the 
integrity of the deliberative process.

The committee thanks the following individuals for their review of this
report: Karin M. Bauer, Midwest Research Institute, Kansas City, Mis-
souri; Nissim Calderon, the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company (re-
tired), Boca Raton, Florida; W. Dale Compton, Purdue University, West
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Gillespie, University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, Ann
Arbor; Marc H. Ross, University of Michigan (Emeritus), Ann Arbor;
Nicholas M. Trivisonno, B. F. Goodrich (retired), Broadview Heights,
Ohio; and Sarah E. West, Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota. Al-
though these reviewers provided many constructive comments and sug-
gestions, they were not asked to endorse the committee’s findings and
conclusions, nor did they see the final report before its release. The review
of this report was overseen by Maxine L. Savitz, Honeywell International,
Inc. (retired), and C. Michael Walton, University of Texas at Austin. Ap-
pointed by NRC, they were responsible for making certain that an inde-
pendent examination of this report was carried out in accordance with
institutional procedures and that all review comments were carefully con-
sidered. Responsibility for the final content of this report rests entirely
with the authoring committee and the institution.

Suzanne Schneider, Associate Executive Director of the Transporta-
tion Research Board, managed the report review process. The report was
edited and prepared for publication by Norman Solomon, Senior Edi-
tor, and the final manuscript was formatted and prepared for initial re-
lease and web posting by Jennifer J. Weeks, under the supervision of Javy
Awan, Director of Publications. Special thanks go to Frances Holland
and Amelia Mathis for assistance with meeting arrangements and corre-
spondence with the committee.



Abbreviations and Glossary

Aspect ratio. A tire’s section height divided by its section width, multi-
plied by 100. Aspect ratio is listed in the size designation on the passen-
ger tire sidewall. Typical tire aspect ratios range from 35 for tires used on
sports cars to 75 for tires used on utility-type vehicles.

Bead. A ring of steel wire that anchors the tire carcass plies to the rim.

Belt. An assembly of plies extending from shoulder to shoulder of a tire and
providing a reinforcing foundation for the tread. In radial-ply tires, the belts
are typically reinforced with fine steel wire having high tensile strength.

Bias-ply tire. A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords that extend to the
beads are laid at alternate angles substantially less than 90 degrees to the
centerline of the tread. The bias-ply tire was the predominant passenger
tire in the United States before 1980 but is no longer in common use; it
has been supplanted by the radial-ply tire.

Carbon black. A very fine, nano-size particulate carbon used as a reinforc-
ing filler in rubber compounds to provide abrasion resistance and other
favorable properties.

Carcass or casing. The tire structure, except tread and sidewall rubber,
that bears the load when the tire is inflated.

Coastdown. A process in which a vehicle or test machine is allowed to
slow down freely from a high to a low speed without application of ex-
ternal power or braking.

x i i i
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Coefficient of friction. The ratio of friction force to normal force to
cause sliding expressed as a unitless value (i.e., friction force generated
between tire tread rubber and the road surface divided by vertical load).

Corporate average fuel economy (CAFE). A federal program that sets a
minimum performance requirement for passenger vehicle fuel econ-
omy. Each automobile manufacturer must achieve an average level of
fuel economy for all specified vehicles manufactured in a given model
year. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration administers
the CAFE program. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency devel-
ops the vehicle fuel economy test procedures.

EPA. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. EPA is responsible for devel-
oping the federal test procedures for measuring and rating the fuel econ-
omy of new passenger cars and light trucks. The federal test procedures
are used for new vehicle fuel economy labeling and the corporate average
fuel economy program.

FMVSS. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. The FMVSS include
regulations governing passenger tire safety.

High-performance tire. A passenger tire designed for the highest speed
and handling, generally having the speed symbol W, Y, or Z in the United
States.

Hysteresis. A characteristic of a deformable material such that the energy
of deformation is greater than the energy of recovery. The rubber com-
pound in a tire exhibits hysteresis. As the tire rotates under the weight of
the vehicle, it experiences repeated cycles of deformation and recovery,
and it dissipates the hysteresis energy loss as heat. Hysteresis is the main
cause of energy loss associated with rolling resistance and is attributed to
the viscoelastic characteristics of the rubber.

Light truck (LT) tire. A tire constructed for heavy loads and rough ter-
rain that is usually used on medium-duty trucks in commercial service.
These tires contain the prefix LT before the metric size designation
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molded on the tire sidewall and are inflated to higher pressures than are
normal passenger tires. LT tires are not regulated as passenger tires and
are therefore not examined in this study.

NHTSA. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Among its
responsibilities, NHTSA administers the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards, the Uniform Tire Quality Grading system, and the corporate
average fuel economy program.

Original equipment manufacturer (OEM). An automobile manufac-
turer.

Original equipment (OE) passenger tire. A tire that is provided as origi-
nal equipment on new passenger vehicles. Such tires are often designed for
particular vehicles to the specifications of the automobile manufacturer.

Passenger tire. A tire constructed and approved for use on passenger
vehicles and that usually contains the prefix P before the metric size
designation on the tire sidewall. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
and Uniform Tire Quality Grading standards are established specifically
for passenger tires.

Passenger vehicle. For the purposes of this report, a car or light truck
used primarily for passenger transportation. Most of these vehicles use
passenger tires. Most vans, pickup trucks, and sport utility vehicles that
are categorized as light trucks by the federal government are considered
passenger vehicles. Light trucks that exceed 6,000 pounds in gross vehi-
cle weight are usually used for nonpassenger commercial service. They
are usually equipped with light truck (LT) tires.

Performance tire. A passenger tire intended to provide superior han-
dling and higher speed capabilities and generally having a speed symbol
of H or V in the United States.

Ply. A sheet of rubber-coated parallel tire cords. Tire body plies are
layered.
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Radial-ply construction. A pneumatic tire construction under which
the ply cords that extend to the beads are laid at approximately 90 de-
grees to the centerline of the tread. Two or more plies of reinforced belts
are applied, encircling the tire under the tread. Radial-ply tires were in-
troduced in Europe during the 1950s and came into common use in the
United States during the 1970s.

Reinforcing filler. Material added to rubber compounds to provide 
favorable properties, including resistance to abrasion. The two most
common reinforcing fillers are carbon black and silica.

Replacement passenger tire. A tire purchased in the aftermarket to replace
an original equipment tire.

Rim diameter. The diameter of a wheel measured at the intersection of
the bead seat and the flange. The rim diameter is listed in the size desig-
nation on the passenger tire sidewall. Common rim diameters for pas-
senger tires range from 13 to 20 inches.

RMA. Rubber Manufacturers Association. RMA is the national trade
association for the rubber products industry in the United States. Most
domestic and foreign tire makers who produce tires in the United States
are members of the association.

Rolling resistance. The force at the axle in the direction of travel re-
quired to make a loaded tire roll.

Rolling resistance coefficient (RRC). The value of the rolling resistance
force divided by the wheel load. The Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) has developed test practices to measure the RRC of tires. These
tests (SAE J1269 and SAE J2452) are usually performed on new tires.
When measured by using these standard test practices, most new pas-
senger tires have reported RRCs ranging from 0.007 to 0.014.

Run-flat tire. A type of pneumatic tire constructed of special materials,
supports, and configurations that allow it to travel for a limited distance
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and speed after experiencing a loss of most or all inflation pressure.
While these tires usually have greater weight and resultant rolling resis-
tance, they permit the elimination of storage space and weight associated
with a spare tire and jack.

SAE. Society of Automotive Engineers. SAE technical committees have
developed standardized test practices for measuring the rolling resistance
of tires.

SAE J1269. A recommended practice of SAE that defines a standardized
method for testing tire rolling resistance under steady-state conditions
at 80 km/h (50 mph).

SAE J2452. A recommended practice of SAE that defines a standardized
method for testing tire rolling resistance in simulation of a coastdown
from 120 to 15 km/h.

Section height. The linear distance between an inflated unloaded tire’s
overall (outside) tread diameter and the intersection of the bead seat and
the flange.

Section width. The linear distance between the outside sidewalls of an
inflated unloaded tire (not including decorations such as lettering) when
mounted on the measuring rim. Treads are always narrower than the
section width.

Sidewall. The portion of the tire between the bead and the tread. The
tire’s name, safety codes, and size designation are molded on the sidewall.

Silane. An organo-silicate compound that is sometimes mixed with sil-
ica to promote dispersion and bonding.

Silica. A very fine, nano-size particle, silicon dioxide, used as a reinforc-
ing filler in rubber compounding.

Speed rating. A letter assigned to a tire denoting the maximum speed
for which the use of the tire is rated (e.g., S = 112 mph, H = 130 mph).
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The speed rating is contained in the tire size designation molded on the
sidewall.

Tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS). A warning system in motor
vehicles that indicates to the operator when a tire is significantly under-
inflated. Some systems use sensors in the tire to transmit pressure infor-
mation to a receiver. Some do not have pressure sensors but rely on
wheel speed sensors to detect and compare differences in wheel rota-
tional speeds, which can be correlated to differences in tire pressure.

Traction. The ability of a loaded tire to generate vehicle control forces
through frictional interaction with a road surface.

Tread. The peripheral portion of the tire designed to contact the road
surface. The tread band consists of a pattern of protruding ribs and
grooved channels on top of a base. Tread depth is measured on the basis
of groove depth. Traction is provided by the tread.

Tread compound. The general term that refers to the chemical formula
of the tread material. The compound consists of polymers, reinforcing
fillers, and other additives that aid in processing and slow degradations
from heat, oxygen, moisture, and ozone.

Tread wear life. Total miles traveled by a tire until its tread wears out,
which is usually defined as a remaining groove depth of 2/32 inch for a
passenger car tire that exhibits even wear.

Uniform Tire Quality Grade (UTQG). A passenger tire rating system
that grades a tire’s performance in tread wear durability, traction, and
temperature resistance. UTQG ratings are required by the federal gov-
ernment for most types of passenger tires and are molded on the tire’s
sidewall. The tread wear grade is a numeric rating, with a higher num-
ber suggesting longer tread wear capability. Most tires receive grades be-
tween 100 and 800. The traction grade is assigned on the basis of results
of skid tests on wet pavements. Tires are graded AA, A, B, or C, with AA
indicating superior wet traction. The temperature grade is assigned to
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tires tested at various speeds to determine the ability of a tire to dissipate
heat. Tires are graded A, B, or C, with A indicating an ability to dissipate
heat at higher speeds.

USDOT. U.S. Department of Transportation. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration is an agency of USDOT.

Vehicle fuel economy. The average number of miles a vehicle travels per
gallon of motor fuel (typically gasoline or diesel fuel).

Viscoelastic. A viscoelastic material is characterized by possessing both
viscous and elastic behavior. A purely elastic material is one in which all
energy stored in the material during loading is returned when the load is
removed. In contrast, a purely viscous material stores no strain energy,
and all of the energy required to deform the material is simultaneously
converted into heat. Some of the energy stored in a viscoelastic system is
recovered on removal of the load, and the remainder is dissipated as heat.
Rubber is a viscoelastic material.

Wear resistance. Resistance of the tread to abrasion from use on a nor-
mal road surface.

Wet traction. The ability of a loaded tire to generate vehicle control
forces through frictional interaction with a wet road surface.
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Executive Summary

Each year Americans spend about $20 billion replacing the tires on their
passenger cars and light trucks. Although passenger tires last far longer
today than they did 30 years ago, most are replaced every 3 to 5 years
because of wear. A total of about 200 million replacement passenger tires
are purchased in the United States annually. Each time they replace their
tires, motorists spend several hundred dollars and must choose among
tires varying in price, style, and many aspects of performance. The tires
they do buy will affect not only the handling, traction, ride comfort, and
appearance of their vehicles but also fuel economy.

Tires affect vehicle fuel economy mainly through rolling resistance.
As a tire rolls under the vehicle’s weight, its shape changes repeatedly as
it experiences recurring cycles of deformation and recovery. In the
process, mechanical energy otherwise available to turn the wheels is
converted into heat and dissipated from the tire. More fuel must be
expended to replace this lost energy. Combinations of differences in tire
dimensions, design, materials, and construction features will cause tires
to differ in rolling resistance as well as in many other attributes such as
traction, handling, noise, wear resistance, and appearance. Once they are
placed in service, tires must be properly maintained to perform as
intended with respect to all attributes. The maintenance of proper infla-
tion pressure is especially important.

The collective outcomes of the choices consumers make when they
buy tires are matters of public interest. The 220 million passenger cars
and light trucks in the United States consume about 130 billion gallons
of motor fuel annually. Finding ways to reduce this energy consumption
is a national goal for reasons ranging from ensuring economic and
national security to improving local air quality and reducing greenhouse

1
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gas emissions. Maximizing the wear life of tires is also important from
the public standpoint of controlling the population of scrap tires that can
burden landfills and recycling programs. While the handling, traction,
and other operating characteristics of tires are of particular interest to
tire buyers, they are also matters of broader public interest inasmuch as
they may influence the safety performance of vehicles on the nation’s
highways.

This study was conducted at the request of Congress with funding
from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). It
examines the rolling resistance characteristics of passenger tires sold for
replacement and how differences in rolling resistance relate to other tire
attributes. Specifically, Congress asked the National Research Council
(NRC) to assess the feasibility of reducing rolling resistance in replace-
ment tires and the effects of doing so on vehicle fuel consumption, tire
wear life and scrap tire generation, and tire operating performance as it
relates to motor vehicle safety. Congress asked that the assessment
include estimates of the effects of reductions in rolling resistance on con-
sumer spending on fuel and tire replacement.

To conduct the study, the Transportation Research Board, under the
auspices of NRC, assembled a committee of experts in tire engineering and
manufacturing, mechanical and materials engineering, and statistics and
economics. The study committee reviewed the technical literature and
analyzed data on passenger tire rolling resistance and other characteris-
tics. Many aspects of tire design, construction, and manufacturing are
proprietary, which limits the availability of quantitative information,
particularly on the effects of specific changes in tire design and con-
struction to reduce rolling resistance. Nevertheless, enough quantitative
and technical information exists in the public domain to assess and reach
some general conclusions about the feasibility of reducing rolling resis-
tance in replacement tires and the implications for other tire attributes.
Effects on consumer spending on fuel and tire replacement can also be
approximated.

The study findings and conclusions are summarized below. Taken
together, they persuade the committee that the influence of passenger
tires on vehicle fuel consumption warrants greater attention by govern-
ment, industry, and consumers. A recommendation for congressional
action is offered in light of this conclusion.
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FEASIBILITY OF LOWERING ROLLING RESISTANCE 
IN REPLACEMENT TIRES

Reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires by a mag-
nitude of 10 percent is technically and economically feasible. A tire’s
overall contribution to vehicle fuel consumption is determined by its
rolling resistance averaged over its lifetime of use. A reduction in the
average rolling resistance of replacement tires in the fleet can occur
through various means. Consumers could purchase more tires that are
now available with lower rolling resistance, tire designs could be modi-
fied, and new tire technologies that offer reduced rolling resistance could
be introduced. More vigilant maintenance of tire inflation pressure will
further this outcome. In the committee’s view, there is much evidence to
suggest that reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires
by a magnitude of 10 percent is feasible and attainable within a decade
through combinations of these means.

Rolling resistance varies widely among replacement tires already on
the market, even among tires that are comparable in price, size, traction,
speed rating, and wear resistance. Consumers, if sufficiently informed
and interested, could bring about a reduction in average rolling resis-
tance by adjusting their tire purchases and by taking proper care of their
tires once in service, especially by maintaining recommended inflation
pressure. The committee does not underestimate the challenge of chang-
ing consumer preferences and behavior. This could be a difficult under-
taking, and it must begin with information concerning the tire’s influence
on fuel economy being made widely and readily available to tire buyers
and sellers. A significant and sustained reduction in rolling resistance is
difficult to imagine under any circumstances without informed and
interested consumers.

The committee observes that consumers now have little, if any,
practical way of assessing how tire choices can affect vehicle economy.

INFLUENCE ON VEHICLE FUEL ECONOMY

Tires and their rolling resistance characteristics can have a meaning-
ful effect on vehicle fuel economy and consumption. A 10 percent
reduction in average rolling resistance, if achieved for the population of
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passenger vehicles using replacement tires, promises a 1 to 2 percent
increase in the fuel economy of these vehicles. About 80 percent of pas-
senger cars and light trucks are equipped with replacement tires. Assum-
ing that the number of miles traveled does not change, a 1 to 2 percent
increase in the fuel economy of these vehicles would save about 1 billion
to 2 billion gallons of fuel per year of the 130 billion gallons consumed
by the entire passenger vehicle fleet. This fuel savings is equivalent to the
fuel saved by taking 2 million to 4 million cars and light trucks off the
road. In this context, a 1 to 2 percent reduction in the fuel consumed
by passenger vehicles using replacement tires would be a meaningful
accomplishment.

EFFECTS ON TIRE WEAR LIFE AND SCRAP TIRES

The effects of reductions in rolling resistance on tire wear life and scrap
tires are difficult to estimate because of the various ways by which
rolling resistance can be reduced. The tread is the main factor in tire wear
life and the main component of the tire contributing to rolling resis-
tance. Reductions in tread thickness, volume, and mass are among the
means available to reduce rolling resistance, but they may be undesirable
if they lead to shorter tire lives and larger numbers of scrap tires. Various
tread-based technologies are being developed and used with the goal of
reducing rolling resistance without significant effects on wear resistance.
The practical effects of these technologies on tread wear and other tire
performance characteristics have not been established quantitatively. How-
ever, continuing advances in tire technology hold much promise that
rolling resistance can be reduced further without adverse effects on tire
wear life and scrap tire populations.

EFFECTS ON TRACTION AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE

Although traction may be affected by modifying a tire’s tread to reduce
rolling resistance, the safety consequences are probably undetectable.
Changes are routinely made in tire designs, materials, and construction
methods for reasons ranging from noise mitigation and ride comfort to
steering response and styling. All can have implications for other tire
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properties and operating performance, including traction capability.
Discerning the safety implications of small changes in tire traction char-
acteristics associated with tread modifications to reduce rolling resis-
tance may not be practical or even possible. The committee could not
find safety studies or vehicle crash data that provide insight into the
safety impacts associated with large changes in traction capability, much
less the smaller changes that may occur from modifying the tread to
reduce rolling resistance.

EFFECTS ON CONSUMER FUEL AND TIRE EXPENDITURES

Reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires promises
fuel savings to consumers that exceed associated tire purchase costs,
as long as tire wear life is not shortened. A 10 percent reduction in
rolling resistance can reduce consumer fuel expenditures by 1 to 2 per-
cent for typical vehicles. This savings is equivalent to 6 to 12 gallons per
year, or $12 to $24 if fuel is priced at $2 per gallon. Tire technologies
available today to reduce rolling resistance would cause consumers to
spend slightly more when they buy replacement tires, on the order of
1 to 2 percent or an average of $1 to $2 more in tire expenditures per year.
These technologies, however, may need to be accompanied by other
changes in tire materials and designs to maintain the levels of wear resis-
tance that consumers demand. While the effect of such accompanying
changes on tire production costs and prices is unclear, the overall mag-
nitude of the fuel savings suggests that consumers would likely incur a
net savings in their combined fuel and tire expenditures.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INFORM CONSUMERS

As a general principle, consumers benefit from the ready availability of easy-
to-understand information on all major attributes of their purchases. Tires
are no exception, and their influence on vehicle fuel economy is an attribute
that is likely to be of interest to many tire buyers. Because tires are driven
tens of thousands of miles, their influence on vehicle fuel consumption
can extend over several years. Ideally, consumers would have access to
information that reflects a tire’s effect on fuel economy averaged over its
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anticipated lifetime of use, as opposed to a measurement taken during a
single point in the tire’s lifetime, usually when it is new. No standard mea-
sure of lifetime tire energy consumption is currently available, and the
development of one deserves consideration. Until such a practical measure
is developed, rolling resistance measurements of new tires can be informa-
tive to consumers, especially if they are accompanied by reliable infor-
mation on other tire characteristics such as wear resistance and traction.

Advice on specific procedures for measuring and rating the influence of
individual passenger tires on fuel economy and methods of conveying this
information to consumers is outside the scope of this study. Nevertheless,
the committee is persuaded that there is a public interest in consumers
having access to such information. The public interest is comparable
with that of consumers having information on tire traction and tread
wear characteristics, which is now provided by industry and required by
federal regulation.

It is apparent that industry cooperation is essential in gathering and
conveying tire performance information that consumers can use in mak-
ing tire purchases. It is in the spirit of prompting and ensuring more wide-
spread industry cooperation in the supply of useful and trusted purchase
information that the committee makes the following recommendations.

Congress should authorize and make sufficient resources available
to NHTSA to allow it to gather and report information on the influence
of individual passenger tires on vehicle fuel consumption. Information
that best indicates a tire’s contribution to vehicle fuel consumption and
that can be effectively gathered, reported, and communicated to con-
sumers buying tires should be sought. The effort should cover a large
portion of the passenger tires sold in the United States and be com-
prehensive with regard to popular tire sizes, models, and types, both
imported and domestic.

NHTSA should consult with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency on means of conveying the information and ensure that the
information is made widely available in a timely manner and is easily
understood by both buyers and sellers. In the gathering and commu-
nication of this information, the agency should seek the active partic-
ipation of the entire tire industry.
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The effectiveness of this consumer information and the methods
used for communicating it should be reviewed regularly. The infor-
mation and communication methods should be revised as necessary
to improve effectiveness. Congress should require periodic assess-
ments of the initiative’s utility to consumers, the level of cooperation
by industry, and the resultant contribution to national goals pertain-
ing to energy consumption.

Finally, even as motorists are advised of the energy performance of
tires, they must appreciate that all tires require proper inflation and
maintenance to achieve their intended levels of energy, safety, wear, and
operating performance. As new technologies such as tire pressure mon-
itoring systems, more energy-efficient tire designs, and run-flat con-
structions are introduced on a wider basis, they must have the effect of
prompting more vigilant tire maintenance rather than fostering more
complacency in this regard. Motorists must be alerted to the fact that
even small losses in inflation pressure can greatly reduce tire life, fuel
economy, safety, and operating performance. A strong message urging
vigilant maintenance of inflation must therefore be a central part of com-
municating information on the energy performance of tires to motorists.
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Introduction

During 2005, gasoline and diesel prices, adjusted for inflation, rose to lev-
els not experienced in the United States in a quarter century. For a grow-
ing number of Americans, the price of motor fuel has become a real
financial concern. Whether fuel prices will stabilize or fluctuate remains to
be seen, but one apparent outcome of recent price instability is renewed
interest among consumers and policy makers in vehicle fuel economy.
Motor vehicles account for about half of the nation’s petroleum usage, and
about three-quarters of this fuel goes to the 220 million cars and light-duty
trucks in the nation’s passenger vehicle fleet (Davis and Diegel 2004, 1-17,
1-18, 3-7, 4-2, 4-3).1 In traveling some 2,600 billion miles, these vehicles
burn about 130 billion gallons of gasoline and diesel fuel each year, or about
600 gallons per vehicle on average (Davis and Diegel 2004, 4-2, 4-3). In
terms of fuel economy, passenger vehicles in the fleet average about 20 miles
per gallon (mpg), which includes the 22.1 mpg averaged by cars and the
17.6 mpg averaged by light trucks (Davis and Diegel 2004, 4-2, 4-3).

Many variables affect vehicle fuel economy, among them the vehicle’s
weight, aerodynamics, engine, driveline, and accessory load. The vehi-
cle’s tires also influence fuel economy by causing rolling resistance,
which consumes energy and thus reduces fuel economy. Anyone who has
pedaled a bicycle with tires low on air can attest to the added work
required to overcome the increase in rolling resistance. Even if it is prop-

9

1 Statistics on passenger vehicle populations, travel, and motor fuel use referenced in this report are
drawn from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Transportation Energy Data Book, which is cited as
Davis and Diegel 2004. The statistics in the Data Book are derived from several sources, including
Highway Statistics, published annually by the Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation. The data are for 2002 and 2003, which were the most recent years avail-
able for these statistics when this report was prepared.
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erly inflated, a bicycle tire exhibits rolling resistance that varies with the
tire’s size, construction, and materials. This variability, even when slight,
can be noticeable to the frequent bicyclist. However, large variations in
the rolling resistance of tires used on motor vehicles may go completely
unnoticed by the driver, since the vehicle’s engine does all the work.
Despite paying the price of more frequent refueling, the driver may never
make a connection between the tires and the rate of fuel consumption.

This study examines the contribution of tires to vehicle fuel economy,
the variability in energy performance among tires, and technical and eco-
nomic issues associated with means of improving tire energy performance.
The focus is on replacement tires designed for passenger cars as well as vehi-
cles defined as light trucks and used mainly for personal transportation.

Congress requested the study, presumably to help inform both con-
sumers and policy makers. Most motorists will replace their tires every
3 to 5 years, but few are likely to know the effects of their tire purchases
on the rate of fuel consumption of their vehicles, because little consumer
information is available on this tire characteristic. While the extent of
consumer interest in tire energy performance is unclear, it is reasonable
to assume that motorists care more about this characteristic when fuel
prices are high or rising. With respect to the public interest overall, the
approximately 200 million replacement tires that are purchased each
year by U.S. consumers have many collective effects on society. Most of
the 160 million to 175 million passenger vehicles in the United States that
are more than 3 or 4 years old are equipped with replacement tires (Davis
and Diegel 2004, 3-9, 3-10). These vehicles make up about 75 percent of
the passenger vehicle fleet. Replacement tires thus affect not only motor
fuel consumption in the aggregate but also vehicle safety performance
and the nation’s solid waste and recycling streams. Consequently, pas-
senger tires have long been the subject of federal, state, and local regula-
tions and environmental policies.

STUDY CHARGE AND SCOPE

Congress requested this study of national tire efficiency. The language of
the request, which constitutes the study’s statement of task, can be found
in the Preface. In short, Congress called for an evaluation of how lowering
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the rolling resistance of replacement tires used on passenger cars and
light trucks could affect

• Motor fuel consumption nationally;
• Tire wear life and the generation of scrap tires;
• Tire performance characteristics, including those affecting vehicle

safety; and
• Total consumer spending on tires and fuel.

The study request further urges that consideration be given to the “aver-
age American drive cycle.” This cycle was not defined, but it suggests that
the effects listed above should be considered with ample regard for how tires
are used and maintained in practice during their lifetime of service.

The request focuses on replacement tires as opposed to original equip-
ment (OE) tires. Replacement tires are purchased directly by consumers,
and they are subject to market and regulatory influences different from
those of OE tires supplied to automobile manufacturers. The study’s
focus on replacement tires, however, does not mean that OE tires are
excluded from consideration. Indeed, much can be learned from OE
tires. Federal fuel economy regulations that apply to new passenger vehi-
cles have prompted automobile manufacturers to demand tires that will
exhibit lower rolling resistance when new equipment on vehicles is sub-
jected to fuel economy testing.2 Moreover, because OE tires are designed
specifically for the vehicles to which they are supplied, motorists may have
an interest in replacing them with aftermarket tires that will offer many of
the same characteristics and capabilities, including energy performance.

POLICY CONTEXT

A decade ago, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) proposed a fuel economy rating for passenger tires—one that
would provide tire buyers with a performance grade molded on the tire
sidewall.3 Although the rating system was not adopted, the ensuing debate

2 Federal fuel economy standards apply only to new vehicles and do not govern the energy perfor-
mance of aftermarket components or maintenance of fuel economy over the lifetime of a vehicle’s
operation.

3 59 CFR 19686, 60 CFR 27472, and 61 CFR 47437.
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revealed gaps in the information available concerning tire rolling resis-
tance levels and the effects of lowering rolling resistance on tire wear
resistance, other aspects of tire operating performance, and vehicle
fuel use. Federal legislative proposals have emerged periodically ever
since, including an amendment to the 2005 Energy Policy Act—later
withdrawn—calling on NHTSA to establish a national tire efficiency
program to set policies and procedures for tire fuel economy testing and
labeling and for promoting the sale of replacement tires that consume
less energy.

As interest in tire energy performance has fluctuated at the federal
level, some state governments and private organizations have taken steps
to promote improvements. In 2003, California enacted a law (AB 844)
requiring tire manufacturers to report the rolling resistance properties
and fuel economy effects of replacement tires sold in the state. Charged
with implementing the law, the California Energy Commission, with
financial support from the California Integrated Waste Management
Board, has been gathering rolling resistance information and other data
on passenger tires. The purpose is to assess the feasibility and desirabil-
ity of establishing a consumer information program or defining an
energy performance standard for replacement tires sold in California.

Surprisingly, tire energy performance has received even less attention
in Europe and Japan than in the United States. A strong interest in high-
performance tires by European and Japanese motorists is one reason for
this situation. Nevertheless, since 1977, Germany has administered the
“Blue Angel” environmental labeling program, whereby companies vol-
untarily submit their products for testing and recognition as “environ-
mentally sound.” Passenger tires are one of nearly 100 product categories
in the German program, and they are tested for several properties, includ-
ing noise emissions, wet traction, hydroplaning, and rolling resistance.

Seeking ways to improve the energy performance of individual motor
vehicle components, the International Energy Agency (IEA) convened a
workshop in November 2005 to examine how rolling resistance is mea-
sured in tires and how these measurements can translate into reductions
in vehicle fuel consumption. Workshop participants—drawn mostly from
Europe and the United States—discussed the grounds for and feasibil-
ity of internationally uniform procedures for rating the energy perfor-
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mance of tires. The IEA activity may be indicative of a growing interest in
tire energy performance abroad as well as in the United States.4

STUDY APPROACH AND INFORMATION BASE

Much of the technical literature on tire rolling resistance dates from the
mid-1970s to mid-1980s and coincides with rising energy prices and the
heightened consumer and government interest in vehicle fuel economy
at that time. The studies from that era describe and document the effects
of changes in tire designs, dimensions, materials, and operating condi-
tions on rolling resistance. These studies consisted mainly of laboratory
experiments and simulations. Much of what is known today about the
effects of individual tire components (e.g., tread band, sidewall, and
bead) and operating conditions (e.g., tire pressure, vehicle speed, and
load) on tire energy performance originated from this earlier period.

Data characterizing the rolling resistance of today’s passenger tires—
those on the market and in use on the nation’s highways—are more diffi-
cult to obtain. Such data are essential, however, in confirming relationships
observed in past experiments and in characterizing rolling resistance lev-
els in the current tire population and their association with other tire
performance characteristics. Tires are designed and constructed in sev-
eral ways that can affect their rolling resistance as well as other charac-
teristics such as wear resistance and traction. Tires on the market vary in
rolling resistance. How these differences in rolling resistance relate to
other aspects of tire operating performance and cost is an empirical
question that can be addressed by examining tires that are available and
in common use today.

Data on rolling resistance characteristics for large samples of passen-
ger tires proved scarce. Measurements from only a few hundred tires
have been reported publicly since the mass introduction of radial-ply
tires more than three decades ago. These data, derived from varied sources
such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Consumer Reports
magazine, are reported to the extent possible, but some are not analyzed
any further because of uncertainties and limitations in measurement and

4 Presentations and a summary of the IEA conference can be found at www.iea.org.
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sampling methods. Some of the data sets contain additional information
on tire characteristics such as tread wear, traction, and price, but most
do not.

The largest and most current set of data containing measurements of
tire rolling resistance was made available by three tire manufacturers
during the course of the study. These data are analyzed statistically in this
report, although the results are accompanied by a number of caveats
concerning their relevance to the full population of tires on the replace-
ment market. The majority of the data came from one tire manufacturer;
hence, the degree to which the data are representative of tires on the mar-
ket is not established. The rolling resistance values reported were derived
from tests performed on single tire specimens for each tire model and
size. Ideally, more tires would have been tested from each tire model to
enhance measurement accuracy and ensure the absence of anomalous
results. Standardized rolling resistance measurement methods were
used, but variations in testing machinery could have affected the com-
parability of the data reported by different tire companies. Although the
sampling was not scientific and the method of data collection was not
fully satisfactory, the committee believes that the tire company data,
when properly characterized and coupled with information from other
replacement tire samples and information obtained by the committee on
OE tires, provide useful insights into the rolling resistance and other
characteristics of new passenger tires.5

With this information in hand, the committee sought to address the
questions asked in the study charge. However, the data provided by 
tire manufacturers were not made available to the committee until late
in the study, which limited the statistical analyses that could be per-
formed. The analyses that were performed are intended to uncover gen-
eral patterns. Some elements of the questions asked by Congress required
interpretation and clarification by the committee—for example, in
determining what constitutes “technically feasible” and what is meant by
the “average American drive cycle.” One could maintain that only those

5 The State of California is sponsoring the testing of approximately 120 passenger tires for rolling
resistance. It is also testing a portion of the sampled tires for other characteristics such as wet trac-
tion and wear resistance. The test results, expected to be available in August 2006, may shed addi-
tional light on the issues examined in this study.
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tires already for sale are demonstrably “feasible” from both a technical
and economic standpoint. Still, technologies throughout the develop-
ment process can be assessed for technical and economic feasibility. With
regard to the “average American drive cycle,” there are many different
types of drive cycles. Distilling all U.S. driving activity into a single rep-
resentative cycle would be a formidable task. Among the many compli-
cating factors are the variability in trip durations and speeds; vehicle types
and applications; ambient temperatures, rain, and snow; tire inflation
pressures and loads; and road surface types, textures, and temperatures.
The committee decided that the most appropriate “average American
drive cycle” is simply total miles traveled divided by total fuel consumed
by passenger vehicles, since energy expended on rolling resistance is more
a function of miles traveled than travel speed.

The meaning of tire “performance” also required some interpretation.
An examination of all aspects of tire performance would risk becoming
a wide-ranging assessment of all potential relationships between rolling
resistance and the multitude of tire qualities that are of interest to
motorists, such as noise, handling, appearance, speed capability, and ride
comfort, as well as traction and wear resistance. The committee could
not think of a meaningful way to assess all possible effects. The dimen-
sions of tire performance specifically mentioned in the congressional
charge are energy (fuel), safety, and wear performance. Accordingly, the
committee chose to focus the study on those three aspects of perfor-
mance, with traction deemed to be the characteristic most relevant to
assessing effects on safety performance.

The study did not examine all societal effects associated with improv-
ing tire energy performance. The focus is limited to direct effects on the
consumer. The consumer in this case is the U.S. motorist. Congress
asked for estimates of the effects of low-rolling-resistance replacement
tires on consumer expenditures for tires and fuel. Society as a whole is
also affected by changes in the rate of scrap tire generation and motor
fuel consumption, as well as the energy and materials used in tire pro-
duction. Tracing through and quantifying these broader societal effects,
however, would require consideration of outcomes ranging from local
air pollution to greenhouse gas buildup. While such a broader account-
ing of effects may be relevant to policy making, it is beyond the scope and
capabilities of this study.
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REPORT ORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 provides context and background on the passenger tire’s
development, use, and regulation. Chapter 3 examines tire rolling resis-
tance and its effect on motor vehicle fuel economy. It examines the
sources of rolling resistance, methods for testing and measuring rolling
resistance, and the range and variability in rolling resistance among new
passenger tires. The effects of incremental changes in rolling resistance
on motor vehicle fuel economy and consumption are also calculated.
Chapter 4 examines relationships among rolling resistance, tire wear life,
and traction, including the latter’s bearing on motor vehicle safety.
Chapter 5 examines and estimates the effects of lower rolling resistance
on consumer expenditures on fuel and tires. The study’s key findings,
conclusions, and recommendations are presented in Chapter 6.
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Background on Passenger Tires

This chapter begins with an introduction and overview of basic termi-
nology and trends pertaining to passenger tires and their use in the
United States. The introductory discussion is followed by background
on the development of tires, the structure of the tire industry, and tire
regulations and standards.

TIRE TERMINOLOGY AND TRENDS

Pneumatic, or air-filled, tires are used on vehicles as diverse in form and
function as airplanes, bicycles, tractors, and race cars. Accordingly, they
encompass a wide range of sizes, designs, materials, and construction
types. Nevertheless, structural elements that are common to all of these
tires are the casing, bead, and tread band.

The casing—often called the carcass—is the structural frame of the
tire. It usually consists of directionally oriented cords banded together
by rubber into layers, called plies, which give the tire strength and stiff-
ness while retaining flexibility. The number of plies is determined by tire
type, size, inflation pressure, and intended application. Plies oriented
mainly from side to side are “radial,” while plies oriented diagonally are
“bias.” In the area where the tread is applied, the plies in the radial cas-
ing are usually covered by a relatively stiff steel belt or a steel belt covered
by a circumferential nylon cap ply. The steel belt is made by using fine
wire twisted into cables as cords. For the inflated tire to be retained on
the wheel rim, the plies are anchored around circumferential hoops
made of multiple strands of fine, high-tensile wire located at the inner
edges of the two sidewalls where they mate with the rim. These two hoops,
called beads, are pressed against the rim flange by inflation pressure,

1 7
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thereby seating and sealing the tire on the rim. Encircling the tire is the
tread. This is a thick band of rubber that forms the tire surface, from its
crown (its largest radius) to its shoulders (the areas in which the tread
transitions to the sidewalls).

The tread is the only part of the tire that comes in contact with the
road surface during normal driving. The tread band consists of a grooved
section on top of a base. The tread’s design, including its grooved pat-
tern, helps in the removal of road surface water and other contaminants
from under the tire while maintaining an adequate level of frictional
adhesion between the tire and road to generate torque, cornering, and
braking forces under a wide range of operating conditions. For most pas-
senger tires, the grooves start out 9/32 to 13/32 inch deep. Tires are nor-
mally considered worn when only 2/32 inch of tread remains.

Most steel-belted radial passenger tires weigh more than 20 pounds,
and they can exceed 50 pounds. The steel typically makes up about 
15 percent of the total weight, the cord material another 5 percent, and
the rubber compound in the carcass and tread about 80 percent (Mod-
ern Tire Dealer 2006, 51). Most of the rubber compound’s weight is from
natural and synthetic polymers and reinforcing fillers. Other materials
added to the compound during processing, such as oils, can contribute
3 to 25 percent of its weight. Because these compounding materials can
account for about half of a tire’s total production cost, fluctuations in
material prices can have important effects on tire retail prices (Modern
Tire Dealer 2006, 46).

The largest application of pneumatic tires is on highway vehicles,
which consist of heavy and medium trucks, commercial light trucks, and
cars and light trucks used as passenger vehicles. Heavy and medium
trucks range from buses to tractor-trailers and construction vehicles.
Their tires are designed for heavy workloads, long-distance travel, and
rough terrain. Commercial light trucks include many full-size pickups
and vans, as well as some SUVs. Their tires are designed mainly for rough
terrain and heavy loads. Cars and light-duty trucks used for passenger
transportation are the most common vehicles on the highway. Their tires
are designed mainly for ride comfort, traction, handling, and wear life,
as well as appearance and affordability.

The focus of this study is on tires used on passenger cars and light-
duty trucks. The federal government defines and regulates these passen-
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ger tires in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), which
are described later in this chapter. All cars are equipped with passenger
tires, which usually contain the prefix “P” before their metric size desig-
nation molded into the tire sidewall. Even though they are classified as
light trucks by the federal government, most SUVs, pickups, and vans
used as passenger vehicles are equipped with passenger tires. The kinds
of light- and medium-duty trucks used in commercial service, including
full-size pickups and vans, have a gross vehicle weight rating of more
than 6,000 pounds. These vehicles are usually equipped with tires hav-
ing the letters “LT” molded into the sidewall. Designed for heavy loads
and rough terrain, the LT tires are regulated separately by the federal
government and are not part of this study. As a practical matter, the
focus is on P-metric tires.

Passenger tires are supplied to automobile manufacturers as original
equipment (OE) and to motorists in the replacement market. Statistics
on annual shipments of passenger tires for both OE and replacement
uses are shown in Figure 2-1. More than 250 million passenger tires were
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FIGURE 2-1 Passenger tire shipments in the United States replacement and OE
markets, 1990–2004. (SOURCE: RMA 2005, 11–12.)
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shipped in the United States in 2004, including about 199 million replace-
ment tires and 53 million OE tires.1 Thus, replacement tires account for
about 80 percent of passenger tire shipments. According to tire dealer
data, Americans spent about $20 billion on replacement passenger tires
in 2005 (Modern Tire Dealer 2006, 42).

Tire shipment statistics reflect the changing size, age composition, and
patterns of use of the U.S. motor vehicle fleet. The number of passenger
vehicles in the fleet rose by 21 percent from 1990 to 2002. It was boosted
by the addition of 14 million to 17 million new vehicles sold each year
and a tendency for vehicles to remain in service longer (Davis and Diegel
2004, 4-5, 4-6). Passenger vehicles are driven an average of 12,000 miles
per year, which is an increase of nearly 10 percent since 1990 (Davis and
Diegel 2004, 4-2, 4-3). The combination of a growing fleet, vehicles last-
ing longer, and vehicles being driven more miles has fostered growth in
the tire replacement market, which experienced a 33 percent increase in
shipments from 1990 to 2004.

HISTORY OF TIRE DEVELOPMENT

The history of passenger tire development is punctuated by innovations
and improvements in tire designs, materials, and manufacturing tech-
niques. Three major periods of development merit attention: (a) the
early era coinciding with the mass introduction of the automobile
from the early 1900s into the 1930s; (b) the middle of the 20th cen-
tury, when synthetic rubber became common and major design inno-
vations such as tubeless and radial-ply tires came about; and (c) the
period since the mass introduction of radial tires in North America
beginning in the 1970s.2

1 Data on tire shipments are provided by the Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA) and do not
include shipments by companies that are not members of the association. RMA estimates that 
79 million tires were imported in 2004 and that 68 million of them were manufactured by RMA
companies (RMA 2005, 18). This differential suggests that about 11 million tires were imported
by companies that are not members of RMA. Presumably, most of these 11 million tires were sold
in the replacement market. The 11 million are not reflected in Figure 2-1.

2 Historical information in this section was derived from the following sources: T. French 1989;
Tomkins 1981; RMA 2005; M. French 1989; Rajan et al. 1997; Lindemuth 2005; and Moran 2001.
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Early Tire Developments

In the 1840s, Charles Goodyear invented the rubber mixing and curing
process known as vulcanization, which was critical in making natural
rubber a useful material for a wide range of products. John Boyd Dunlop
patented the pneumatic tire for use on bicycles in the 1880s, and by the
end of the century, Michelin in France, Goodrich in the United States,
and others had adapted the pneumatic tire to the automobile. Within 
a few years, many companies with now familiar brand names were
making tires, including B. F. Goodrich, Firestone, General, Goodyear,
and U.S. Rubber (later Uniroyal) in the United States and Continental,
Dunlop, Michelin, and Pirelli in Europe.

By World War I, tens of thousands of cars, trucks, and buses were
being mass produced each year in the United States, which created a bur-
geoning demand for tires and many other rubber products such as hoses,
belts, and gaskets. New mixers, conveyor systems, and other time- and
labor-saving equipment enabled tire production to keep pace with the
growing output of automotive assembly lines. Nevertheless, the rapid
changes in automobile technologies, new road surfaces, and faster and
more frequent driving created new performance demands on tires. In
this fast-changing environment, tire companies were forced to learn
much about tire design and construction.

Seeking a competitive advantage, tire companies began to invest more
in research and development. They found that by replacing the rubber-
coated and cross-woven canvas in the tire’s casing with plies of rubber-
ized and directionally oriented fabric, the tire’s fatigue life was greatly
extended. They also found that adding reinforcing agents, such as carbon
black powder, to natural rubber greatly increased its resistance to abra-
sion and allowed tires to operate thousands of miles, rather than hun-
dreds, before wearing out. The discovery of many other valuable rubber
additives followed and further extended tire service life by slowing degra-
dation from oxygen, heat, ultraviolet radiation, ozone, and moisture.

The gains in tire wear life were accompanied by gains in operational
performance, as understanding grew about the tire’s central role in vehi-
cle steering, handling, and braking. Aided by improvements in tire molds
and rubber compounding, tire makers introduced better gripping and
more durable tread patterns during this period. The bias-ply construction,
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in which plies are oriented diagonally and at alternating angles, became
common. This construction, along with the introduction of the steel rim,
allowed the tire to support more weight—and thus enabled cars to become
larger and heavier during the 1920s and 1930s.

Midcentury Developments

When Japan gained control of Asian rubber plantations during World
War II, the United States imposed strict controls on rubber consump-
tion by sharply curtailing the production of tires for nonmilitary pur-
poses and by rationing motor fuel and thus driving activity. At the
beginning of the war, the federal government estimated that rubber pro-
duction could be sustained to meet wartime needs for only about 3 years;
hence, it called on the nation’s chemical companies and research insti-
tutions to accelerate the development and introduction of synthetic rub-
bers made from petroleum and natural gas. This major research and
development effort was highly successful and resulted in the annual pro-
duction of hundreds of thousands of tons of synthetic rubber by 1944.3

Having gained experience with synthetics on military tires, tire com-
panies adapted them to passenger tires after the war. When used in tread,
synthetic rubber was found to have elasticity characteristics helpful in
improving traction. Impermeable synthetic rubbers could be molded
into tire inner liners, which allowed the development of tubeless tires.
They improved tire puncture resistance by retaining air when damaged
and were much easier to mount. By the 1950s, more than two-thirds of
the rubber used in tires was synthetic (RMA 2005, 10).

Another important development in tire technology in the decade after
World War II was the advent of the steel-belted radial-ply tire and its
commercial introduction in Europe by Michelin. Radial-ply tires dif-
fered in several respects from bias-ply tires. Whereas the cords in bias-
ply tires run diagonally, the carcass cords in radial-ply tires run more
directly from bead to bead, perpendicular to the tire’s circumference—
an orientation made possible because the tread is stabilized by a stiff cir-

3 A history of this period of the tire industry’s development is given by Morawetz (2002) and is re-
counted in the video Modern Marvels—Rubber aired by the History Channel and available at
www.historychannel.com.
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cumferential belt. Today, the belt plies are usually reinforced by small
cords made of fine steel cable.

The radial-ply tire offered two critical advantages: a much more sta-
ble tread foundation and a more flexible sidewall. These advantages
translated into the practical outcomes of longer tread life, better wet and
dry traction, improved puncture resistance, and reduced rolling resis-
tance and energy consumption.

Modern Radial Era

As American motorists began driving foreign vehicles and some U.S.
models equipped with radial-ply tires during the 1970s, they began de-
manding these tires in larger numbers. By the beginning of the 1980s,
radial tires had become the standard construction type for both OE and
replacement tires. Radials accounted for about 60 percent of passenger
tire shipments in 1980, 97 percent by the end of the 1980s, and 99 per-
cent in 2005 (Modern Tire Dealer 2006, 51).

Tire wear life was a key selling point for radials, because average tire
wear life increased by thousands of miles. In addition, tire companies
marketed “all-season” tires made possible by the stability of the steel belt
as a structural foundation, which prevented tread cracking in the required
cross-groove pattern for winter traction. This development brought an
end to the practice among many North American motorists of switching
to specialized snow tires during the winter months.

Radials also offered improved handling, which led to a growing array
of tires designed and marketed as “performance,” “high performance,”
and “ultra-high performance.” Starting in the 1980s, tire manufacturers
started rating more tires in North America according to their designed
maximum operating speed. The desired speed rating affected the choice
of materials and construction of the tire. For instance, tires with higher
speed ratings required stronger steel belts and belt compounds covered
by a nylon cap ply. The speed rating letter is printed on the passenger
tire’s sidewall after sizing information.4 The most common speed rating

4 The rating is based on laboratory tests during which the tire is pressed against a 1.7-meter-diameter
metal drum to reflect its appropriate load and is run at ever-increasing speeds (in 6.2-mph steps
in 10-minute increments) until the tire’s rated speed is met.
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symbols, maximum speeds, and typical applications for U.S. passenger
tires are shown in Table 2-1.

While tire manufacturers do not recommend driving at the top speeds
for each speed-rated tire, they use the ratings as one means of distin-
guishing tires with different performance capabilities. In general, tires
rated for higher speeds will also be designed to offer superior perfor-
mance in a number of respects other than speed, such as handling and
steering response. The ratings help motorists maintain vehicle speed
capability when they replace speed-rated OE tires.

Figure 2-2 displays the information molded in the passenger tire
sidewall, including the size designation that usually follows the tire’s

TABLE 2-1 Common Speed Ratings for U.S. Passenger Tires

Percentage of Percentage of 
Speed Total OE Tire Total Replacement 
Rating Speed Speed Shipments Tire Shipments 
Symbol (mph) (km/h) Example Applications in 2004 in 2004

S, T 112–118 180–190 Family sedans and vans 83 74
H, V 130–149 210–240 Sport sedans and coupes 15 22
W, Y, Z >149 >240 High-performance sports cars 2 4

SOURCE: RMA 2005, 22.

FIGURE 2-2 Passenger tire sidewall information and major dimensions.
(SOURCE: www.tireguides.com.)
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name. The tire’s section width (in millimeters) is the first number in
the size designation, followed by its aspect ratio, which is calculated 
by dividing the tire’s section height by its section width and multiply-
ing by 100. Rim diameter (in inches) is the last number in the series,
after “R” for radial. Hence a passenger tire with size designation
P215/65/R15 has a section width of 215 millimeters, an aspect ratio (or
profile series) of 65, and an inner circumference to fit a rim 15 inches
in diameter.

Tire industry survey data indicate that eight of the 10 most popu-
lar OE tire sizes for Model Year 2005 passenger vehicles fit 16- and 
17-inch rims. Because it takes 3 or more years for OE sizing trends to
make their way to the replacement market, tires with 15-inch rim 
sizes remained common among replacement tires in 2005 (Table 2-2).
The OE data in Table 2-2 show the growing popularity of tires with
larger section widths and lower aspect ratios—trends that have also
become more evident in the replacement market with the availability
of “plus-size” custom wheels to replace the original wheel and tire
combination.

With regard to possible future trends in the replacement market, tires
with specially reinforced sidewalls, known as run-flat tires, have grown
in popularity in the OE segment. Although they accounted for less than

TABLE 2-2 Passenger Tire Size Popularity, 2005

Percentage of Percentage of 
Total OE Tires Replacement Total Replacement 

OE Tire Size Shipped Tire Size Tires Shipped

P215/60/R16 6.0 P232/60/R16 6.4
P205/65/R15 5.2 P235/75/R15 6.0
P265/70/R17 5.0 P205/65/R15 4.7
P245/65/R17 4.6 P215/70/R15 4.0
P235/70/R16 4.3 P205/70/R15 3.7
P195/60/R15 3.5 P195/65/R15 3.4
P245/70/R17 3.2 P185/65/R14 3.1
P205/60/R16 3.0 P195/60/R15 2.7
P225/60/R17 2.8 P195/70/R14 2.7
P265/65/R17 2.6 P205/55/R16 2.4
Total, top 10 40.2 Total, top 10 39.1

SOURCE: Modern Tire Dealer 2006, 45.
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1 percent of replacement sales in 2005, their rate of growth will be influ-
enced by OE acceptance (Modern Tire Dealer 2006, 46). These air-filled
but partially structure-supporting tires are designed to operate with the
loss of inflation, down to zero inflation pressure for speeds up to 55 mph
for a distance of up to 50 miles. Originally developed for two-seat sports
cars with little room for spare tires and jacks, run-flat tires can now be
found on other passenger vehicles. They are marketed for their conve-
nience and safety in the event of a flat in a remote or hazardous location.
As noted later in the report, run-flat tires weigh more than conventional
radial tires—which increases their material and production cost—and
they tend to exhibit higher rolling resistance.

TIRE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

The tire industry is international and driven by competition. The major-
ity of OE and replacement tires sold in the United States are produced
by several large domestic and foreign manufacturers, all operating inter-
nationally, including Michelin (France), Goodyear (United States),
Bridgestone/Firestone (Japan), Pirelli (Italy), Cooper (United States),
Toyo (Japan), Kumho (South Korea), Continental (Germany), Hankook
(South Korea), Yokohama (Japan), and Sumitomo (Japan). Potentially
adding to the competitive mix in the replacement market is the growing
number of passenger tires produced by companies based in China, 
Taiwan, India, and other industrializing countries (Modern Tire Dealer
2006, 51).

Tire manufacturers supply the two distinct—albeit related—markets:
OE and replacement. Automobile manufacturers buy in large volumes
that give them influence over tire prices and specifications. They demand
tires with characteristics that suit their vehicle designs, marketing strate-
gies, and production schedules. In turn, OE orders allow tire companies
to keep their production facilities operating at efficient volumes. The OE
business also can help generate future sales of replacement tires. By link-
ing its tire lines with a specific vehicle make or model, a tire company can
draw on the brand loyalty of motorists. Because four times as many
replacement tires as OE tires are sold, such brand loyalty can be valuable
to the tire manufacturer.
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Like makers of many other consumer goods, tire manufacturers seek
to distinguish their products from those of competitors through brand-
ing. Most sell under heavily advertised manufacturer (or national “flag”)
brands as well as associate and specialty brands, some acquired through
mergers and acquisitions of well-known tire companies. Goodyear, for
instance, sells under its own name and several other nationally recognized
brands; it owns Dunlop (in the United States) and Kelly. Likewise, Miche-
lin has acquired the BFGoodrich and Uniroyal brands in the United
States, and Bridgestone also sells tires under the Firestone and Dayton
brand names. These nine brands accounted for 51.6 percent of the replace-
ment tire consumer market in 2005 (Modern Tire Dealer 2006, 39).

Most major tire companies supply both the OE and the replacement
markets. They typically use their flag brands for the former and a com-
bination of flag and associate brands for the latter. An exception to this
practice is Cooper Tire, which concentrates on serving the replacement
market. It sells tires under its own brand name and under associate
brands such as Starfire, Dean, and Mastercraft. In addition, most tire
makers supply replacement tires to retailers selling under private labels,
such as the Sears Guardsman, Wal-Mart Douglas, and Pep Boys Futura.
In these cases, the retailer creates and controls the brand, often con-
tracting for supplies from one or more tire makers offering the lowest
price or other valued attributes such as supply reliability.

OE Market

OE tires outfitted on a specific vehicle are usually developed and supplied
by one or two preselected tire makers. From the standpoint of the automo-
bile manufacturer, it can sometimes be advantageous to engage at least two
OE tire suppliers to ensure an ample and timely supply and to foster com-
petition. As part of the development process, experimental tires are usually
submitted to the automobile manufacturer by the tire maker, along with
various test measurements. The tires are evaluated, and further refinements
are made as needed. Most automobile companies have in-house tire test-
ing facilities and expertise to assist in tire evaluation and specification.

OE tires are usually specified in both quantitative and qualitative
terms. The OE specification sheet will define the tire’s physical dimen-
sions, such as mass, width, and diameter within the parameters of tire
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and rim standards. Because the tire is integral to the vehicle’s suspension,
steering, acceleration, and braking, the automobile maker will also set
precise and quantifiable targets for properties such as force and moment
(cornering coefficient, aligning torque coefficient, etc.); deflection (spring
rate); and traction (friction coefficients) in wet, dry, and snow condi-
tions. Other quantifiable properties that are usually specified include
electrical conductivity (resistance to static shock), speed endurance
(suitable to the vehicle’s speed capability), tire wear resistance, and
rolling resistance (rolling resistance coefficient).5 In addition, the auto-
mobile manufacturer will define several other tire attributes, sometimes
through more qualitative means, such as the tire’s expected noise and
vibration levels, sidewall appearance, and tread image.

Some OE tire specifications are governed by FMVSS such as those
covering tire structural safety and rim selection. These apply to all pas-
senger tires. Other OE specifications are strongly influenced by the fed-
eral safety standards and other regulations applying to motor vehicles.
For example, OE tire designs are influenced by federal standards for pas-
senger vehicle brake systems and motor vehicle fuel economy.

Replacement Market

The logistics of tire manufacturing, inventorying, and distribution in the
replacement market are focused on serving the complete market. Most
replacement tires are designed to perform on the wide range of vehicles
in the fleet, including vehicle models dating back many years. Hence,
whereas the OE market is characterized by the supply of large quantities
of select tire types and sizes, suppliers competing in the replacement
market must offer a wide variety of tire sizes and types, generally pro-
duced in smaller quantities. As a result of market competition, evolving
consumer demands and preferences, and changing tire dimensions and
specifications introduced in the OE segment, the spectrum of replace-
ment tire sizes and types is continually expanding.

At any one time, replacement tires from hundreds of brands and lines
are for sale in the marketplace, which consists of tens of thousands of
individual products, or stock-keeping units, when size variability is taken

5 See Lindemuth (2005) for a more detailed listing of performance criteria and measures.
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into account. Consumers may choose among a handful to several dozen
tire lines for their replacement needs. The choices range from national
Internet and mail-order companies to tire dealers, manufacturer outlets,
and retail department stores (Figure 2-3). Typically, the tires bought in
the replacement market are balanced and mounted by the tire dealer,
who adds about $50 to the cost of purchasing a set of four tires (Modern
Tire Dealer 2006, 55).

TIRE SAFETY AND CONSUMER 
INFORMATION STANDARDS

Even as they market their products to differentiate among tire brands
and lines, tire companies recognize the value of standardization. Early

FIGURE 2-3 Distribution channels for replacement tires in the United States.
(SOURCE: RMA 2005, 13.)
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in its history, the tire industry suffered from excessive product differ-
entiation, especially in tire dimensions. Tires designed and configured
for just one vehicle proved costly and difficult to replace when damaged
or worn. Automobile manufacturers therefore advocated common size
designations to promote interchangeability and competition in supply.

Today’s passenger tires must conform to a number of standards. Some
are required by government, while others are adopted voluntarily by
industry and developed through national and international standard-
setting bodies. Tire speed ratings, as previously discussed, are an exam-
ple of a standard developed and implemented by industry. The following
subsections describe those standards for passenger tire safety and con-
sumer information that are required by the federal government.6

Federal Safety Regulations for Passenger Tires

Between 1966 and 1970, Congress passed several acts defining and ex-
panding the federal government’s role in regulating motor vehicle safety
and creating the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) under the U.S. Department of Transportation to implement
them. NHTSA promulgated a series of FMVSS affecting various systems
and components of the motor vehicle, such as interior displays and con-
trols, brakes, and occupant protection devices. The rules governing tires
cover two main areas: tire structural integrity and fitment.

With regard to structural integrity, the regulations prescribe a battery
of tests that must be passed demonstrating

• Tread plunger strength (a round hub is pressed against the tread with
a given force to test strength),

• Resistance to bead unseating,
• High-speed performance at constant load and variable speed, and
• Endurance at constant speed and variable load.

After passage of the federal TREAD Act of 2000,7 a low-pressure tire
endurance test was developed for introduction, along with additional

6 See Walter (2005) for a more detailed review of government and industry standards and regula-
tions pertaining to passenger tires.

7 The Transportation Recall, Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act
(Public Law 106-414) was signed into law on November 1, 2000.
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requirements for the testing of tire endurance. These requirements are
scheduled to take effect in 2007. More additions to the regulations are
anticipated in response to the TREAD Act as NHTSA examines tests for
tire aging.

With regard to tire sizing and fitment, the federal regulations require
that all tires conform to standards for size, load, and pressure rela-
tionships developed by standard-setting bodies such as the U.S. Tire
and Rim Association, the European Tire and Rim Technical Organi-
zation, and the Japan Automobile Tire Manufacturers Association.8

NHTSA requires tire makers to print sizing information on the tire
sidewalls. Tires in compliance with the federal safety standards are
marked with the “DOT” symbol (for U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion), along with additional information such as the location and date
of tire production, maximum pressure, and tire material and con-
struction type.

Other FMVSS regulations influence tire design and construction,
including braking standards for motor vehicles. Recently, NHTSA
adopted a new rule that will require tire pressure monitoring systems to
be installed on all new passenger cars and light trucks starting with 2007
vehicle models.

Federal Consumer Information Requirements 
for Passenger Tires

Separate from the federal tire safety requirements are federal require-
ments intended to provide consumers with information for making tire
purchases. The Uniform Tire Quality Grading (UTQG) system applies
to all passenger tires with the exception of winter tires and compact
spares. In its current form since 1980, the UTQG system consists of
grades for tread wear, wet traction, and temperature resistance. Manu-
facturers typically test one or more tire models from a tire line or group-
ing to establish the grades for each of the three qualities, which are then
molded on the tire sidewall.

8 Other bodies include the Deutsche Industrie Norm, the British Standards Institution, the Scan-
dinavian Tire and Rim Organization, and the Tyre and Rim Association of Australia.
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Tread Wear Grade
The UTQG tread wear grade is a comparative rating generated from the
results of an outdoor highway test course in which the subject tire is run
in a convoy with several standardized “course-monitoring” tires. After
7,200 miles, the subject tire’s wear rate is compared with that of the mon-
itoring tires. The tire manufacturer assigns a tread wear grade on the
basis of extrapolations of measured wear rates. The ranking scheme sug-
gests that a tire rated 200 should wear twice as long as a tire rated 100 on
the government test course. The relative performance of tires, however,
depends on the conditions of use, and therefore it may depart significantly
from the norm because of variations in operating conditions and mainte-
nance. The 2,371 rated passenger tire lines have the following distribution
of tread wear grades according to information on NHTSA’s website:9 200
or lower, 11 percent; 201 to 300, 21 percent; 301 to 400, 33 percent; 401 to
500, 22 percent; 501 to 600, 8 percent; above 600, 5 percent.

Neither NHTSA nor tire manufacturers are willing to associate expected
mileage levels with particular grades because of the variability in wear
that can occur on the basis of vehicle operating conditions, road condi-
tions, tire maintenance, and individual driving patterns.

Traction Grade
UTQG traction grades are based on a tire’s measured coefficient of fric-
tion when it is tested on wet asphalt and concrete surfaces. The subject
tire is placed on an instrumented axle of a skid trailer, which is pulled
behind a truck at 50 mph on wet asphalt and concrete surfaces. The
trailer’s brakes are momentarily locked, and sensors on the axle measure
the longitudinal braking forces as it slides in a straight line. The coeffi-
cient of friction is then determined as the ratio of this sliding forced to
the tire load. Grades of AA, A, B, and C are assigned according to the cri-
teria shown in Table 2-3.

Traction grades are intended to indicate a tire’s ability to stop on wet
pavement. The UTQG traction grade does not take into account other
aspects of traction, such as peak traction, traction on dry or snow-covered
surfaces, or cornering traction. NHTSA website data indicate that of the

9 www.safercar.gov/tires/pages/Tires2.cfm. Results reported to NHTSA are not sales weighted.
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2,371 rated passenger tire lines, 4 percent were graded AA, 78 percent A,
and 18 percent B and C.10

Temperature Grade
A tire operating at normal speeds can achieve internal temperatures in
excess of 180°F. The UTQG temperature grade indicates the tire’s resis-
tance to the generation of heat during operation at elevated speeds. Sus-
tained high temperature can cause the material of the tire to degrade and
reduce tire life, while excessive temperature can lead to sudden tire fail-
ure. Tires are tested under controlled conditions on a high-speed labo-
ratory test wheel. The focus is on speed effects of properly loaded and
inflated tires. Underinflation and overloading, which can cause heat
buildup at normal speeds, are not tested. Tires are rated A, B, or C, with
A being the highest grade. Tires graded A completed a 30-minute run at
115 mph without failing; tires graded B completed a 30-minute run at
100 mph, but not 115 mph; and tires graded C failed to complete a 
30-minute run at 100 mph. According to NHTSA website data, 27 percent
of the 2,371 rated passenger tire lines have an A grade, 59 percent a 
B grade, and 11 percent a C grade.11

SUMMARY

Most vehicles used for personal and family transportation, including
the growing number of vehicles designated as light trucks and multi-
purpose passenger vehicles (i.e., vans, SUVs), are equipped with tires

TABLE 2-3 UTQG Traction Grades

Traction Wet Asphalt Sliding Wet Concrete Sliding 
Grade Friction Coefficient Friction Coefficient

AA >0.54 >0.38
A >0.47 >0.35
B >0.38 >0.26
C <0.38 <0.26

10 www.safercar.gov/Tires/pages/Tires2.cfm. The data are undated.
11 www.safercar.gov/tires/pages/TireRatTemperature.htm. The data are undated.
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that are regulated by the federal government as passenger tires. Passen-
ger tires make up the large majority of OE and replacement tires in the
light motor vehicle fleet.

Today’s passenger tire is a complex engineering composite that has
evolved over the past century to function as a crucial structural and
dynamic component of the vehicle. Its main structural components, as
in all pneumatic tires, are the casing, tread, and bead. All of the com-
ponents have been the subject of major advances in designs, materials,
and construction methods. The most significant development in recent
decades was the mass introduction of radial-ply tires starting in the
1970s in the United States. The radial-ply construction has had sub-
stantial positive effects on the durability, handling, and energy perfor-
mance of passenger tires.

About 250 million tires are shipped each year in the United States, and
about 80 percent are replacement tires. The number and type of tires
shipped reflect the size and composition of the passenger vehicle fleet.
Growing sales of light trucks (vans, pickups, and SUVs) have led to an
expanding array of sizes and performance capabilities in OE tires, which
have evolved in the replacement market.

The tire industry serves two distinct, albeit related, markets: OE and
replacement. OE tires are developed for specific vehicles and are designed
to work closely with the vehicle’s suspension, steering, and braking sys-
tems and to meet other automobile maker goals for their tires such as
appearance, noise, durability, and rolling resistance. Replacement tires,
in contrast, are designed to perform on a much wider range of vehicle
brands and models. Variations in tire sizes, models, and types, as well as
required years of availability, mean that there are tens of thousands of
unique replacement tire products in the marketplace.

Passenger tires must conform to a number of government and indus-
try standards. All passenger tires must pass federal tests for structural
integrity, which are aimed at preventing rapid loss of pressure, unseat-
ing, and loss of structural form that could cause a driver to lose control
of the vehicle. In consumer-oriented regulations separate from its safety
requirements, the federal government also requires passenger tires to be
graded for traction, tread wear, and temperature resistance. The grades,
which are molded into the tire sidewall, are not safety minima but are
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intended to provide consumers with information for making tire pur-
chases. The tire industry has established its own standards for tire sizing
and fitting and for rating a tire’s speed capabilities, which are also used
by consumers in selecting tires suited to their particular vehicles and
driving patterns.
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3

The Tire’s Influence on Passenger 
Vehicle Fuel Consumption

In every important respect, the quality and performance of today’s pas-
senger tires are superior to those of their predecessors. Tires wear longer,
are more resistant to damage, handle and track better, and are easier to
maintain. Each generation of tire engineers has sought to balance these
and other performance characteristics, commensurate with technology
cost and capabilities, government regulations, consumer demands, and
operational requirements.

In requesting this study, Congress did not give specific reasons for
its interest in tire energy performance. However, it did ask for esti-
mates of the fuel savings associated with low-rolling-resistance tires.
Accordingly, the committee construed its charge to focus on the con-
tribution of tires to passenger vehicle fuel consumption, as opposed
to all energy flows during a tire’s life cycle, from the energy used in raw
materials and manufacturing processes to recycling and disposal.
While a full accounting of such life-cycle effects is relevant for policy
making, it would have exceeded the scope and capabilities of this
study.

The chapter begins with a review of the history of interest in vehicle
fuel economy and the effect of tires on fuel consumption. Rolling resis-
tance, which is the main source of the tire’s influence on fuel con-
sumption, is then explained. Over the past 25 years, several data sets
containing measurements of the rolling resistance characteristics of
new tires have been made available to the public. These data sets are 
examined. Although they are limited in coverage, they offer insights
into changes in rolling resistance over time and the implications for
passenger vehicle fuel economy.

3 6
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RECENT HISTORY OF INTEREST 
IN VEHICLE FUEL ECONOMY

Fuel economy is typically expressed as the average number of miles a
vehicle travels per gallon of motor fuel, usually as miles per gallon (mpg).
The interest of both consumers and government in fuel economy was
galvanized during the mid-1970s in response to escalating fuel prices
prompted by the oil embargo of the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing Countries. At that time, new cars sold in the United States averaged
less than 16 mpg. As gasoline prices jumped by more than 25 percent
within months, motorists and policy makers focused their attention on
energy conservation for the first time since World War II. During the
decade that followed—which included further jumps in gasoline and
diesel fuel prices—the average fuel economy of new vehicles grew by
more than 50 percent (NRC 1992, 14). During this period some policy
makers also began to focus on the role of motor fuel in the atmospheric
buildup of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. The buildup
threatened climate change and provided further impetus for improve-
ments in fuel economy (TRB 1997).

A number of policies aimed at energy conservation were pursued
starting in the mid-1970s. Congress passed the national 55-mph speed
limit in 1974. A year later, it instructed the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) to require the posting of fuel economy labels (win-
dow stickers) on all new vehicles for sale. The U.S. Department of Energy
was charged with developing and publicizing an annual fuel economy
mileage guide. The federal “gas guzzler” excise tax, which raised the price
of automobiles with low fuel economy, was introduced in 1979. Perhaps
the most significant program originating from that period was the cor-
porate average fuel economy (CAFE) program.1 For the first time, Con-
gress established fuel economy standards for passenger cars and light
trucks. The program, administered by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), mandated a sales-weighted average
fuel economy for different vehicle categories produced by all automobile
manufacturers. Each vehicle’s rating would be determined by EPA’s city

1 CAFE was enacted as part of the Energy Policy Conservation Act of 1975.
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and highway driving tests developed originally for emissions testing and
certification.2

There are various ways to increase vehicle fuel economy. Among them
are reducing the loads that must be overcome by the vehicle and increasing
the efficiency of its engine, its transmission, and other components that
generate and transfer power to the axles. Since the 1970s, the emphasis
given to specific means has fluctuated in response to regulation, market
forces, and technology cost and capabilities. At first, automobile manu-
facturers focused on reducing vehicle mass, most commonly by moving
to smaller vehicles constructed of lighter materials (NRC 1992). By the
1980s, the emphasis shifted to increasing engine and transmission effi-
ciency and reducing other vehicle loads such as aerodynamic drag and
the power demanded by accessories (NRC 1992). By the end of the 1980s,
however, fuel economy gains in passenger cars and light trucks had flat-
tened out. At the same time, gasoline prices had fallen back and public
demand for fuel economy waned (NRC 1992, 17).

While modest additional improvements in fuel economy were made
during the 1990s, the average fuel economy of the passenger vehicle fleet
had already peaked. As larger and more powerful vehicles came back in
demand, the modest fuel economy improvements that did occur were
achieved by changes in vehicle features not affecting vehicle size or inte-
rior space, such as accessories, construction materials, lubricants, and
tires. Continuing improvements in engine efficiency were also sought to
maintain fuel economy as the market shifted to larger and more power-
ful vehicles.

Most recently, in a period characterized by higher gasoline prices,
mounting concern over national security, and growing consumer interest
in fuel economy, NHTSA has set light truck standards to increase at about
0.5 mpg per year from 2005 through 2011. Passenger car standards have
not been changed. It is notable, however, that NHTSA and EPA are revis-
ing the long-standing means of measuring and calculating vehicle fuel
economy, which could eventually affect the implementation of CAFE.

2 EPA is responsible for providing fuel economy data that are posted on the window stickers of new
vehicles. Fuel economy data are also used by the U.S. Department of Energy to publish the annual
Fuel Economy Guide, by the U.S. Department of Transportation to administer CAFE, and by the
Internal Revenue Service to collect gas guzzler taxes.
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EXAMINING THE INFLUENCE OF TIRES 
ON VEHICLE FUEL ECONOMY

The advent of CAFE and other government policies to promote fuel econ-
omy prompted automobile manufacturers and engineers to take a closer
look at the many factors influencing vehicle fuel consumption. While
explanations of these influences are available elsewhere (Schuring 1980;
Ross 1997; NRC 2002; Sovran and Blaser 2003), a general overview is
helpful in understanding the contribution of tires to energy consumption.

The amount of fuel consumed by a motor vehicle over a distance is af-
fected by the efficiency of the vehicle in converting the chemical energy
in motor fuel into mechanical energy and transmitting it to the axles to
drive the wheels. Figure 3-1 depicts the energy flows and sinks for a con-
ventional gasoline-powered midsize passenger car. Most of the energy
available in the fuel tank—about two-thirds—is lost in converting heat
into mechanical work at the engine, much of it unavoidably. For urban
trips consisting of stop-and-go driving, a significant percentage (about
15 to 20 percent) is also lost in standby operations during coasting, brak-
ing, and idling in traffic. For urban driving, only 10 to 15 percent of the
fuel energy is ultimately transmitted as power to the wheels. Because
standby losses are lower during highway driving and because the engine
is operating more efficiently, a higher percentage of fuel energy—about
20 percent—makes its way to the wheels. While the specific percentages
will vary by vehicle type and trip, the flows shown in Figure 3-1 are gen-
erally representative of passenger vehicles today.

For both urban and highway driving, the mechanical energy that does
make its way through the driveline to turn the wheels is consumed by
three sinks: aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, and braking. Braking
consumes momentum from the vehicle, which must be replenished by
acceleration. Because frequent stopping and starting entail repeated brak-
ing and acceleration, braking is a major consumer of mechanical energy
during urban driving. In contrast, aerodynamic drag consumes relatively
more energy during highway driving since this resistive force escalates
with vehicle speed.

In comparison, the energy losses from rolling resistance (for a given
vehicle and set of tires) are mainly a function of miles traveled. For rea-
sons explained later in this chapter, vehicle speed has a limited effect on
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FIGURE 3-1 Example energy flows for a late-model midsize passenger car: 
(a) urban driving; (b) highway driving. [SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy
(www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/atv.shtml).]
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rolling resistance except at the highest speeds reached on occasion during
highway driving. As a result, the energy lost per mile because of rolling
resistance will be similar for a given vehicle and set of tires over a wide
range of urban or highway driving cycles. While the percentage contri-
bution of rolling resistance to total energy consumed per mile depends on
the contribution of other sinks, its absolute contribution does not.

In sum, for most conventional motor vehicles in common use, the
majority of the energy contained in motor fuel is dissipated as unrecov-
erable heat from engine combustion and friction in the engine, driveline,
axles, and wheel bearings. Some of the energy output from the engine is
used during idling and to power vehicle accessories. Only about 12 to 
20 percent of the energy originating in the fuel tank is ultimately trans-
mitted through the vehicle’s driveline as mechanical energy to turn the
wheels. Rolling resistance consumes about one-third of this mechanical
energy output. Rolling resistance, therefore, directly consumes a small
portion (4 to 7 percent) of the total energy expended by the vehicle.
However, reducing rolling resistance, and thus reducing mechanical
energy demand, by a given amount will translate into a larger reduction
in total fuel consumption because less fuel energy will need to be sent to
the engine in the first place. The effect on total fuel consumption will
depend on a number of factors, including the efficiency of the engine and
driveline as well as the amount of energy used by accessories.

As explained later in this chapter, for most passenger vehicles, a 10 per-
cent reduction in rolling resistance will lead to a 1 to 2 percent increase
in fuel economy and a proportional reduction in fuel consumption. This
assumes that other influences on fuel consumption are held constant,
especially miles of travel. As a practical matter, total travel by the U.S.
passenger vehicle fleet continually increases; it has grown by an average
of 1 or 2 percent annually during the past several decades. Accordingly,
the time frame over which the change in fuel economy occurs—in the
near term or over a longer period—is important in calculating the national
fuel savings. A related issue is that improvements in vehicle fuel econ-
omy have the secondary effect of increasing vehicle travel. As vehicle fuel
economy improves, the per-mile cost of driving is effectively lowered,
which may spur some additional driving and fuel consumption. This
response, known as the rebound effect, is usually considered in evaluations
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of CAFE and other fuel economy programs. After examining the litera-
ture, Small and Van Dender (2005) estimate that 2 to 11 percent of the
expected fuel savings from a fuel economy improvement is offset by
increased driving. While this second-order effect is recognized again
later in the report, the calculations of fuel savings do not account for it.
For simplicity, it is assumed that miles traveled are unchanged.

Estimates of consumer fuel savings from reductions in rolling resis-
tance are made in Chapter 5. The focus of the remainder of this chapter
is on describing the factors causing and influencing rolling resistance as
well as the properties of today’s passenger tires with respect to this char-
acteristic.

FACTORS CAUSING AND INFLUENCING 
ROLLING RESISTANCE

General Information

Short of changing the characteristics of the road surface, there are two
main ways to minimize rolling resistance. One is to drive on properly
inflated and aligned tires. The other is to use tires that possess low rolling
resistance at proper inflation levels. Maintaining proper tire inflation
and alignment is important for motor vehicle safety as well as for fuel
economy; this is true for all pneumatic tires regardless of their design.
This section therefore focuses on designing tires with lower rolling resis-
tance when properly inflated.3

It has long been known that a rolling tire must be supplied energy
continuously in order to avoid losing speed. Until the 1970s, however,
understanding the causes of tire rolling resistance drew little interest
(Schuring 1980). Only a few dozen technical papers had been published
on the subject, and no standard methods were in place for measuring tire
rolling resistance characteristics (Clark 1983). Rising energy prices dur-
ing the 1970s prompted more concerted efforts to highlight the causes of
rolling resistance and the effects of specific tire construction properties
on this characteristic.

3 See LaClair (2005) for a recent and thorough review and explanation of the technical literature on
rolling resistance.
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With the aid of advances in analytical and experimental capabili-
ties, such as thermography and finite element modeling, tires were
examined for a wide range of design, operating, and environmen-
tal conditions that could affect rolling resistance. Consideration was
given to the effect of tire dimensions, construction types, and materi-
als; load and inflation pressures; wheel alignment; steering and torque
inputs; vehicle operating speeds; and ambient temperatures (Clark
and Dodge 1978; Schuring 1980).4 Even the contributions of roadway
surface types and textures were examined (DeRaad 1978; Velinsky and
White 1979).

Because of this research, much more is known and documented today
about the sources of rolling resistance and their interacting effects.

Role of Hysteresis

Pneumatic tires offer a number of advantages related to the highly com-
pliant nature of rubber. The rubber tire interacts with the hard road sur-
face by deforming under load, thereby generating the forces responsible
for traction, cornering, acceleration, and braking. It also provides increased
cushioning for ride comfort. A disadvantage, however, is that energy is
expended as the pneumatic tire repeatedly deforms and recovers during
its rotation under the weight of the vehicle.

Most of this energy loss stems from the viscoelastic behavior of rub-
ber materials. Rubber exhibits a combination of viscous and elastic
behavior. A purely elastic material is one in which all energy stored in the
material during loading is returned when the load is removed and 
the material quickly recovers its shape. A purely viscous material, on the
other hand, stores no strain energy, and all of the energy required to
deform the material is simultaneously converted into heat. In the case of 
a viscoelastic material, some of the energy stored is recovered upon 
removal of the load, while the rest is converted to heat. The mechanical
energy loss associated with each cycle of deformation and recovery is
known as hysteresis.5

4 Mars and Luchini (1999) provide an overview of this work.
5 Hysteresis also occurs because of deflection of the road surface. On paved surfaces that deflect very

little under the loads of passenger cars, tire deformation is the main source of hysteresis.
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Tire Design and Hysteresis
The characteristics affecting hysteresis are a tire’s design and construc-
tion and the material types and quantities used.

The beneficial effect of radial-ply constructions in reducing tire rolling
resistance is an example of the influence of tire construction on hystere-
sis. In comparison with the bias-ply tire, the steel-belted radial tire
reduced the deformation of the tread in the contact patch. Hence, in
addition to affecting tire handling, endurance, and ride comfort, the
changeover from bias-ply to radial-ply tires during the 1970s and 1980s
reduced tire rolling resistance by an estimated 25 percent without re-
quiring major changes in the polymers used (Schuring 1980, 601).

There are several measures of the geometry of a tire, including its
outer diameter, rim diameter, and width. Reducing a tire’s aspect ratio—
that is, its section height relative to its section width—should reduce
hysteresis if it is accomplished by shortening and stiffening of the side-
walls. The aspect ratio, however, can be altered in other ways—for
instance, by changing the tire’s outer diameter, width, rim diameter, or
all three dimensions. Moreover, changing tire geometry is difficult with-
out changing other characteristics of the tire that influence hysteresis,
such as mass, material types, and construction features. As a result, it
can be difficult to know, a priori, how specific changes in tire dimen-
sions will translate to changes in rolling resistance (Schuring 1980;
Chang and Shackelton 1983; Schuring and Futamura 1990; Pillai and
Fielding-Russell 1991).

Because hysteresis is fundamentally related to the viscoelastic defor-
mation of the rubber used in tire construction, changes in material for-
mulations and quantities affect rolling resistance. While reducing the
amount of hysteretic material in any component of the tire might appear
to be a straightforward way to reduce rolling resistance, different com-
ponents must contain different amounts and types of hysteretic mate-
rial. In particular, the tread contains much of the hysteretic material in
the tire. Not only is the tread made of rubber compounds that are
designed to improve wet traction, the tread band also contains relatively
large quantities of material to prolong wear life. Studies indicate that the
tread alone can contribute more than half of hysteretic energy losses in
a tire (Chang and Shackelton 1983; Martini 1983; LaClair 2005).
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Related to the effect of tread mass and volume on hysteresis is the effect
of tread wear on rolling resistance. As tread depth (that is, the depth of
grooves in the tread pattern) diminishes with wear, a tire loses about 15 per-
cent of its mass—since the tread band typically accounts for about one-
quarter of a tire’s weight. The moderating effect of tread wear on rolling
resistance has been examined and quantified to some extent. Martini (1983)
compared the tire rolling resistance occurring when the tread was new 
(100 percent) with that occurring when the tire was buffed to various stages
of wear (75, 50, 25, and 0 percent remaining tread). These experiments sug-
gested that rolling resistance declined by 26 percent over the entire wear life.
After reviewing many similar experimental studies conducted before 1980,
Schuring (1980, 683–684) concluded that rolling resistance declined by an
average of about 20 percent over the tread life, dependent on design details.

The tread compound consists of rubbers that contain different poly-
mers, reinforcing fillers, extender oils, antidegradants, and other materials.
Their effect on rolling resistance can be significant but complex. Com-
pounding material formulas are developed with many requirements
and performance properties in mind. Therefore, these formulas tend to
be proprietary, and the rolling resistance effects of different materials
and their interactions are difficult to study. The type of rubber used in-
fluences rolling resistance; notably, synthetic rubbers tend to exhibit
greater rolling resistance than natural rubbers. The reinforcing fillers in
the compound, which are essential for abrasion resistance, also affect
rolling resistance. Carbon black is the most widely used filler. During the
early 1990s, Michelin introduced a silica filler in conjunction with a
silane coupling agent as a means of reducing rolling resistance while re-
taining wet traction characteristics. Although carbon black remains the
predominant filler, all major tire companies have reportedly constructed
tires containing silica–silane and carbon black in the tread compound.
This technology, initially promoted as a breakthrough in the ability to
balance rolling resistance with other tire performance properties, is
examined in more detail in Chapter 5.

Tire Operating Variables and Hysteresis
A number of tire operating conditions affect rolling resistance. The most
important are load, inflation pressure, and temperature. Tires operated
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at the top speeds associated with normal highway driving may exhibit
increases in rolling resistance as the frequency of tire deformation
increases. However, as speed increases, the tire’s internal temperature
rises, offsetting some of the increased rolling resistance. The net effect is
that operating speed tends to have a small influence on rolling resistance
compared with that of many other operating variables under normal
driving conditions (Schuring 1980, 638; Schuring and Futamura 1990, 351;
Chang and Shackelton 1983, 19; Hall and Moreland 2001, 530; LaClair
2005, 491). Another nontire operating condition, the road surface, can have
an appreciable effect on rolling resistance, as discussed briefly later.

The more a tire at a given pressure is loaded, the more it deforms; hence,
hysteresis increases with wheel load. Indeed, the relationship between
rolling resistance and sidewall deflection due to load is approximately
linear, so increasing the load on a tire results in a near-proportional increase
in total rolling resistance. As described later, this linear relationship allows
rolling resistance to be expressed as a coefficient with respect to load under
normal operating conditions.

Inflation pressure affects tire deformation. Tires with reduced infla-
tion exhibit more sidewall bending and tread shearing. The relationship
between rolling resistance and pressure is not linear, but it is consistent
enough for rules of thumb to be applied. Schuring (1980) observes that
for conventional passenger tires, an increase in inflation pressure from
24 to 29 pounds per square inch (psi) will reduce rolling resistance by 
10 percent. For a tire inflated to pressures between 24 and 36 psi, each
drop of 1 psi leads to a 1.4 percent increase in its rolling resistance. The
response is even greater for pressure changes below 24 psi. Maintenance
of tire pressure is therefore important in preventing excessive deformation
and hysteresis, as well as in achieving intended wear, traction, handling,
and structural performance.

The temperature of a tire is affected by ambient conditions, tire design
and materials, running time, and speed. Higher ambient temperatures are
associated with reduced rolling resistance because the amount of energy
dissipated when the rubber is subjected to repeated deformation declines
moderately as temperature rises, which is a commonly observed behav-
ior of viscoelastic materials. Accordingly, the length of time a tire has
been running since the last cool-off affects rolling resistance, which
declines until the passenger tire has been rolling for about 30 minutes.
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At that point an equilibrium temperature is reached and rolling resis-
tance stabilizes.

Road Surface and Hysteresis
Researchers have known for some time that rough road surfaces con-
tribute to rolling loss by exacerbating tire deformation. This effect can in-
crease energy losses by 5 to 20 percent (Velinsky and White 1979; DeRaad
1978). Road roughness has two components: macrotexture and microtex-
ture. The first relates mainly to the surface condition on a scale of inches
to feet and reflects the presence of cracks, ruts, bumps, and other surface
irregularities. Macrotexture can include intentional changes in surface tex-
ture, such as surface grooving to improve water runoff. The second com-
ponent, microtexture, relates to smaller-scale asperities in the road surface
that are millimeters or even fractions of a millimeter in size and reflect the
coarseness of the surface texture. Tires operated on a rough macrotex-
ture or rough microtexture will deform more and suffer greater energy
loss. They will also experience faster tread wear.

The roadway can also contribute to rolling resistance by deflecting or
deforming under the weight of the wheel load. How much energy is lost will
depend on the rigidity of the roadbed and overlay. Dirt and gravel roads de-
form the most and give rise to twice as much rolling resistance as harder
paved surfaces (DeRaad 1978). However, most driving occurs on paved
surfaces, which can vary in rigidity depending on the overlay, base, and sub-
grade. The most rigid, or nondeformable, pavements tend to be those with
a concrete surface layer and reinforced base, followed by an asphalt surface
on a concrete base, and an asphalt surface on a compacted gravel or soil
base. The rigidity of asphalt overlay depends on the amount and type of
asphalt used in relation to aggregate and on environmental conditions such
as temperature. A rubber-modified asphalt overlay (often derived from the
ground rubber of scrap tires) will deform more under load and thus should
create more rolling resistance than harder asphalt pavements.

MEASURING AND EXPRESSING ROLLING RESISTANCE

The fact that rolling resistance relates linearly to wheel load allows it to
be expressed as a near-constant coefficient relative to wheel load. The
rolling resistance coefficient (RRC), referred to extensively throughout
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the remainder of this report, is derived by dividing rolling resistance by
wheel load. It is typically measured for new tires—as is the case for many of
the data presented in the remainder of this report—but can be measured at
any point in a tire’s lifetime. For most passenger tires sold in the United
States, the coefficient of the tire measured when it is new falls between 0.007
and 0.014. Hence, for a tire in this range under a load of 1,000 pounds, the
rolling resistance is 7 to 14 pounds, resulting in 28 to 56 pounds of total
force for the four tires on a vehicle weighing 4,000 pounds, including pas-
senger and cargo load. At 60 mph, a total rolling resistance of 40 pounds
consumes about 7 horsepower.

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has established two stan-
dard procedures for measuring tire rolling resistance. Because the pro-
cedures, J1269 and J2452, are both laboratory tests, they allow for
repeatability and instrumentation accuracy as well as controls for oper-
ating conditions and other exogenous influences. They are described in
detail in the Appendix. What distinguishes the two test procedures the
most is that the first measures rolling resistance at a single speed (50 mph),
while the latter measures it over a range of speeds. J1269 was developed
to assist tire engineers in quantifying rolling resistance in a consistent
way to allow for the more precise balancing of this tire property with
other quantifiable properties, such as cornering, traction, and heat gen-
eration. J2452 was developed later to provide additional quantification
of a tire’s rolling resistance for more precise inputs to the driving cycles
used for federal vehicle emissions and fuel economy regulatory compli-
ance. The speed-adjusted measurements generated from J2452 can be
entered into simulated driving cycles, such as those used for testing new
vehicles for CAFE compliance.

By providing established and commonly accepted methods for mea-
suring tire rolling resistance, the SAE procedures allow reliable compar-
isons of tires. Of course, neither procedure can take into account all the
conditions an individual tire will experience under varied driving and
operating conditions over tens of thousands of miles. Variations in road
surfaces, inflation pressures, wheel maintenance and alignment, and other
conditions will affect rolling resistance in the field. All of these factors—
as well as limited correlation of testing equipment—will lead to some
discrepancies among individual laboratory measurements and between
laboratory results and field experience.
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For the most part, the SAE tests are performed only on new tires, and
thus they offer little insight into how individual tires experience changing
rolling resistance as they are used, wear, and age.6 As will be discussed in
more detail later, the absence of rolling resistance data for tires at different
stages of their use makes it difficult to calculate average rolling resistance
and thus to know precisely how one tire’s lifetime energy performance will
differ from that of another.

ROLLING RESISTANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY

Knowledge of a tire’s RRC allows calculations of its effect on vehicle fuel
economy. Such calculations have been the subject of empirical models,
laboratory experiments, and road measurements for many years. Gen-
eral approximations, or rules of thumb, of the fuel economy effects of
incremental changes in tire rolling resistance have been developed. The
most common way to describe this relationship is by relating the per-
centage change in RRC to the percentage change in fuel economy; for
example, “a 10 percent change in RRC yields a 2 percent change in vehi-
cle fuel economy.” This approach is generally acceptable for the relatively
narrow range of RRCs observed for most passenger tires. However, it can
introduce imprecision, since a given percentage change in fuel economy
is linearly related to an absolute change in rolling resistance. As RRC
becomes smaller, a given percentage reduction in RRC tends to have a
diminished effect on fuel economy. Nevertheless, because percentage
change is a common and widely understood concept, it is often used in
this report. Many studies have examined the relationship between rolling
resistance and fuel economy. A comprehensive review of fuel economy
data from more than a dozen studies published before 1990 was under-
taken by Schuring and Futamura (1990). The authors found a narrow
range of results that suggested an approximately linear relationship
between changes in rolling resistance and fuel economy. During the time
period of the studies reviewed, new-tire RRCs were seldom lower than
0.01, so that a 10 percent differential was equivalent to a difference in

6 The SAE tests can be performed on used tires. Apart from limited demand for such testing, a main
difficulty is obtaining large numbers of tires with definable and realistic wear conditions that can
be replicated.
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RRC of 0.001 or more. For passenger cars operated in urban environ-
ments characterized by stop-and-go driving, a 10 percent reduction in
the average RRC for all tires on a vehicle was found to increase fuel econ-
omy by 1.2 to 1.5 percent. For highway driving characterized by higher
and more consistent travel speeds, the same percentage reduction in
RRC increased fuel economy by 0.9 to 2.1 percent. Estimates of the fuel
economy response for combined urban and highway driving schedules
varied from 1.15 to 2.1 percent per 10 percent change in RRC. While
fewer studies were performed on light-duty trucks, their corresponding
fuel economy effects ranged from 0.95 to 1.25 percent for combined
urban and highway driving.

The findings of Schuring and Futamura were consistent with com-
mon assumptions and rules of thumb concerning the fuel economy re-
sponse to changes in rolling resistance. For instance, Thompson and
Reineman (1981), in assisting EPA with the development of fuel econ-
omy models, assumed that a change of 0.001 in RRC would change
vehicle fuel consumption by 1 percent during urban driving and 2 per-
cent during highway driving. Studies published more recently have
yielded similar results. Schuring (1994) estimated that for passenger
tires having an RRC of 0.012, a 10 percent reduction in RRC will cause
fuel economy to increase by 1.4 percent on average—and within a
range of 0.7 to 2 percent, depending on the tire’s duty cycle and operat-
ing conditions. Schuring found the relationship to be approximately lin-
ear. He calculated that the theoretical limit for fuel savings—that is, under
the hypothesis that rolling resistance could be eliminated entirely—is 
14 percent for conventional passenger cars and 28 percent for fully
loaded large trucks. More recently, Hall and Moreland (2001, 527)
assumed a more conservative 0.5 to 1.5 percent increase in fuel econ-
omy per 10 percent reduction in RRC, although they did not give the
baseline RRC.

In interviews with original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) for this
study (as discussed in more detail later in the chapter), one—General
Motors—permitted the use of its CAFE simulation model to predict fuel
consumption effects from changes in RRC. The committee commis-
sioned Environmental Energy Analysis, Inc. (EEA), to run and review the
simulations, including the fuel economy model of the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL). In addition, Professor Marc Ross of the
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University of Michigan provided the study committee with estimates of
the fuel consumption effects derived from a computational model. All of
the models are based on a four-cylinder, gasoline-powered midsize pas-
senger car. The results of the simulations are given in Table 3-1. They too
assume a 10 percent change in RRC, but from a conservatively smaller
base coefficient of 0.008—meaning an incremental change in RRC of
±0.0008.

The results of literature reviews and the output of these simulations
are sufficiently consistent to estimate a response range for RRC that is
meaningful for most driving patterns and common types of passenger
vehicles. They are consistent with the long-standing rule of thumb that
a 10 percent reduction in RRC will yield a 1 to 2 percent increase in vehi-
cle fuel economy. The lower end of the 1 to 2 percent range, however, is
more relevant for tires having low RRCs and driven in urban environ-
ments, while the higher end is more relevant for tires having higher RRCs
and driven on highways. As explained above, each percentage reduction
in RRC becomes smaller in absolute terms. Hence, a more precise way
to state the fuel economy response is that each 0.001 reduction in RRC
causes fuel economy to increase by 1 to 2 percent.

ROLLING RESISTANCE DATA FOR PASSENGER TIRES

In support of its growing array of regulatory programs concerning motor
vehicle emissions and fuel economy, the federal government began paying

TABLE 3-1 Percentage Change in Fuel Economy (Miles per Gallon) in
Response to a 10 percent Change in Tire Rolling Resistance Under Several
Simulation Models (Assumed Baseline RRC = 0.008)

10% Decrease 10% Increase 

Simulation
in RRC to 0.0072 in RRC to 0.0088

Model City Highway City Highway

GM 1.08 1.60 −1.44 −1.87
NETL 0.70 1.95 −0.67 −1.72
Ross 0.95 1.86 −0.95 −1.86
EEA 1.28 1.96 −1.27 −1.91

NOTE: The modeled vehicle is a midsize, four-cylinder passenger car. Confidence intervals for the
simulation results were not available.
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attention to tire rolling resistance in the 1970s.7 When J1269 was issued
in 1979, EPA was one of the first organizations to use it to test new pas-
senger tires. Having observed a large positive effect on fuel economy
from the mass introduction of radial-ply tires, EPA suspected that vari-
ations in the rolling resistance of tires installed on new vehicles could
have measurable effects on both emissions and fuel economy test results.
The agency therefore began testing common passenger tires for rolling
resistance to ascertain the magnitude of this effect.

During the 25 years since EPA tested a 54-tire sample of bias- and radial-
ply passenger tires, few additional data on tire rolling resistance have
become publicly available for either replacement or OE passenger tires.
The publicly available data sets are reviewed below, beginning with EPA’s 
54-tire sample from 1982 and 1983 and continuing with more recent
information from Consumer Reports, private research consultants, and
submissions to NHTSA and U.S. Department of Transportation rule-
making. Of most significance, rolling resistance measurements for more
than 150 new passenger tires were made publicly available by three major
tire companies during the course of this study. While the data set has
limitations, it contains data on many new tires currently on the market
and supplemental data on each tire’s speed rating, size, traction and tread
wear ratings, tread depth, and retail price.

Unless otherwise specified, all RRCs in the data sets discussed below
were derived by using the J1269 procedure on new tires. For reasons given
in the Appendix, the committee is confident that this test procedure leads
to ordinal rankings of tires in terms of rolling resistance that are compa-
rable with those that would be expected from applying the J2452 proce-
dure. Because it has been used for more than 25 years, the J1269 procedure
allows for comparisons of RRC measurements across data sets that span
two decades or more. However, as with all testing conducted at different
times, by different laboratories, and with different equipment, some of the
observed variability in RRCs—both across and within data sets—may be
attributable to the testing mechanisms themselves. The committee
acknowledges this potential but has no reason to believe that any testing

7 Schuring (1980) estimated that tire rolling resistance declined by 25 percent during the 1970s,
almost entirely as a result of the mass introduction of radial-ply tires.
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discrepancies would follow a particular pattern or be of a magnitude that
would severely compromise general comparisons across data sets.

The RRC measurements from several of the data sets discussed in this
section are presented in tables. The specific values are shown because
some of the data sets are unpublished or their original sources are diffi-
cult to obtain. The RRC data supplied by the Rubber Manufacturers
Association (RMA), however, are too lengthy to provide in this report.
The RMA data accompany the downloadable version of this report at the
TRB website location trb.org/news/blurb_detail.asp?id=5973.

EPA Measurements, 1982–1983

EPA conducted the first government-sponsored measurements of new-
tire rolling resistance during the early 1980s with the SAE J1269 test pro-
cedure (Thompson and Reineman 1981; Egeler 1984). The agency funded
testing of 252 individual tires from 20 manufacturer brand names and
54 model lines. The sample consisted of 36 radial-ply and 18 bias-ply
lines. The tires were sampled to be representative of the most popular
tires at that time and were believed to include more than half of the tire
lines in the replacement market. All of the tires tested were P195/75 with
14-inch rim diameters, which was believed to be the most common size
at the time. Four to six tires were tested from each tire line to calculate
an average rolling resistance for each of the 54 models.

Table 3-2 presents the results only for the 36 radial-ply lines tested by
EPA. The results for the 18 bias-ply tires, which are no longer in common
use, are omitted. All of the tires were tested when new, after the break-in
protocols of the SAE test procedure were followed. The reported RRCs for
the 36 tires ranged from 0.0098 to 0.0138, with a mean of 0.0113. In every
case but one, the radial-ply tires exhibited significantly lower new-tire
rolling resistance than the bias-ply lines. The average RRC for radial-ply
tires was more than 20 percent lower than that of the bias-ply group.

Michelin and Other Tire Company Data Submitted 
to NHTSA Rulemaking (1994–1995)

In 1994, when NHTSA proposed adding a fuel economy label for
passenger tires as part of the Uniform Tire Quality Grading (UTQG)



TABLE 3-2 EPA New-Tire Rolling Resistance Measurements 
for 36 Radial-Ply Passenger Tires, 1982–1983

Rolling Resistance Coefficient 
Replacement Tire Brand and Line (Measured When Tire Is New)

BF Goodrich Lifesaver XLM 0.0098
Uniroyal Steeler 0.0100
Delta Radial II 0.0101
Laramie Glass Rider 0.0102
Atlas Silveraire 0.0104
Firestone Deluxe Champion Radial 0.0104
Michelin XMW 0.0105
Multi-Mile XL 0.0105
Montgomery Ward Runabout 0.0106
General Steel Radial 0.0106
Uniroyal Tiger Paw 0.0107
JC Penney Mileagemaker Plus 0.0108
Goodyear Arriva 0.0109
Kelly Springfield Navigator 0.0109
General Dual Steel III 0.0109
Multi-Mile Supreme 0.0110
Goodyear Custom Poly-Steel 0.0110
K-Mart KM-225 0.0110
Dayton Quadra 0.0111
Delta Durasteel 0.0111
Firestone 721 0.0112
Dayton Blue Ribbon 0.0115
JC Penney Mileagemaker XP 0.0115
Firestone Trax 12 0.0117
Sears Road Handler 78 0.0118
Summit Steel 0.0118
Dunlop Goldseal 0.0119
Montgomery Ward Grappler 0.0121
Sears Weather Handler 0.0121
Goodyear Tiempo 0.0123
Cooper Lifeline Glass Belt 0.0123
Armstrong SXA 0.0123
Dunlop Generation IV 0.0125
Cooper Lifeliner Steel Belt 0.0126
Michelin XVS 0.0136
Armstrong Coronet All-Season 0.0138

Mean 0.0113
Median 0.0113

NOTE: Four to six tires were tested from each line, totaling 252 tires. All tested
tires were P195/75/R15 or equivalent ER-78-15. The sample was selected on
the basis of tire sales popularity. In addition to the 36 radial tire lines, EPA
tested 18 bias-ply tire lines. The bias-ply tires (including some bias-belt tires)
had an RRC averaging 20.2 percent higher than that of the radial-ply tires.
SOURCE: Egeler 1984.
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system,8 most tire companies opposed the proposal in comments sub-
mitted to the agency (NHTSA 1995). Michelin was the only major tire
company to approve of the proposed addition to the UTQG. In its ini-
tial comments to NHTSA, Michelin reported RRCs for nine OE and
37 replacement tires measured when they were new.9 The 46 tires were
from a variety of lines manufactured by Michelin, Bridgestone, Cooper,
Goodyear, and other tire makers (Table 3-3). The basis for the sample was
not given, nor were the tire sizes. The nine OE tires had an average RRC of
0.0091 and fell within a range from 0.0073 to 0.0105. The 37 replacement
tires had an average RRC of 0.0112 and fell within a range from 0.0087
to 0.0143.

In a submission to NHTSA the following year (1995),10 Michelin pro-
vided the rolling resistance specifications for 24 OE tires that were supplied
to 10 automobile manufacturers for several Model Year 1995 vehicles.
Again, the RRCs were measured when the tires were new. The values
ranged from 0.0077 to 0.0114 (Table 3-3). Michelin also tested replace-
ment tires from six tires lines, including three consisting of P215/70/R15
tires and three consisting of P235/75/R15 tires. The tires were from
Michelin, Goodyear, and Continental. The RRCs for the six tire lines
ranged from 0.0089 to 0.0128.

In other comments to NHTSA in the same rulemaking, Goodyear
provided its own estimates of the range of RRCs commonly found
among OE and replacement tires. It estimated ranges of 0.0067 to 0.0152
for new OE tires and 0.0073 to 0.0131 for new replacement tires, although
it did not name the tires included.11

EPA Coastdown and Fuel Economy Tests (2001)

Since its initial rolling resistance tests in the early 1980s, EPA has per-
formed additional work on tire energy performance, mainly in support

8 Federal Register, Vol. 60, No. 100, May 24, 1995. NHTSA Docket No. 94-30.
9 NHTSA Docket No. 94-30. Exhibit B of letter from Clarence Hermann, Michelin, to Oron Kerr,

NHTSA, dated August 9, 1994.
10 NHTSA Docket No. 94-30. Appendix 2-1 and Appendix 2-2 in letter from Clarence Hermann,

Michelin, dated August 31, 1995.
11 See page III-12 of NHTSA Preliminary Regulatory Evaluation, NPRM Light Vehicle Uniform Tire

Quality Grading Standards, Office of Regulatory Analysis, Plans, and Policy, May 1995.
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TABLE 3-3 OE and Replacement Passenger Tire RRCs Measured for Tires
When New, Reported by Michelin in 1994 and 1995

Brand Tire Line RRC

OE Tire Measurements Reported in 1994

Goodyear Invicta GLR 0.0073
Dunlop SP23V 0.0077
Michelin XW4 0.008
Michelin LXI 0.0088
Firestone FR680 0.0094
Michelin XGT4 0.0098
Michelin MX4 0.01
Firestone Supreme 0.0105
Firestone FR480 0.0105

Mean 0.0091
Median 0.0094

OE Tire Measurements Reported in 1995

Michelin XW4 P195/70/R14 S 0.0077
Michelin MXV4 P205/60/R16 H 0.0078
Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP P155/60/R13 S 0.008
Michelin XW4 P215/70/R15 S 0.0082
Michelin MX4 Green X P195/65/R15 S 0.0084
Michelin XW4 P195/70/R14 S 0.0084
Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP P215/65/R16 0.0087
Michelin Energy MX4 P235/60/R15 H 0.0088
BF Goodrich Touring T/A P205/70/R15 S 0.0088
Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP P205/75/R15 S 0.0089
Michelin MXV4 P205/60/R15 V 0.009
BF Goodrich Touring T/A P195/65/R15 S 0.009
Michelin MXV4 P155/60/R13 S 0.009
BF Goodrich Touring T/A P205/70/R15 H 0.0091
Michelin XW4 P215/65/R15 S 0.0093
Michelin MXV4 P205/65/R15 0.0095
BF Goodrich Touring T/A P175/70/R14 S 0.0097
Michelin Energy MX4 P195/65/R15 H 0.0098
Michelin MXV4 P205/60/R15 H 0.0099
Michelin XW4 P225/60/R16 S 0.01
Michelin MXV4 P215/65/R16 T 0.0103
Michelin MXV4 P165/65/R15 0.0105
Michelin Energy MX4 P185/65/R14 H 0.0107
Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP P145/60/R15 T 0.0114

Mean 0.0092
Median 0.009
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Brand Tire Line RRC

Replacement Tire Measurements Reported in 1994

Goodyear Invicta GL 0.0087
Goodrich Momenta S/E 0.0095
Michelin MXL 0.0097
Cooper Cornell 800 0.0098
Kelly Kelly Explorer 400 0.01
UG Cientra 0.01
Goodrich Touring T/A 0.01
Uniroyal Tiger Paw A/S 0.01
Kelly Charger 0.0102
Kleber CP75 0.0103
UG Defender SRX +4 0.0104
Goodrich Radial T/A 0.0105
Cooper Trendsetter II A/W 0.0105
Uniroyal Rally GTS 0.0105
Michelin XGTH4 0.0107
Goodrich Lifesaver A/W 0.0107
Kelly Voyager 1000 Touring 0.0109
Goodrich The Advantage 0.011
Cooper Lifeliner Classic 0.011
Kelly Navigator 800S 0.0112
Uniroyal Tiger Paw XTM 0.0112
Cooper Monogram A/W 0.0113
UG UG Liberator II+ 0.0113
Goodrich Tour T/A 0.0114
Armstrong Sears Guardsman 0.0116
Cooper Cobra GTS 0.0117
Yokohama Y376A 0.0118
Uniroyal Tiger Paw 0.012
Michelin XGTH4 0.0121
Firestone FTX 0.0121
Goodyear Aquatred 0.0122
Goodyear Eagle GA 0.0124
Firestone FTX 0.0127
Sumitomo HTR4 0.0127
Michelin MX4 0.0134
Goodyear Eagle GA 0.0137
Dunlop D60A2 0.0143

Mean 0.0112
Median 0.0103

(continued on next page)
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Replacement Tire Measurements Reported in 1995

Michelin XH4 P215/70/R15 0.0089
BF Goodrich The Advantage P215/70/R15 0.0097
General Grabber AP P235/75/R15 0.0102
Goodyear Wrangler P235/75/R15 0.0106
Uniroyal Laredo AWT P235/75/R15 0.0123
Goodyear Aquatred P215/70/R15 0.0127

Mean 0.0107
Median 0.0104

TABLE 3-3 (continued) OE and Replacement Passenger Tire RRCs Measured
for Tires When New, Reported by Michelin in 1994 and 1995

Brand Tire Line RRC

of its climate change programs. In 2001, it conducted load and fuel
economy tests on several tires installed on the same vehicle (Automo-
tive Testing Laboratories 2002). The results of this work are presented
here for informational purposes only. The agency intended to use the
test results to develop a tire ranking system for rolling resistance, to be
made available on its website or in a “Green Car Guide.”12 Because EPA
did not measure RRCs for the tires tested, the data are difficult to com-
pare with other measurement data and are not referred to again in this
report.

Five Model Year 2001 passenger vehicles (Dodge Caravan, Ford F150,
Chevrolet Suburban, Toyota Camry, and Honda Civic) were tested when
equipped with their original tires and with popular replacement tires.
None of the OE tires was new; each set had been in service between 2,000
and 14,700 miles. Four of the vehicles were tested with one set of new
replacement tires, and a fifth vehicle (Camry) was tested with five sets of
new replacement tires.

Two separate tests were carried out to measure the forces associated
with tires. The first test, designed to measure variations in road load, was
conducted on a 7.5-mile test track. Each vehicle was driven to a speed of
125 km/h and then placed in neutral to coast. Deceleration was recorded
at various intervals to calculate road load forces. Higher deduced loads
were assumed to be indicative of higher rolling resistance. At the 50-mph

12 The agency lacked the resources for more comprehensive tire testing to develop the guide for tires.
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interval, the road load force was 4.4 to 14.3 percent higher for the replace-
ment tires on four of the tested vehicles. In the case of the Camry, four
of the five replacement tires exhibited lower road load forces than did the
OE tires (and presumably lower rolling resistance), by 0.2 to 10.6 percent.
No explanation of why the Camry results differed from those of the other
vehicles was offered.

EPA conducted coastdown measurements for each tire group on a
chassis dynamometer. The resistance forces at 50 mph showed a similar
pattern; the replacement tires measured higher loads by 2 to 5.7 percent.
The exception was the Camry. For that vehicle, the measured rolling
resistance of four of the five replacement tires was lower than that of the
OE tires by 13 to 26 percent.

EPA also tested the vehicles and their tire groupings for fuel economy
by using the federal test procedure. Measurements of fuel economy were
lower by 0.5 to 5.5 percent in four of the five vehicles when equipped
with replacement tires. Meanwhile, measurements of vehicle fuel econ-
omy for the Camry were higher by 1.3 to 10.4 percent for four of the five
replacement tires.

Ecos Consulting Data (2002)

With funding from the Energy Foundation, Ecos Consulting—a private
consulting organization—sponsored tests measuring the rolling resis-
tance of 48 new replacement tires during 2002. The tires were selected to
cover the products of several manufacturers and to include a mix of sizes
and types. The rolling resistance measurements were conducted under
the SAE J1269 test procedure. The 48 tires originally included seven light
truck (LT-metric) and seven specialty winter tires. These 14 tires are ex-
cluded from the data set as it is examined here, given this study’s focus on
passenger tires. The 34 remaining passenger tires consisted of four group-
ings of sizes: P185/70R14, P235/75R15, P205/55R16, and P245/75R16.
About one-third were from performance lines (H-rated and above). The
RRC measurements are shown in Table 3-4. They range from 0.00615 to
0.01328, with an average of 0.0102 and a median of 0.0104.

Because this data set is contemporary and the tire names and sizes are
identified, the committee was able to collect supplemental information
for each tire, including its UTQG system grades, tread depth, and retail
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TABLE 3-4 Rolling Resistance Coefficients for 34 Passenger Tires, Measured
When New by Ecos Consulting in 2002

Tire Manufacturer Tire Line Size RRC

Bridgestone/Firestone B381 P185/70/R14 0.0062
Continental Ameri-G4S WS P235/75/R15 0.0078
Goodyear Invicta GL P235/75/R15 0.0081
Continental ContiTouring Contact CH95 P205/55/R16 0.0083
Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP P185/70/R14 0.0088
Michelin Energy MXV4 Plus P205/55/R16 0.009
Goodyear Eagle RS A P205/55/R16 0.0092
Bridgestone/Firestone Long Trail T/A SL P245/75/R16 0.0092
Michelin Pilot Sport Cup P205/55/R16 0.0092
Sumitomo HTR 200 P185/70/R14 0.0092
Pirelli P6000 P205/55/R16 0.0095
General Grabber AP SL P235/75/R15 0.0097
Goodyear Integrity P185/70/R14 0.0097
Bridgestone/Firestone FR680 WS P235/75/R15 0.0102
Dunlop SP40 A/S P185/70/R14 0.0103
Michelin LTX M/S P245/75/R16 0.0103
Bridgestone/Firestone Dueler A/T D693 P245/75/R16 0.0103
Bridgestone/Firestone Wilderness AT P235/75/R15 0.0105
Kumho Venture AT P245/75/R16 0.0105
Bridgestone/Firestone Potenza RE92 P185/70/R14 0.0107
Michelin Harmony P185/70/R14 0.0107
Goodyear Regatta 2 P185/70/R14 0.0108
Michelin Symmetry P185/70/R14 0.0108
Bridgestone/Firestone Turanza LS-H P205/55/R16 0.0109
Bridgestone/Firestone Turanza LS-T P185/70/R14 0.0109
Bridgestone/Firestone Affinity Touring P235/75/R15 0.011
Michelin Pilot Sport P205/55/R16 0.0111
Goodyear Eagle F1 GS-D3 P205/55/R16 0.0112
Dunlop SP Sport A2 SL P205/55/R16 0.0113
Goodyear Aquatred 3 P185/70/R14 0.0113
Goodyear Conquest AT P245/75/R16 0.0114
Bridgestone/Firestone Firehawk SZ50EP P205/55/R16 0.012
Goodyear Eagle GT II P205/55/R16 0.0121
Michelin Pilot Sport A/S P205/55/R16 0.0133

Mean 0.0102
Median 0.0104

SOURCE: Ecos Consulting, personal communication, August 2005.
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prices. The data are analyzed later in the report, along with tire data from
other sources.

Consumers Union Tests (2003–2004)

Consumers Union periodically tests categories of passenger tires for var-
ious performance attributes of interest to consumers and publishes the
results in Consumer Reports. In recent years, it has tested passenger tires
commonly used on SUVs and pickup trucks (November 2004) and per-
formance tires used mainly on passenger cars (speed rated H and above)
(November 2003). A total of 40 tires were tested, including 22 all-season
SUV/pickup tires and 18 performance-rated tires. The 22 SUV/pickup
tires were all size P235/70/R16 with speed ratings of S or T. The sizes of
the 18 performance tires were not given.

Presumably, rolling resistance was measured when the tires were new,
although Consumer Reports did not report the rolling resistance values
derived from the tests or the exact test procedures used—except to note
that measurements were taken on a dynamometer at 65 mph. The results
were presented in a qualitative manner in Consumer Reports. Of the 
40 tires tested, the rolling resistance of 21 was characterized as excellent
or very good, 15 as good or fair, and 4 as poor. Consumer Reports stated
that the difference in vehicle fuel economy (miles per gallon) between a
tire rated as excellent and one rated as poor is about 2 percent at 65 mph.
Results from multiple sizes within a tire line were not given.

The Consumer Reports results are not examined further in this study
because of the qualitative nature of the ratings information. Some of the
tires tested by Consumers Union (including the exact sizes) also appear
in the RMA data set discussed later. From this limited comparison of the
two data sets, it appears that Consumer Reports characterizes tires with
RRCs below 0.01 as excellent, between 0.01 and 0.011 as very good or
good, and above 0.011 as poor.

OEM Interviews (2005)

Interested in learning more about the rolling resistance characteristics
of OE tires, committee members and staff interviewed representatives
from several OEMs: General Motors, Daimler Chrysler, and Ford Motor
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Company. The interviews yielded information on rolling resistance val-
ues and ranges for new OE tires, as well as projected effects of incre-
mental changes in tire rolling resistance on motor vehicle fuel economy.
The meetings also provided insights into OEM expectations about future
trends in rolling resistance and the relationship between rolling resis-
tance and other tire performance characteristics, which are discussed
later in this report. Because the discussions with the OEMs involved pro-
prietary information, the committee agreed not to disclose the identity
of individual companies giving specific information.

As has been noted, all automobile manufacturers maintain staff with
tire expertise and have tire testing capabilities. Rolling resistance is an
important consideration in specifying tires for most vehicle models, but
specifications differ by vehicle and by tire depending on the other per-
formance capabilities of interest for the vehicle class and type. As a pref-
ace to their comments, all three OEMs emphasized that the resulting
balance of performance attributes changes over time as tire technologies
improve. All have observed progressive improvements in tire properties
over time; consequently, comparisons of tires at different technology lev-
els may not reveal the same pattern of trade-offs required to achieve a
specific balance of capabilities and tire supply costs.

When asked to approximate the range of rolling resistance values spec-
ified for their new tires, the OEMs noted that their individual ranges may
differ in part because of variability in tire testing equipment, applied cor-
rection factors, and the reference conditions used in calculating and
reporting specific RRCs. They cautioned that this variability alone could
result in RRC differentials of as much as ±20 percent among the ranges
reported by each company and in comparison with RRCs observed among
replacement tires. All of the OEMs reported measuring and specifying
rolling resistance under the SAE J2452 test procedure because the results
can be fitted into models for the federal driving cycles used in emissions
and fuel economy testing. Achieving federal emissions and fuel economy
targets is a major reason why OEMs are concerned with rolling resistance.

One of the OEMs indicated that the following new-tire rolling resis-
tance values are typical for four general categories of OE passenger tires:

• All-season, 0.007;
• Touring, 0.008;
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• Performance, 0.01; and
• Light truck passenger, 0.0075 to 0.0095.

The all-season and touring tires are the most common tires installed on
its passenger cars, with the latter more common for more expensive and
higher trim level cars.

Another OEM provided the following new-tire rolling resistance
ranges for similar tire categories, which were derived by using the SAE
J2452 test procedure and reported by using the Standard Mean Equiva-
lent Rolling Force conditions described in the Appendix:

• All-season, 0.005 to 0.0062;
• Touring, 0.0058 to 0.0075;
• Performance, 0.0065 to 0.0083; and
• High performance, 0.009.

The company did not provide typical rolling resistance values for light
truck passenger tires.

The final OEM did not provide rolling resistance ranges but offered
relevant observations with regard to its experience in testing and speci-
fying rolling resistance. It has observed significant changes in the rolling
resistance characteristics of a tire during break-in and initial operation.
The company has found that tread rubber changes permanently during
the first 4,000 miles of use, resulting in lower rolling resistance. Thus,
in general, the company relies on vehicle coastdown testing for rolling
resistance in evaluating tires for application on its vehicles (similar to the
test methods used by EPA in 2001 described above). The company has
found this test method to be more reliable for selecting tires that can help
achieve vehicle emissions and fuel economy targets, since changes in
rolling resistance occur during tire break-in.

In commenting on future tire developments, the OEMs observed that
current tire trends are already having mixed effects on rolling resistance.
The trends toward larger rim diameters and lower aspect ratios among
performance tires are generally helpful in reducing rolling resistance, but
they are normally accompanied by the addition of hysteretic material to
improve cornering and stopping capabilities, which the OEMs believe
may be increasing rolling resistance. Run-flat tires, which are becoming
more popular, appear to have at least 20 percent higher rolling resistance
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than the conventional OE tires supplied on the same vehicle, in part
because run-flat tires have additional structural material and mass. How-
ever, one model of run-flat tire was reported to have lower rolling resis-
tance because of its internal bracing, which reduces deformation.

One OEM reported that tires installed on hybrid vehicles are generally
not specified any differently from those installed on nonhybrid cars
designed to achieve high fuel economy. Another noted that the attention
given to tire rolling resistance can be expected to increase with the advent
of hybrid drivetrains and technologies such as cylinder cutout, since the
fuel economy effects are greater. In some cases, low-rolling-resistance
tires have enabled increases in the operating range of cylinder cutout.

RMA Data Set (2005)

Through RMA, three major tire manufacturers—Michelin, Goodyear,
and Bridgestone—provided the committee with rolling resistance
measurements, UTQG system grades, and speed ratings for 162 pas-
senger tires of varying sizes and affiliated brands (e.g., Uniroyal, Fire-
stone, BFGoodrich). The Michelin portion of the data set consisted of
135 tires from more than three dozen lines in the replacement market.
Bridgestone provided data for 24 tires from five lines, including five OE
tires. Goodyear data covered 13 tires from four lines, including three
OE tires. Originally included among the Michelin data were 44 light
truck and winter tires, which the committee excluded from the main
data set.

In all cases, the RRC measurements were obtained with the SAE J1269
test procedure. All of the RRCs were derived from measurements of tires
tested when new. In providing the data, the three tire companies empha-
sized that the RRC values reported by each company could exhibit vari-
ability in part because of the differences in testing equipment used for
RRC measurement. Such testing variability, coupled with the variability
in the number and selection of tires reported by each company, precludes
comparisons of patterns across tire companies. Hence, the data reported by
the three tire companies are examined in the aggregate and are referred
to in the following as the RMA data set.

The RMA data set includes tires of many sizes and speed ratings.
Table 3-5 contains summary statistics for the data set derived from three
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TABLE 3-5 Summary Statistics, 2005 RMA 
Passenger Tire Data Set

Item Number Percent

Manufacturer
Bridgestone 24 14.8
Michelin 125 77.2
Goodyear 13 8.0

Tire brands/lines
Bridgestone 5
Michelin >30
Goodyear 4

Speed rating
S, T 97 59.9
H, V 31 19.1
W, Y, Z 34 21.0

Rim size (in.)
13 5 3.1
14 18 11.1
15 47 29.0
16 43 26.5
17 30 18.5
18 10 6.2
19+ 9 5.6

Tread depth (where known)a (in.)
9/32 7 5.1
10/32 58 42.0
10.5/32 6 4.3
11/32 40 29.0
11.5/32 2 1.4
12/32 8 5.8
13/32 or more 17 12.3

Tire weight (where known)b (lb)
<20 21 13.6
20–22 31 20.1
23–25 32 20.8
26–30 28 18.2
31–35 23 14.9
36+ 23 14.9

NOTE: Replacement tires in sample = 154; OE tires in sam-
ple = 8; total tires = 162.
a Average depth = 10.76/32 in.
b Average weight = 26.6 lb.
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tire manufacturers. Of the 162 tires sampled, 97 (60 percent) are speed
rated S or T, 31 (19 percent) are rated for performance (speed rated H or
V), and 34 (21 percent) are rated for high performance (speed rated W,
Y, or Z). A large majority of the tires (74 percent) have rim diameters of
15, 16, or 17 inches. In addition, three-quarters of the sampled tires have
aspect ratios of 60 to 75, while the remaining tires have lower ratios
(mostly 45, 50, and 55). Tire section widths range from 175 to 335 mil-
limeters; tires with section widths between 195 and 245 millimeters account
for 70 percent of the tires sampled. Among the 162 tires, there are more
than 70 distinct size (section width, aspect ratio, and rim diameter) and
speed rating (S, T; H, V; W, Y, Z) combinations.

It is difficult to ascertain how representative the 162 tires are of the
general population of passenger tires sold each year in the United States.
Data on industry shipments suggest that the above data set contains a
higher-than-average percentage of performance tires. The RMA Fact-
book for 2005 indicates that tires with speed rating S or T accounted for
73 percent of replacement tire shipments in 2004, while tires with higher
speed ratings—H or V and W, Y, or Z—accounted for 22 and 4 percent,
respectively (RMA 2005, 22).

In addition, the RMA data were provided without information on
the sampling methodology. Some of the data points represent single
tests on individual tires, and other data represent more than one test.
While these shortcomings limit the degree to which definitive findings
can be attributed to analyses of the data, the RMA data set is by far the
largest single source of publicly available data on rolling resistance for
new tires sold in the United States. In this respect, it offers many oppor-
tunities for analyzing rolling resistance levels and relationships with
respect to other attributes such as wear resistance, traction, size, selling
price, and speed ratings. To expand these analytic opportunities, the
committee supplemented the information provided by the tire compa-
nies with publicly available data on each tire’s tread depth, weight, and
retail prices obtained from manufacturer and tire retailer websites. These
data are analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5 to assess possible relationships with
rolling resistance.

The focus of the remainder of this chapter is on the new-tire rolling
resistance values observed in the RMA data. Because the data set contains
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only eight tires identified as current OE tires, which is too few for useful
comparisons, the emphasis of the statistical assessment is on the 154
replacement tires in the data set.13

General Variability in Rolling Resistance
The range of RRCs observed for the 154 replacement tires in the RMA
data set is 0.0065 to 0.0133, with a mean and median of 0.0102 and
0.0099, respectively (Figure 3-2). More than half (55 percent) of the tires
have an RRC between 0.009 and 0.011. Coefficients below 0.008 or above
0.013 can be characterized as unusually low or high, and such values
occur in less than 8 percent of the tires sampled.

13 The committee cannot know how many of the replacement tires in the data set were originally de-
veloped for the OE market or are still being used for some OE applications.

FIGURE 3-2 Distribution of tires in the RMA data set by RRC.
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Rolling Resistance Variability by Tire Size and Speed Rating
A simple sorting of the data by speed rating reveals that the performance-
rated tires have a slightly higher-than-average rolling resistance. The
average for S and T tires is 0.0098, while the averages for H, V and W, Y,
Z tires are 0.0101 and 0.0113, respectively. This pattern suggests a rela-
tionship between RRC and speed rating. However, performance tires are
more likely to have lower aspect ratios, wider section widths, and larger
rim diameters than tires with lower speed ratings. Thus, geometric dif-
ferences in tires may contribute to rolling resistance differentials just as
much as the design elements intended to augment performance.

A sorting of the data by rim diameter suggests that tire dimensions can
indeed have an effect on rolling resistance measurements. Tires with a
rim diameter of 15 inches or lower have an average rolling resistance of
0.0106, more than 10 percent above the average of 0.0093 for the tires
with a higher rim diameter.

Rolling Resistance Variability Among Comparable Tires
Multivariate statistical analyses are required to control for the many tire
design variables that may be related to rolling resistance. Such an analysis
is performed in the next chapter to shed light on the full array of relation-
ships between rolling resistance and other tire characteristics such as tread
depth and tread wear. Nevertheless, a simple descriptive sorting of the
data by tire speed ratings and size dimensions offers some insights into
the variations in RRC that occur within groupings of tires having the same
size and speed ratings. Figure 3-3 shows the distribution of RRCs for the
seven most popular speed rating–size configurations in the RMA data set,
which includes 51 of the 154 replacement tires in the data set. The sort-
ing reveals wide ranges in RRCs within such groupings of like tires. In all
seven groupings, the difference between the highest and lowest value is
at least 18 percent, and most of the differentials exceed 25 percent.

Assessment of Rolling Resistance Data

Table 3-6 summarizes the RRCs from the above-referenced data sets, start-
ing with the early EPA data and ending with the RMA data from 2005. As
noted, the 1982–1983 EPA measurements confirmed the large reductions
in rolling resistance caused by the introduction of radial-ply tires, although
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most RRCs for radial tires in 1982–1983 exceeded 0.01. The Michelin-
reported data for replacement tires on the market in the mid-1990s show
further progress in reducing rolling resistance, especially in the number of
tires achieving RRCs below 0.01. The most recent data, from Ecos Con-
sulting in 2002 and RMA in 2005, reveal additional reductions in the aver-
age and median rolling resistance. Nearly 20 percent of the tires sampled
in these more recent (2002 and 2005) data sets had rolling resistance mea-
surements of 0.009 or less. In comparison, none of the tires sampled by
EPA in the early 1980s, and only two tires in the Michelin-reported data
from 1994 and 1995, had an RRC lower than 0.009.

Most notable are the gains made among the top-performing tires with
respect to rolling resistance. The 25 percent (or quartile) of tires having
the lowest RRCs in the 1982–1983 data set had an average RRC of 0.0103.
This compares with an average RRC of 0.0085 for the same quartile for
the combined 2002 and 2005 data. Figure 3-4 shows a plot of the RRCs
from the various data sets. It displays the persistence of tires at the high

FIGURE 3-3 Distribution of RRCs for tires in the most common size and speed
rating groupings, RMA data set.



TABLE 3-6 Summary of Data Sets Containing Rolling Resistance Measurements for OE and Replacement Passenger Tires, 
1982 to 2005

Data Set Tire Lines Tire Sizes RRC Range RRC Average

Replacement Tires

EPA 1982–1983 36 from several tire makers 195/75/R15 0.00979 to 0.01381 0.01131
Michelin 1994 37 from several tire makers Not given 0.0087 to 0.01430 0.01117
Goodyear 1994 Not given Not given 0.0073 to 0.0131 Not given
Michelin 1995 6 from three tire makers 215/70/R15, 235/75/R15 0.0997 to 0.0102 0.0108
Ecos Consulting 2002 34 from several tire makers 185/70/R14 0.0062 to 0.0133 0.0102

205/55/R16
235/75/R15
245/75/R16

RMA 2005 154 from three tire makers, mostly Michelin brands Various 0.0065 to 0.0133 0.0102

OE Tires

Michelin 1994 9 from several tire makers Not given 0.0073 to 0.0105 0.0091
Goodyear 1994 Not given Not given 0.0067 to 0.0152 Not given
Michelin 1995 24 from Michelin brands Various 0.0077 to 0.0114 0.0092
OEM interviews 2005 Multiple tire lines

All-season 0.005 to 0.007
Touring 0.0058 to 0.008
Performance 0.0065 to 0.01
Light truck (passenger tires) 0.0075 to 0.0095

RMA 2005 8 from Bridgestone and Goodyear brands Various 0.007 to 0.0095 0.00838

NOTE: All of the rolling resistance values in the table were derived by using the SAE J1269 test procedure with the exception of the ranges given by automobile
manufacturers for current OE tires. These values are estimates by OEMs on the basis of the SAE J2452 test procedure. See the Appendix for an explanation and
comparison of the two SAE rolling resistance test procedures.
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end of the RRC spectrum in all data sets, across all periods. In 1982–
1983, the quartile of tires with the highest RRCs had an average coeffi-
cient of 0.0126. In the combined data for 2002 and 2005, this quartile had
comparable RRCs, averaging 0.0125.

A possible explanation for the widening spread in RRCs among today’s
tires is the proliferation of tire sizes and speed ratings. The 1982–1983 EPA
data are for a single tire size (P195/75/15). In that period, speed ratings were
uncommon in North America. Today’s replacement tires—as represented
in the 2002 and 2005 data sets—include many high-performance tires.
These tires, with speed ratings of W, Y, and Z, account for a dispropor-
tionate share of tires with high RRCs, as shown in Figure 3-5. Indeed, they
account for most tires having RRCs greater than 0.012, whereas S and
T tires (which are not considered performance tires) account for all of the
values observed below 0.008. Nevertheless, Figure 3-5 also shows a persis-
tent spread in RRCs, even when rim diameter and speed ratings are con-
trolled for. Speed rating is not the only factor affecting rolling resistance.
About one-third of the high-performance tires have RRCs below 0.01, and
about 20 percent of the S and T tires have RRCs greater than 0.011.

FIGURE 3-4 Rolling resistance values for passenger tire samples, 1982 to 2005.
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There is an evident relationship between rim diameter and rolling resis-
tance that warrants closer examination when the combined 2002 and 2005
data are compared with the 1982–1983 EPA data. Many of the S and T tires
that have higher RRCs in the 2002 and 2005 data possess rim diameters of
13 and 14 inches. EPA only tested tires with 15-inch rim diameters. Among
contemporary tires with 15-inch rim sizes, there are noticeably more with
low RRCs than in the EPA data from two decades earlier. The entire distri-
bution appears to have shifted downward by about 10 percent (Figure 3-5).
Most of the higher RRCs continue to be found among the tires with smaller
13- and 14-inch rim sizes, nearly all of which are S and T tires.

The average retail price for the 13- and 14-inch S and T tires is about
50 percent ($60) below the average ($117) for all of the tires represented
in the data for 2002 and 2005.14 Hence, it is reasonable to ask whether the
RRC distributions observed in this chapter are related in part to unex-

FIGURE 3-5 Distribution of rolling resistance coefficients in 2002 and 2005
data sets compared with distribution in 1982–1983 EPA data set, controlling
for rim size and speed rating.

14 Tire price information for the 2002 and 2005 data sets is presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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amined factors such as tire construction cost and life expectancy, which
may have a strong correlation with other examined variables such as tire
size and speed rating. More consideration is given in the following chap-
ters to these and other aspects of tire performance that may have a bear-
ing on rolling resistance.

SUMMARY

Most of the energy contained in a tank of motor fuel is dissipated as
unrecoverable heat from engine combustion and friction in the driveline.
Some of the energy output from the engine powers vehicle accessories.
Only about 12 to 20 percent of the energy originating in the fuel tank is
ultimately transmitted through the vehicle’s driveline as mechanical energy
to turn the wheels. Rolling resistance consumes about one-third of this
energy output. Aerodynamic drag and braking consume the remainder.
Rolling resistance, therefore, directly consumes a small portion (one-third
of the 12 to 20 percent) of the total energy expended by the vehicle.

However, reducing rolling resistance, and thus mechanical energy
demand, by a given amount translates into a larger reduction in total fuel
consumption because less fuel needs to be sent to the engine. The effect
on total fuel consumption will depend on a number of factors, including
the efficiency of the engine and driveline as well as the amount of energy
used to power accessories. For most passenger vehicles, a 10 percent
reduction in average rolling resistance over a period of time will lead to
a 1 to 2 percent reduction in fuel consumption during that time.

The main source of rolling resistance is hysteresis, which is caused by
the viscoelastic response of the rubber compounds in the tire as it rotates
under load. The repeated tire deformation and recovery causes mechan-
ical energy to be converted to heat; hence additional mechanical energy
must be supplied to drive the axle. The design characteristics of a tire that
affect this energy loss are its construction; geometric dimensions; and
materials types, formulations, and volume. The tread, in particular, has a
major role in hysteresis because it contains large amounts of viscoelastic
rubber material. As tread wears, a tire’s rolling resistance declines, primar-
ily because of the reduction in the amount of viscoelastic material.

Travel speed within the range of normal city and highway driving has
relatively little effect on rolling resistance. The main operating conditions
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that affect tire hysteresis are load, inflation pressure, alignment, and tem-
perature. The more a tire is loaded at a given pressure, the more it deforms
and suffers hysteretic losses. A tire deforms more when it is underinflated.
For tires inflated to pressures of 24 to 36 psi, each 1-psi drop in inflation
pressure increases the tire’s rolling resistance by about 1.4 percent. This
effect is greater for inflation pressures below 24 psi. Consequently, main-
tenance of tire pressure is important for a tire’s energy performance as
well as for tire wear and operating performance.

Rolling resistance is proportional to wheel load and can therefore be
measured and expressed in terms of a constant RRC. Thus, tires with low
RRCs have low rolling resistance. Standard test procedures have been
developed to measure RRC. The vast majority of replacement passenger
tires have RRCs within the range of 0.007 to 0.014 when measured new,
while the range for new OE tires tends to be lower—on the order of 0.006
to 0.01. Federal fuel economy standards have prompted automobile
manufacturers to demand OE tires with lower rolling resistance. Infor-
mation on precisely how these lower-rolling-resistance characteristics
have been achieved is proprietary.

In general, each incremental change in RRC of 0.001 will change
vehicle fuel consumption by 1 to 2 percent. Thus, for an average passen-
ger tire having a coefficient of 0.01, a 10 percent change in RRC will
change vehicle fuel consumption by 1 to 2 percent. The lower end of the
range is more relevant for tires having lower RRCs and operated at lower
average speeds, while the higher end of the range is more relevant for
tires having higher RRCs and operated at highway speeds.

Today’s passenger tires offer better performance and capability than
did previous generations of tires because of continued innovations and
refinements in tire design, materials, and manufacturing. Significant
progress has been made in reducing rolling resistance—as measured in
new passenger tires—over the past 25 years. More tire models today, when
measured new, have RRCs below 0.009, and the most energy-efficient tires
have coefficients that are 20 to 30 percent lower than the most energy-
efficient radial models of 25 years ago. Tires at the higher end of the RRC
range, however, have not exhibited the same improvement, which has
resulted in a widening spread in RRCs over time. The expansion of the
number of tire sizes and speed categories, as well as new tire designs to
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meet changing vehicle and service applications (e.g., deep-grooved tread
for light truck functional requirements and appearance), has likely con-
tributed to the spread in RRCs. However, even among tires of similar size
and speed rating, the difference between the tires with the highest and
lowest RRCs often exceeds 20 percent.

Tires with high speed ratings (W, Y, and Z) and tires with smaller
(13- and 14-inch) rim diameters account for a large share of tires with
high rolling resistance. Whether such patterns are related to differences
in other tire characteristics, such as size, traction, and wear resistance, is
examined in the next chapter.
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4

Rolling Resistance, Traction, and Wear
Performance of Passenger Tires

Tires have two basic operating functions in addition to carrying the
weight of the vehicle: they mitigate shocks from the road surface and
provide the longitudinal and lateral control forces for vehicle accelera-
tion, steering, and braking.1 All tires perform these functions, but not
equally well. Some provide more friction for traction on dry surfaces,
while others offer more traction in rain, snow, and mud. Some provide
lower spring rates and more damping for shock mitigation, while others
are stiffer for tighter cornering and general maneuverability. Of course,
many other attributes are demanded of tires. As discussed in Chapter 3,
good fuel economy performance is one. Others include low noise, slow
wear, and durability and structural integrity at high speeds. Styling is 
especially important for some tire lines. Some of these attributes have
little bearing on a tire’s operating functions, but they are often key design
considerations. Like other consumer products, tires are engineered in
various ways to meet an assortment of operating requirements and user
expectations and preferences.

Chapter 3 examined the effects of tire design, construction, and oper-
ational influences on rolling resistance, which was then related to vehicle
fuel consumption. A complex picture of the numerous factors affecting
tire rolling resistance and fuel economy emerged. Among the factors are
tire geometry, tread compounds, inflation pressure, alignment, operating
temperature, load, and tire construction type. Moreover, a change in any
one of these variables was found to affect other variables, which leads to
a chain of effects on rolling resistance and other tire characteristics. The

7 7

1 See Walter (2005), Pottinger (2005), and French (1989) for detailed discussions of the tire’s basic
functions related to vehicle control.
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statement of task for this study calls for an examination of these many
relationships.

The statement of task also calls for the study to address factors that can
affect vehicle safety and scrap tire generation. There is a public interest in
tire safety and scrap tire generation, as there is in fuel economy. Some
40,000 motorists die in highway crashes each year, most in passenger cars
and light trucks. Thousands more are critically injured. Improving the
safety performance of the nation’s highways is a public safety goal. Dur-
ing the past two decades, concerns about the environmental effects of
tires, particularly the disposal of scrap tires, have also emerged. While
aggressive recycling programs have reduced the entry of tires into the
waste stream, the large number of tires discarded each year poses a con-
tinuing mitigation challenge.

The rolling resistance, traction, and wear characteristics of tires are
not independent of one another, if for no other reason than their asso-
ciation with the tire’s tread. As explained earlier, the tread has a major
influence on rolling resistance because it contains much of the visco-
elastic rubber in the tire that causes hysteretic energy loss. The same tread
deformation contributes to the tire’s traction capabilities. A loss in traction
capability because of tread wear is the main reason for tire replacement.
When the tread wears and traction capabilities are diminished beyond a
point deemed acceptable for safe operation, especially in wet and snow
conditions, the tire is normally scrapped—and thus becomes a candidate
for the waste stream.

Years of tire testing and experimentation have helped tire manufac-
turers understand the chemical and physical relationships that affect tire
traction, wear resistance, and rolling resistance. This has led to a grow-
ing appreciation—but still limited understanding—of how such factors
relate to the practical outcomes of vehicle fuel consumption, crash inci-
dence, and tire service life. Data sets examined in Chapter 3 show how
rolling resistance can differ significantly from tire to tire and how these
differences can translate into differentials in vehicle fuel consumption.
The same data sets can be examined to gain a better understanding of the
relationships among rolling resistance and other tire performance char-
acteristics, including traction and wear resistance. The results of several
statistical analyses of the available data sets are therefore presented in this
chapter to explain these relationships.
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Consideration is first given to traction effects, including implications
for vehicle safety. Tread wear factors and their implications for scrap tires
are then considered. In both cases, the paucity of public data limits the
analyses and a broad extrapolation of the results. Whereas the rolling 
resistance coefficient (RRC) is a standard metric for characterizing and
comparing tire energy performance, less comprehensive data exist in the
public domain for accurate characterizations of tire traction and wear 
resistance. The federal Uniform Tire Quality Grading (UTQG) system
ratings for traction and tread wear are the only metrics for which con-
sistent data are widely available for a range of tires. These metrics are less
precise than measures of RRC and provide only a partial indication of the
underlying characteristics they seek to describe. Nevertheless, in combina-
tion with data on other tire properties, such as tread depth, their analysis
can be helpful in identifying potential relationships and highlighting
factors warranting further examination.

EFFECTS ON TRACTION AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE

Most data on the involvement of tires in motor vehicle crashes cover tire
structural failures, as opposed to the safety role of specific tire operating
characteristics such as traction. Analyses of federal motor vehicle crash
data indicate that tire problems such as flats, ruptures, and component
separations contribute to about 24,000 tow-away crashes per year, or
about 0.5 percent of all such crashes (NHTSA 2005, IV-7–IV-8; Gardner
and Queiser 2005). The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) estimates that these crashes result in 400 to 650 fatalities and
about 10,000 nonfatal injuries in total. Thus the number of fatalities 
attributable to crashes caused by damaged tires is small, especially in
comparison with the 40,000 deaths in motor crashes each year.2 Service
failures, however, do not necessarily indicate that a tire is inherently 
defective or unsafe (Gardner and Queiser 2005). Poor tire and wheel
maintenance, such as low inflation pressure, improper mounting, and
misalignment, can also precipitate failures in any tire.

2 Not included in tire-related crash data is the indirect role of flat tires in causing disabled vehicles
on the roadside that are subsequently struck by other vehicles.
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The focus of federal safety regulations is on preventing tire structural
failures that can cause the driver to lose control of the vehicle. As described
in Chapter 2, the regulations prescribe a series of tests ensuring minimum
tire strength, resistance to high-speed overheating, endurance, and—
starting in 2007—low-pressure performance. All passenger tires must
meet these minima. In practice, most tires on the market, if not all, will sur-
pass them and offer safety margins in excess of those sought by federal reg-
ulation. In considering the safety of tires with low rolling resistance, a
natural question is whether vehicles equipped with them exhibit dispro-
portionate crash involvement because of tire structural failures. There is
no apparent reason to suspect such an association, but in any case, national
crash data cannot provide an answer because the rolling resistance of a tire
at a crash scene cannot be determined.

More germane to this study is whether reducing tire rolling resis-
tance will lead to changes in tire properties that are related to vehicle
handling and control and thus could affect crash incidence and sever-
ity. A vehicle’s tires are its only points of contact with the road. They
generate all the forces that control its motion and direction, and a tire’s
properties clearly could be a factor in motor vehicle crashes and their
avoidance. However, at what point a change in tire traction character-
istics will lead to measurable changes in crash incidence and severity is
unknown.

Through its National Accident Sampling System Crashworthiness
Data System (NASS/CDS), NHTSA conducts detailed investigations of
approximately 4,000 light vehicle crashes per year. The sample consists
of police-reported crashes, which are examined for the purpose of 
national extrapolation. NHTSA investigators study the vehicles involved
in the crash 1 to 60 days after the event. Recently, NHTSA added several
tire-related elements to NASS/CDS. For vehicles involved in the sampled
crashes, the investigators record the vehicle manufacturer’s recom-
mended tire size, construction, and inflation pressure. They also record
the make, model, size, and type of tires used on the vehicle (although
U.S. Department of Transportation tire identification numbers are not
recorded); measure and record the depth of the tires’ treads and infla-
tion pressures; and record whether one or more of the tires exhibited
damage and the type of damage (i.e., sidewall puncture, tread separa-
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tion). Data for 2002 and 2003, which are the first full years to contain the
tire details, will be released in 2006. The coverage and quality of the tire-
related data have yet to be examined. The time lapse between the crash
event and follow-up investigation may limit the usefulness of some of the
data elements such as recorded tire pressure.

With the NASS/CDS infrastructure, NHTSA is also undertaking a 
national survey of passenger vehicle crashes in which investigators are
mobilized to the scene of a sampled crash to obtain more timely infor-
mation on the event and factors involved. The data gathered in this proj-
ect, known as the National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Survey, are
intended to help identify opportunities to improve crash avoidance 
systems and technologies. For each vehicle involved in the crash, inves-
tigators record the Department of Transportation serial numbers on the
tires if they are visible. Tire inflation pressure, tread depth, and visible
evidence of damage are also recorded. Results from the first 3,000 to
4,000 crashes surveyed will be released in 2006.

As the tire-related information from these NHTSA data sets becomes
available in sufficient quantity and quality, it may prove helpful in mon-
itoring and evaluating aspects of tire safety performance. Whether the
data can eventually be used to detect the safety effects associated with dif-
ferentials in specific tire design and construction characteristics such as
traction is unclear. Earlier uses of these data will likely be in studies of
tire structural performance, inflation pressure, and aging.

NHTSA has not established safety-related standards for tire operating
characteristics, such as traction, resistance to hydroplaning, and corner-
ing capability. Instead, the agency provides consumers with related 
information through the UTQG system. Tires are graded for wet traction,
temperature resistance, and tread wear. However, these grades are not
safety ratings, and NHTSA has not studied how they relate to tire and
motor vehicle safety performance in the field.

The most recent major federal legislation covering passenger tires was
the Tire Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation Act
of 2000 (TREAD Act). Provisions in the act have prompted NHTSA to
assess the effects of certain tire operating conditions—most notably
inflation pressure—on vehicle crashes. The legislation requires the agency
to mandate a tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) in each new pas-
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senger vehicle to indicate when a tire is significantly underinflated. In
support of the TPMS rulemaking, NHTSA has conducted an assessment
of the benefits and costs of TPMS, in which it estimated how changes in
tire traction characteristics caused by the effects of inflation pressure on
a tire’s footprint and stopping capability would impinge on safety. The
results of the assessment are provided later in this section since they offer
one quantitative indication of how tire traction characteristics and vehicle
crashes may be related.

The main challenge in assessing the effect of lowering tire rolling 
resistance on vehicle safety is largely an empirical one. At present, there
are no viable data with which to examine the safety effects of changes in
tire traction. Marginal changes are difficult to discern and even more dif-
ficult to relate to crash initiations and outcomes. The one measure of
traction that is available for all passenger tires is the UTQG system grade
for wet traction, as described in Chapter 2. All of the passenger tires sam-
pled for rolling resistance in the 2002 Ecos Consulting and the 2005 Rub-
ber Manufacturers Association (RMA) data sets (presented in Chapter
3) have UTQG traction grades. These data sets are therefore analyzed
below in combination. No inferences can be drawn with regard to safety
relationships, but the data analyses do offer some indications of the degree
of correlation between tire rolling resistance and UTQG traction. As noted
in Chapter 3, there may be inconsistencies in the data derived from mul-
tiple sources (e.g., three tire companies in the case of the RMA data) and
testing facilities. Nevertheless, the committee believes that the combined
data sets offer greater analytical opportunity for a general investigation
of possible relationships.

UTQG Traction Grades and Rolling Resistance

Chapter 2 describes how passenger tires are tested by the UTQG system
for wet traction and assigned a grade of AA, A, B, or C. NHTSA data 
indicate that of the 2,371 rated passenger tire lines, 4 percent are graded
AA, 78 percent A, and 18 percent B or C (Table 4-1).3 In comparison, the

3 www.safercars.gov/Tires/pages/Tires2.cfm. The data are undated but presumed to be for 2004 tire
models.
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combined Ecos Consulting and RMA data contain a much larger pro-
portion of AA-graded tires, probably because of the large percentage of
high-performance tires in these samples (Table 4-1). Of the 40 tires in
the combined data set having W, Y, or Z speed ratings, all but four have
a grade of AA for wet traction. Only six other tires, including only one 
S- or T-rated tire, have a grade of AA. However, neither the NHTSA per-
centages nor the percentages in the combined data set are sales weighted;
hence, which distribution of UTQG grades is more representative of tires
found on the road is unknown.

The utility of the UTQG traction grades for exploring possible rela-
tionships with other tire characteristics such as rolling resistance is 
diminished by the wide range of friction coefficients within each grade,
which leads to a preponderance of tires across a wide array of sizes and
types receiving a grade of A. Without access to the measured friction
coefficients underlying the grades assigned to individual tires, the rela-
tionships between traction and other characteristics cannot be estab-
lished precisely.

A simple two-variable analysis can help describe the data. Figure 4-1
shows that tires with higher wet traction grades tend to have higher
RRCs. At the same time, the graph reveals a wide spread in RRCs within
all three grades. More than one-quarter of the AA-graded tires have
RRCs below 0.010, and one-quarter have values above 0.012. Not found

TABLE 4-1 UTQG Wet Traction Grades for All Rated Tire Lines and in the 
Combined Ecos Consulting and RMA Data

Grade Criterion for Grade Criterion for 
Traction on Wet Traction on Wet Percentage of All 

Asphalt (Measured Concrete (Measured NHTSA-Graded 
Traction Sliding Friction Sliding Friction Tire Lines 
Grade Coefficient) Coefficient) Receiving Grade Percentage Number

AA >0.54 >0.38 4 21 42
A >0.47 >0.35 78 72 141
B >0.38 >0.26 18 7 13
C <0.38 <0.26 <1 0 0
Total 100 100 196

Tires in Combined 
Ecos and RMA Data 

Receiving Grade
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among the AA-graded tires are very low RRCs; none of these tires has an
RRC lower than 0.008. The absence of very low RRCs among AA-graded
tires may indicate a lack of consumer demand for energy performance
in high-traction tires, or it may be indicative of a technical or cost diffi-
culty in achieving both qualities. The RRCs for A-graded tires cover a
wider spectrum, from a low of 0.0065 to a high of 0.013. The wide spread
suggests the technical feasibility of achieving both low rolling resistance
and A levels of wet traction, although the production cost implications
of doing so are not evident from the data.

As reported in Chapter 3, RRCs tend to decline as rim diameter 
increases. Thus, whether achieving a low RRC and a wet traction grade
of A is more difficult for tires designed for 13-, 14-, and 15-inch rims
than it is for tires with larger rim diameters would be useful to deter-
mine. Figure 4-2 suggests that low RRCs are less common among the
smaller tires with an A traction grade. Only three of the 76 tires with 13-,
14-, and 15-inch rim diameters have an RRC lower than 0.008, and only
one of the three received an A traction grade, as shown in Figure 4-2.

FIGURE 4-1 RRCs by UTQG wet traction grade, combined Ecos and RMA data.



FIGURE 4-2 RRCs for tires with a UTQG grade of A for wet traction, sorted by
rim diameter (combined Ecos and RMA data).
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Although the statistical analyses do suggest a relationship, character-
izing traction as negatively related to rolling resistance on the basis of
these data alone would be an oversimplification. There is a wide spread in
RRCs within all three traction grades. RRCs below 0.01 are found among
all traction grades, and more than 25 percent of the highest-traction
(AA) tires in the combined data have such RRCs (Figure 4-1).

In summary, the data suggest the difficulty of achieving both an AA
traction grade and very low rolling resistance, even among tires having
larger rim diameters in the current market. They do not, however, reveal
the cost implications or the technological requirements, such as changes
in tire design or materials, of achieving such an outcome.

Safety Implications of Traction Differentials

As explained earlier, the UTQG system is of limited usefulness in judg-
ing tire traction characteristics. The four-letter classification in the
grading system results in large numbers of tires receiving the same
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grade, and marginal differences in traction that may exist among tires
graded the same are difficult to observe. In addition, the sliding fric-
tion coefficients used to derive the grades are measured under a lim-
ited set of operating conditions (locked-wheel, straight-line braking
on either of the two wet pavements at one speed). Thus the coeffi-
cients do not indicate traction characteristics under a range of speeds
or under common operating conditions such as travel on dry surfaces,
cornering, and antilock braking. Moreover, the UTQG test does not
take into account the drainage characteristics of the tire’s tread pat-
tern, which may affect susceptibility to hydroplaning as well as wet
traction.

One cause of the UTQG limitations is that the traction grades were
developed not to provide comprehensive tire safety assessments but
rather to provide consumers with more information on one aspect of tire
performance relevant in making purchase decisions. If more precise
metrics on tire traction were available, the effects of modifications in tire
designs and materials to reduce rolling resistance on this particular char-
acteristic might be explored further. Whether more precise traction data
would, in turn, permit the examination of subsequent effects on vehicle
safety performance is an open question.

The factors that influence the incidence and severity of motor vehi-
cle crashes, such as the behavior of the driver and the condition of the
vehicle and operating environment, are many and complex. Only
rarely does analysis point to a single factor, especially a factor as diffi-
cult to measure and quantify by one number as tire traction. It is of in-
terest that passenger tires with a wet traction grade of AA—which are
disproportionately tires with speed ratings of W, Y, or Z—are more
likely to be used on high-performance sports cars than are tires with A
or B traction grades.

Few studies associating tire traction and crash incidence and severity
have been undertaken. As described in Box 4-1, NHTSA has recently
calculated the safety effects of improved vehicle stopping distances result-
ing from the proper maintenance of tire inflation, which affects a tire’s
traction footprint. These estimates in support of regulation provide some
indication of how traction capabilities may affect motor vehicle safety.
However, they are too general for use in estimating the safety effects result-
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ing from changes in tire designs and materials specifically to reduce aver-
age rolling resistance.

The present study was not undertaken to assess the effects—safety or
otherwise—of replacement tires achieving very low or atypical levels of
rolling resistance. “Low” is a relative term. Differentials of 25 percent or
more in RRCs can be found today among replacement tires having the
same UTQG traction grades and other characteristics. Narrowing the
range of rolling resistance among tires within the same traction grades,
perhaps by targeting the highest-rolling-resistance tires in the group, is

BOX 4-1

NHTSA Evaluation of Safety Effects of Improved
Traction from TPMS

As part of its assessment of TPMS, NHTSA quantified expected
reductions in crashes associated with improvements in tire
traction stemming from maintenance of proper inflation. The
agency estimated that if the occurrence of underinflated tires was
curbed by TPMS, the average stopping distance for all injury
crash–involved cars and light trucks would decline by about 
1.5 percent, equivalent to what would be achieved by increasing
the tire–road friction coefficient by 1.5 percent (NHTSA 2005,
V-22).* Quicker braking deceleration would prevent some crashes
and reduce the severity of others by lowering impact velocities.
The agency estimated that each 1 percent reduction in stopping dis-
tance would prevent 25 to 30 fatalities, 130 to 140 severe injuries,
and 2,300 to 2,500 moderate and slight injuries (NHTSA 2005,
Table V-22).**

*In its calculations, NHTSA refers to a smaller (1.37 percent) change in average stopping
distance by adjusting the 1.52 percent average downward by 10 percent, on the basis of an
assumption that only 90 percent of drivers will pay attention to the TPMS warning and
properly inflate their tires. The committee normalized the results to 1 percent increments.

**Again, the actual estimates of crash savings from traction improvements given in
NHTSA’s TPMS study are adjusted downward by 10 percent because of an assumed
compliance rate of 90 percent.
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one potentially benign way (with respect to traction and perhaps safety)
to lower average rolling resistance. In other words, reducing the average
energy loss from tires can be brought about by various means, not simply
by reducing rolling resistance in all tires by the same amount.

EFFECTS ON TREAD LIFE AND SCRAP TIRES

Scrap tires are a significant component of the nation’s solid waste
stream. Much progress has been made during the past two decades in
finding uses for scrap tires that reduce landfill disposals and open stock-
piles and thus in lowering risks from fire and insect-borne diseases.4

Concerns related to scrap tires and the progress and challenges in con-
trolling scrap tire generation are explained in Box 4-2. Today, more
than three-quarters of all scrap tires generated each year are recovered
or recycled. However, new recycling opportunities are needed because
more tires are discarded each year by the nation’s expanding fleet of
motor vehicles.

The mass introduction of longer-wearing radial-ply tires during the
1970s and 1980s may have helped control the population of scrap tires
in relation to the large growth in car ownership and vehicle travel. Radial-
ply tires are not as amenable to retreading as bias-ply tires, but they last
much longer. Passenger car and light truck travel has grown by an aver-
age of 1 to 3 percent per year during the past 25 years. Without additional
gains in tire life, further increases in scrap tire generation can be expected,
and commensurate growth in recycling and recovery capabilities will be
required.

Tread wear is the main cause of tire replacement. A review of dis-
carded tire samples by Michelin revealed that tread wear, both normal
and abnormal, accounts for between two-thirds and three-quarters of
discarded tires.5 Factors affecting tread wear and life span are therefore
important not only from the standpoint of the motorist, who must buy
tires more often if they wear out sooner, but also from the standpoint of
society’s interest in controlling scrap tire populations.

4 See RMA (2005) and Isayev and Oh (2005) for an overview of recycling methods and progress.
5 See www.ciwmb.ca.gov/agendas/mtgdocs/2003/09/00012525.ppt.
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BOX 4-2

Scrap Tire Recycling Progress and Challenges

During the past two decades, states have become heavily 
involved in regulating scrap tires and in developing markets for
them. In 1985, Minnesota became the first state to pass legisla-
tion governing many aspects of scrap tire storage, collection,
processing, and use. Since then, most states have established
scrap tire programs aimed at controlling disposal, encouraging
recycling and reprocessing, abating stockpiles, and reducing
the generation of scrap tires. Some typical features of state pro-
grams are (a) licensing or registration requirements for scrap
tire haulers, processors, and some end users; (b) manifests for
scrap tire shipments and controls concerning who can handle
scrap tires; (c) financial assurance requirements for scrap tire
handlers, storage facilities, and disposers; (d) market develop-
ment activities for recycling and processing; and (e) tire pile
cleanup programs. To help offset the cost of these programs,
most states impose fees on purchases of new tires and removal
of used tires.

The three largest uses for scrap tires are in tire-derived fuel,
civil engineering applications, and ground rubber applications.
The most common uses of tire-derived fuel are in the produc-
tion of cement, in pulp and paper mills, and in the generation of
electricity. The civil engineering market encompasses a wide
range of uses for scrap tires, such as leachate liner, backfill, sep-
tic field drainage, and road base material. The tires are usually
shredded for these applications, and a considerable amount of the
tire shreds come from stockpile abatement projects. Applications
of ground rubber, sometimes called crumb rubber, include the
production of sheet and molded rubber products (such as floor
mats and truck bed liners), new tires, and sports floor surfacing.

(continued on next page)
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Some states—most notably Arizona, Florida, and California—
use ground tire rubber to produce asphalt binder, pavement
sealers, and substitutes for aggregate in pavements. The cost of
transporting scrap tires, especially in rural areas, can be a sig-
nificant obstacle in finding economical markets for both newly
generated and stockpiled scrap tires. Many scrap tire applica-
tions are low-value and low-margin uses. They are subject to
fluctuations in market demand that hinge on the availability
of substitute products and macroeconomic conditions, such
as the price of energy. To keep scrap tire markets growing,
many states have taken an active role in developing markets
and in using scrap tires themselves in highway construction
and other civil engineering projects. Some also support research
to assess the environmental effects of using tires in various ways,
including analyses of emissions from tire-derived fuels, leaching
from tires used as fill, and the disposition of residue from tire
processing.

According to RMA data, 130 million of the 290 million scrap
tires generated in 2003 were reused as tire-derived fuel in vari-
ous industrial facilities and about 100 million were recycled into
new products (RMA 2005, 48). Of the remaining 60 million tires,
about half were buried in landfills and the other half are unac-
counted for.* In addition to these newly generated tires, about
275 million scrap tires have accumulated in stockpiles across the
country. Four states—Texas, Colorado, Michigan, and New
York—accounted for about half this total, which has been 
reduced considerably during the past decade. The U.S. Environ-

BOX 4-2 (continued)

Scrap Tire Recycling Progress and Challenges

*Unaccounted-for tires may result from overestimation of generation numbers; inaccu-
rate or incomplete reporting by tire sales, disposal, and processing facilities; unrecorded
uses such as tarp weights at farms and tires remaining on junked vehicles; and tires that
are illegally dumped.
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mental Protection Agency has estimated that more than 700 mil-
lion scrap tires were stockpiled 10 years ago. The scrap tires in
long-standing stockpiles have fewer uses than cleaner, newly
generated tires because of their poorer condition and limited
accessibility. Nevertheless, the abatement of these stockpiles adds
supply to the scrap tire markets, which complicates efforts to find
economical uses for the millions of new scrap tires generated
each year.

UTQG Tread Wear Grades and Rolling Resistance

Tires are rated for tread wear as part of UTQG. As discussed in Chapter
2, these grades are numerical, and most assigned values range from 100
to 800. The scale is an index intended to reflect relative wear life. In gen-
eral, tires graded 400 should outwear tires graded 200. Whether tires
rated 400 wear twice as long, on average, as tires rated 200 is unknown,
since there have been no follow-up examinations of average tire wear 
experience in the field and how this compares with UTQG ratings. The
test is conducted on an outdoor track under controlled conditions. Both
NHTSA and tire manufacturers warn against assuming that an indi-
vidual tire will achieve wear performance proportional to its rating,
because tires can be subject to different applications and operating en-
vironments. Nevertheless, some proportional relationship, on the av-
erage for large numbers of tires, is implied by the numerical design of
the rating system.

Table 4-2 compares the UTQG tread wear grades of the new tires in
the combined Ecos Consulting and RMA data with the grades received
by all passenger tire lines reported by NHTSA. A larger percentage of
tires in the combined data have very high tread wear ratings, and a
smaller percentage have very low ratings. More than half of the tires in
the combined data set have a rating between 300 and 500, which is com-
parable with national levels reported by NHTSA. The average tread
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wear grade for the data set is 440. As noted previously, neither the com-
bined data nor NHTSA’s national ratings are sales weighted. Therefore,
neither can be used to calculate an average UTQG wear rating for all
tires sold.

A scatter graph of all 196 tires in the combined data set does not
exhibit any noticeable association between RRC and tread wear rating,
as shown in Figure 4-3a. Disaggregating the data by graphing only the
tires in the data set rated S or T reveals a slightly noticeable, but still weak,
pattern (Figure 4-3b). Further disaggregation by graphing only those S
or T tires with 15-inch rim diameters (Figure 4-3c) suggests the possi-
bility of a relationship between rolling resistance and UTQG tread wear
grade, which warrants more data for thorough statistical analysis involv-
ing more explanatory variables.

Explaining Variability in RRC and Tread Wear Grades

Multivariate analysis can help determine whether there is a relation-
ship between RRC and UTQG tread wear rating and other variables
among the 196 tires in the combined data. The original variables in the
data set are

• RRC,
• Speed rating (S, T; H, V; W, Y, Z),
• Tire manufacturer,

TABLE 4-2 Comparison of UTQG System Grades for All Passenger Tires 
and for the Tires in the Combined Ecos Consulting and RMA Data

UTQG Tread Percentage of All Tires with
Wear Rating Grade According to NHTSA Percentage Number

200 or less 11 3 6
201–300 21 18 36
301–400 33 28 55
401–500 22 23 45
501–600 8 17 33
601 or more 5 11 21
Total 100 100 196

Tires in Combined Ecos
Consulting and RMA Data
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FIGURE 4-3 Scatter graphs of RRC and UTQG tread wear ratings, combined
data set: (a) all 196 tires; (b) tires with speed rating of S or T. 

(continued on next page)
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• Aspect ratio,
• Rim diameter (inches),
• UTQG temperature grade (A, B, C),
• UTQG traction grade (AA, A, B),
• UTQG tread wear rating, and
• Market [replacement or original equipment (OE)].

The committee added data for the following three variables:

• Tread depth,
• Retail price, and
• Tire weight.

Tread depth and tire weight were obtained from the catalogue of tire
specifications accessible on each tire manufacturer’s website. Tread
depth was found for 170 of the 196 tires in the sample, and tire weight
was found for all but six of the tires. The former is a measure of the
depth of the tread grooves and thus excludes the tread base. Retail

FIGURE 4-3 (continued) Scatter graphs of RRC and UTQG tread wear ratings,
combined data set: (c) tires with speed rating of S or T and 15-inch rim 
diameter.
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prices were established for each of the tires from Internet searches of
several popular tire mail order sites, including www.Tirerack.com
(price sources are noted in the data table). The price data are examined
in Chapter 5.

As noted in Chapter 1, because the RMA data did not become avail-
able until late in this study, a limited number of statistical analyses and
tests could be performed on the data. Multiple regression models were
tested with RRC as the dependent variable and combinations of the other
variables listed above as independent variables. RRC is expressed as a
natural logarithm to provide a better model fit and to allow for inter-
pretations of the regression coefficients in terms of percentage change.
Some of the categoric variables (e.g., speed rating, manufacturer, traction
grade) are included as dummy variables.6 The results of the two best-
fitting regression models are presented below.7 The first model seeks to
explain variability in RRC. The second seeks to explain variability in UTQG
tread wear rating. The implications of the results of the two models are
discussed later.

Explaining Variability in RRC
Table 4-3 gives the results of a model explaining the natural logarithm
of RRC as a function of tire rim diameter, aspect ratio, and tread depth,
as well as dummy variables for tires having a speed rating of W, Y, 
or Z (hispeed), H or V (midspeed), and a UTQG traction grade of B
(tractionB). Dummies were also created for tires made by Michelin
and for those observations from the Ecos Consulting (ecosdummy)
data set.8 All independent variables, except ecosdummy, are signifi-
cant at the 95 percent confidence level, and the model statistically ex-
plains about half the variation observed in RRC, as indicated by the
adjusted R2 of 0.50.

6 A dummy variable is a numerical variable used in regression analysis to represent subgroups of
the observations in the sample.

7 With 10 independent variables to choose among, it is possible to test more than 2,000 models by
using combinations of one or more independent variables. The committee therefore focused on
variables that are most indicative of the engineering parameters that tire manufacturers can affect
to achieve properties such as lower rolling resistance and higher tread wear resistance.

8 Because ecosdummy was statistically significant at the 90 percent level, it was left in the model.
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Under the assumption that all other variables are held constant, the
regression coefficients and their confidence intervals indicate each vari-
able’s relationship with RRC. The results are consistent with the findings
in Chapter 3 that, on average, RRC declines as rim diameter increases
and that RRC increases with higher speed ratings.

The results indicate that increasing rim diameter by 1 inch, or
about 6.3 percent for the average tire in the data set, reduces RRC by
5 to 8 percent. Compared with tires with lower speed ratings (S, T),
tires with the highest speed ratings (W, Y, Z) have 10 to 22 percent
higher RRCs, while tires with middle speed ratings (H, V) have 1 to 
9 percent higher RRCs.

Tires with thicker tread tend to have higher RRCs. Tread depth is
measured and reported in increments of 1/32 inch, and an increase of
one unit, or 1/32 inch, leads to a 2.5 to 6 percent increase in RRC, with a
midpoint of 4.3 percent. An increase of 1/32 inch is an approximate
increase in tread depth of 9 percent for the average tire in the data set.
These results imply that to obtain a 10 percent reduction in RRC, an
average tire’s tread depth would need to decrease by about 22 percent.

The relationship between RRC and traction is more difficult to ex-
plore because most tires are graded A for UTQG wet traction (out of a
possible AA, A, or B), which is indicative of the broad band of grades in
this rating scheme. Nevertheless, the dozen or so tires in the data set with

TABLE 4-3 Output of Multiple Regression: RRC (Natural Logarithm) as a
Function of Eight Independent Variables

95% Confidence Range

Coeff. Std. Error t Lower Limit Upper Limit

hispeed .160 .030 5.4 .102 .221
midspeed .047 .020 2.3 .007 .098
michelin −.064 .020 −3.2 −.104 −.025
rimdiameter −.066 .007 −9.3 −.081 −.053
aspectratio −.009 .002 −6.3 −.012 −.006
treaddepth .042 .009 4.9 .025 .060
tractionB −.120 .036 −3.3 −.192 −.048
ecosdummy −.044 .024 −1.8 −.094 .005

NOTE: Number of observations = 170; R2 = .52; adjusted R2 = .50.
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a B grade have a 5 to 19 percent lower RRC than all other tires, all else
being equal.

Variables not included in the model are tire weight and dummies for
UTQG temperature grade, neither of which was found to be statistically
significant. Retail price was not included in the model, since it is not a
parameter that can be changed directly to affect RRC in the same man-
ner as a physical property.9 Nevertheless, to the extent that tire prices
reflect tire manufacturing costs, price is an important consideration.
Analyses of the selling prices of tires in the combined data set are pre-
sented in Chapter 5.

A dummy for OE tires was tested, but the small number (eight) of OE
tires in the data set limited its significance. The data set consists almost
entirely of replacement tires. To the degree that OE tires are constructed
on the basis of technologies not common in replacement tires—for 
instance, by using alternative tread compounds to reduce rolling resis-
tance—the kinds of relationships reported in Table 4-3 might not emerge
from an analysis of large numbers of OE tires. Whether differences exist in
OE and replacement tire technologies is an open question that is consid-
ered further in Chapter 5.

Explaining Variability in UTQG Tread Wear Rating
Table 4-4 shows the results of a regression explaining UTQG tread wear
rating as a function of six variables. Once again, speed rating is a highly
significant variable; tires rated for higher speeds tend to have lower tread
wear grades. Compared with all other tires in the data set, tires with a
speed rating of W, Y, or Z have average tread wear ratings that are 175 to
275 points lower. Tread wear ratings of tires having speed ratings of H or
V are lower by 50 to 130 points.

As might be expected, there is also a statistical relationship between
a tire’s tread wear rating and tread depth. The regression coefficient in-
dicates that each increase of 1/32 inch in tread depth results in a 1- to
39-point increase in the tread wear rating, with a midpoint of about 20.

9 It is inappropriate to include price as a regressor in the RRC regression because it is not a prede-
termined variable and would thus bias the results.
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The difference between the lowest and highest tread depths in the data
set is 4/32 inch (the range is 9/32 to 13/32 inch, excluding two outliers).
Hence, as a general approximation, a 2/32-inch change in tread depth
would result in a change in UTQG of ±40 points, or about 10 percent
for a tire having the average grade of 440 observed in the combined
data set.

Regression Results with Respect to Tread Life
While these statistical analyses are not substitutes for experimental inves-
tigations of engineering relationships, they provide insights that are
difficult to observe from experiments. Experimental investigations are
often limited to changing a few design or operating parameters at a time.
They can be cumbersome and costly to perform because of the many
factors influencing rolling resistance. The multiple regression results
are consistent with findings from previous experimental studies show-
ing that RRC can be lowered by reducing tread depth, as discussed in
Chapter 3.10 The overall results indicate that tread depth must be reduced
by slightly more than 2/32 inch to achieve a 10 percent reduction in RRC,
if tread reduction is the only change made. This would amount to an 

TABLE 4-4 Output of Multiple Regression Performed on Combined Data 
Set Explaining UTQG Tread Wear Rating as a Function of Six Variables

95% Confidence Range

Coeff. Std. Error t Lower Limit Upper Limit

treaddepth 20.1 9.6 2.1 1.1 39.0
tireweight −5.6 1.3 −4.2 −8.3 −3.0
midspeed −89.6 20.0 −4.5 −129.1 −50.1
hispeed −227.2 24.3 −9.4 −275.3 −179.2
michelin 48.2 20.2 2.4 8.3 88.1
tractionB −107.4 41.6 −2.6 −189.5 −25.2

NOTE: Number of observations = 164; R2 = .51; adjusted R2 = .50.

10 In particular, a review of the technical literature by Schuring (1980) finds that RRC is reduced by
20 to 40 percent as tread depth diminishes over a tire’s wear life.
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18 percent reduction in tread depth for the average tire in the combined
data set.

A relationship between a new tire’s tread depth and its anticipated
tread life is suggested, although it was not tested directly. The UTQG
tread wear ratings were developed to provide consumers with an indica-
tion of expected tread life. The ratings, however, cannot be translated
into a specific number of miles of expected wear. The regression results
do show that reductions in UTQG tread wear ratings are explained in
part by lower tread depth. The 18 percent reduction in tread depth
(about 2/32 inch) required to achieve an approximate 10 percent reduc-
tion in RRC would lead to a 10 percent reduction in the UTQG tread
wear rating for the average tire.

Reducing hysteretic tread material is one approach to reducing
rolling resistance. This raises the question of whether such an ap-
proach, if widely applied, would have an adverse effect on tread wear
and average tire life. The data, however, do not indicate the combina-
tion of means by which tire manufacturers would lower the rolling re-
sistance of new tires, nor do they indicate whether consumers would
accept tires with lower rolling resistance if their wear lives were short-
ened. This simplified approach relates only to the single dimension of
tread depth. In practice, tire designers could minimize tread volume
and mass by reducing tread width, shoulder profile, and section width
in order to affect rolling resistance while minimizing losses in wear
life.

Reducing tread may achieve a lower RRC value at the outset of a tire’s
life, but it may not translate into a significant reduction in rolling resis-
tance over the tire’s entire life. A tire starting out with a thicker tread will
eventually assume a wear profile similar to that of an otherwise com-
parable tire starting out with less tread. Because all tires exhibit lower
rolling resistance as they wear, a tire starting out with more tread will
have higher rolling resistance only until the tread wears down to the
starting depth of the thinner-treaded tire. If consumers replace their tires
at the same wear depth (e.g., 2/32 inch), the differential in average life-
time rolling resistance of the two tires should be less than the differential
in the tires’ RRCs measured when both tires are new.
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New technologies may improve tire energy performance without the
need to sacrifice tread wear or other desired capabilities. Examples of
technologies developed with these goals in mind are given in Chapter 5.

Environmental Implications of Changes in Tread Life

Tread life is important to motorists, since it affects the service life of tires
and the frequency of replacement tire purchases. It is also important
from the standpoint of environmental policy because of concerns with
regard to scrap tire generation and disposal.

From 1970 to 2003, the number of passenger cars and light trucks
in the U.S. fleet more than doubled and total vehicle miles traveled grew
by more than 130 percent (FHWA 1995, Table VM-201; FHWA 2003,
Table VM-201). The number of tires sold (for both OE and replacement
uses) went up at a much slower rate, by 48 percent—from 167 million to
250 million tires. A plausible cause of this marked differential in trends
is that passenger tires became much more durable and longer lasting
after the mass introduction of radial-ply tires during the 1970s and 1980s.
Even though radial tires are not as amenable to retreading, they last twice
as long as the bias-ply tires they replaced.

Had these substantial gains in tire life not occurred, many additional
tires would have been sold to U.S. motorists in 2003—probably about
100 million more, absent a significant increase in bias-ply retreading.
Additional tires would have been sold during the two preceding decades
as well. The additional tires would have been accompanied by a com-
parable increase in the number of scrap tires entering the waste and
recycling streams. The gains in tire life attributable to radial-ply con-
struction are an example of technological progress. Yet even as average
tire life has been extended, the constantly expanding fleet of passenger
vehicles and increases in vehicle travel have resulted in increasing num-
bers of tires being sold. Fifty million more passenger tires are shipped
in the OE and replacement markets today than were shipped in 1990
(RMA 2005).

Much progress has been made during the past two decades in finding
new methods of recycling scrap tires. Productive uses of scrap tires and
the efforts of states and private industry to promote recycling and reuse
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are described in Box 4-2. In 1990, only about 11 percent of scrap tires
generated were recovered or recycled, compared with more than 80 percent
today (RMA 2005). Nevertheless, many states, such as Pennsylvania and
California, remain concerned that trends in motor vehicle travel will lead
to growing numbers of scrap tires that will overwhelm recycling markets.
They have therefore started promoting ways to reduce the rate of scrap
tire generation. For example, they urge motorists to buy tires promising
longer tread wear and to be more vigilant with regard to tire maintenance.
States (as well as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) are also
paying attention to trends in the tire marketplace that can affect average
tire life.

Some simple calculations illustrate the challenge inherent in con-
trolling scrap tires in the face of 1 to 3 percent annual growth in motor 
vehicle travel. In 1995, each passenger car in the U.S. fleet averaged
about 11,000 miles per year (FHWA 1995, Table VM-1). Accordingly,
a set of four tires averaging 45,000 miles of service life needed to be re-
placed every 4.09 years. This replacement activity generated an aver-
age of 0.98 scrap tires each year for each of the 198 million passenger
cars in the fleet at that time, or about 194 million scrap passenger tires
nationally. By 2003, average miles driven per passenger car had in-
creased to 12,000 miles (FHWA 2003, Table VM-1). Hence, a compa-
rable set of tires would need to be replaced every 3.75 years, which
would generate 1.07 scrap tires per year for each of the 220 million
passenger vehicles in the fleet, or about 235 million scrap passenger
tires nationally. Under these circumstances of increasing motor vehi-
cle use, average tire life would need to have increased by more than 20
percent just to keep the annual generation of scrap tires constant at
1995 levels.

While holding scrap tire populations constant at earlier levels may be
unrealistic, these rough calculations illustrate the importance of contin-
ued progress in extending tire life. If efforts to reduce rolling resistance
raise the possibility of even modest adverse effects on tire life, the collec-
tive outcome may be problematic with regard to tire recycling and dis-
posal. Of course, the same challenge may emerge as a result of other
trends in tire design and construction that can affect tire life, such as
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growth in the use of tires rated for higher speeds, which are associated
with shorter wear life.

SUMMARY

Tire energy performance, traction, and wear life are related primarily
because of their association with the tire’s design and construction, and
especially its tread. Deformation of the tread accounts for much of the
hysteretic energy losses from a tire exhibiting rolling resistance. The
tread’s main operating function is to provide traction, especially in wet
and snow conditions. The gradual loss of traction capability as the tread
wears is a main determinant of a tire’s service life.

Statistical analyses of sampled replacement tires suggest that most
tires having high (AAA) UTQG wet traction grades are rated for high
speeds and that few such tires attain low levels of rolling resistance.
These results may reflect the technical difficulty of designing tires that
can achieve high levels of wet traction and low rolling resistance. They
may also reflect a lack of interest in energy performance among users
and makers of high-performance tires or a general lack of consumer
information on this characteristic. Among the majority of tires that
have an A grade for wet traction, the spread in RRCs is much wider.
Indeed, the existence of numerous tires having both low RRCs and an
A grade for wet traction suggests the potential to reduce rolling resis-
tance in some tires while maintaining the most common traction 
capability as measured by UTQG. RRC differentials of 20 percent or
more can be found among tires of the same size, speed rating, and
UTQG traction grade.

The RRC of new tires can be lowered by reducing tread volume and
mass, among other possible means. Experimental studies indicate that
a new tire’s rolling resistance typically declines by 20 percent or more
as the tread diminishes to its worn-out depth, a loss that may exceed
8/32 inch. The statistical analyses presented in this chapter yield
results that are consistent with those of these previous studies. They
indicate that reducing tread pattern depth in new tires by 18 percent,
or about 2/32 inch, is associated with a 10 percent reduction in the
RRC (again, measured when the tires are new). At the same time, a re-
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duction in new-tire tread depth of 2/32 inch is associated with roughly
a 10 percent reduction in the UTQG wear grade for an average tire in
the data set.

Reducing a tire’s RRC when it is new may not appreciably reduce
its average RRC over its lifetime. A reduction in tread depth that low-
ers initial RRC may translate into a much smaller reduction in rolling 
resistance measured over a tire’s full lifetime of use, which will limit
the energy savings. The reason is that all tires experience diminished
rolling resistance with wear; hence, a tire with thicker tread will have
higher rolling resistance only until the added tread wears down to the
tread depth of the thinner-treaded tire. At the same time, the likeli-
hood of shorter wear life for tires designed with reduced tread depth
or with less wear resistance for any other reason works against con-
trolling the growth in scrap tires caused by escalating motor vehicle
travel. The potential for such adverse outcomes suggests the impor-
tance of exploring means of reducing tire rolling resistance that do not
degrade wear life.
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5

National Consumer Savings and Costs

Congress asked that this study “address the cost to the consumer, includ-
ing the additional cost of replacement tires and any potential fuel savings”
associated with low-rolling-resistance tires. Congress did not define “low”
rolling resistance, and the data examined show a wide range of rolling
resistance values among passenger tires currently being sold in the re-
placement market. These measured rolling resistance values pertain to
new tires. The actual rolling resistance of passenger tires averaged over a
lifetime of use would be more relevant. The approach taken in this chapter,
therefore, is to approximate the savings and costs to consumers if the
average rolling resistance of replacement tires used on passenger vehicles
were to decline by a given amount. In particular, consideration is given to
what would happen to consumer expenditures on motor fuel and tires if
the average rolling resistance of replacement tires in the fleet were reduced
by 10 percent.

No predictions are made about how or over what time period the
assumed 10 percent reduction would take place. Such a change could
occur in a number of ways and over various time frames. It could result
in part from the development and production of more tires with lower
rolling resistance and their gradual or rapid introduction into the replace-
ment market. It could result from changes in the mix of existing makes,
models, sizes, and types of tires purchased by motorists, since there is
already much variability in rolling resistance among tires in the market-
place. If more tires with lower rolling resistance are purchased by con-
sumers, the average rolling resistance of the replacement tire population
would likely decline. The 10 percent reduction could also result, at least
in part, from motorists taking better care of their tires, particularly through
proper inflation. The occurrence of one or more of the above developments

1 0 5
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leading to a 10 percent decline in average rolling resistance is a reasonable
expectation.

The monetary savings and costs to consumers of such a reduction in
rolling resistance can be quantified. The two consumer expenditure items
of interest to Congress are motor fuel and tires. All else being equal, a
reduction in rolling resistance is certain to reduce motor fuel expendi-
tures. At issue is how large the savings would be. Chapter 3 indicates that
a 10 percent reduction in rolling resistance will cause a 1 to 2 percent
reduction in fuel consumption per mile driven. The effect on tire-related
expenditures is more difficult to estimate without knowing the details of
how the change in rolling resistance is brought about. For example, if
rolling resistance is reduced because of better tire maintenance, consumers
may end up spending less on tires, because properly inflated tires will have
longer wear in addition to providing better fuel economy. In contrast, if
the reduction is brought about by the sale of more tires that have reduced
wear life, consumers may end up spending more on tires because of the
need to replace them more often.

Given the many possible ways to reduce average rolling resistance, the
approach taken in this chapter is to present two plausible scenarios that
illustrate the potential for impacts on tire expenditures. Under the first
scenario, a greater proportion of existing tires with lower rolling resistance
and a smaller proportion of existing tires with higher rolling resistance are
purchased in the marketplace. Under the second, many new tire designs
are introduced that achieve lower rolling resistance through changes in
tire materials, particularly in tread composition.

The next section reviews how a reduction in average rolling resistance
can affect consumer fuel expenditures. Most of the remainder of the
chapter examines the effects on tire expenditures. The chapter concludes
by considering the two consumer expenditure items together.

The estimates are developed for consumers as a whole and are pre-
sented as national annualized averages. As a group, U.S. motorists make
expenditures on motor fuel and replacement tires each year. Estimates
are made for how average expenditures may be affected by a reduction
in replacement tire rolling resistance. From the perspective of the indi-
vidual consumer, outlays on fuel and tires are made over different time
horizons and in different increments. For example, a tankful of fuel is
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purchased about once a week and a set of tires every 3 or more years. The
timing and size of these outlays are important in the calculus of individ-
ual consumers in making their own purchase decisions. Motorists will
value a dollar saved or spent today more highly than one saved or spent
in the future. The timing of these expenditure flows is not relevant in
quantifying the effects on consumers collectively because timing differ-
ences average out. In other contexts, however, the timing of outlays is
relevant, especially in considering the response of individual consumers
to information on tire energy performance.

CONSUMER FUEL SAVINGS

Chapter 3 suggests that a 10 percent reduction in average rolling resistance
would translate to a 1 to 2 percent reduction in passenger vehicle fuel
consumption per mile. As noted in Chapter 2, passenger vehicles in the
United States are driven an average of 12,000 miles per year and consume
about 600 gallons of fuel in the process. A 1 to 2 percent reduction in fuel
consumption would equate to fuel savings of 6 to 12 gallons per year.1

The U.S. Department of Energy, in its Annual Energy Outlook 2006, projects
an average price for motor fuel of $2.02 per gallon for the next several
years (EIA 2005, Table A12). On the basis of a price of $2 per gallon, the
savings to motorists from using replacement tires with lower rolling
resistance would be $12 to $24 per vehicle per year.

Multiplying these savings by the number of vehicles in the passenger
fleet and subtracting out the share of vehicles equipped with original
equipment (OE) tires results in an estimate of the collective savings to
consumers.2 Tire shipment data presented in Chapter 2 indicate that about
20 percent of tires in the fleet are OE and 80 percent are replacement.3

Accordingly, in any given year, about 20 percent of the fleet, or about

1 The calculation assumes that motorists will not drive more miles in response to increased fuel
economy, which will reduce the effective fuel cost of driving (see discussion of the rebound effect
in Chapter 3).

2 See Chapters 1 and 2 for fleet data, which are derived from U.S. Department of Energy and U.S.
Department of Transportation statistics.

3 As explained in Chapter 2, OE tires account for about 20 percent of tire shipments, and replacement
tires account for 80 percent. Although the exact percentages of tires in the fleet that are OE and
replacement are unknown, this 20:80 ratio offers a reasonable approximation.
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45 million passenger vehicles from the current fleet of 220 million,4 would
be unaffected by the 10 percent reduction in the average rolling resistance
of replacement tires. The remaining 175 million passenger vehicles that are
affected would consume 1 billion to 2 billion fewer gallons of fuel per year
(175 million vehicles × 6 gallons to 12 gallons). Users of these vehicles
would therefore save $2 billion to $4 billion per year in fuel expenditures.

These estimates assume that other characteristics of the vehicle fleet,
such as size, technologies, and miles of travel, do not change. Of course, the
passenger vehicle fleet will become larger over time, and vehicle technolo-
gies and average miles of travel per vehicle will change. The fuel savings
are estimated without an allowance (which would be speculative) for such
developments and without anticipating a time frame for the reduction in
rolling resistance. This straightforward approach is also used in estimating
potential effects on consumer tire expenditures.5

CONSUMER TIRE EXPENDITURES

Consumer expenditures on tires are governed by (a) the frequency of
their tire replacement and (b) the costs they incur during each replace-
ment, including the tire’s purchase price and related costs such as the
motorist’s time and money spent on tire installation. The first is affected
by the tire’s durability characteristics, such as tread wear resistance.
Accordingly, information on the effects of reducing new-tire rolling
resistance on tread wear, as examined in Chapter 4, is helpful in estimat-
ing the frequency of tire replacement. The second is affected by tire pro-
duction and installation costs, as well as other factors such as the value
of motorists’ time. Consideration is given to these factors in the follow-
ing two scenarios.

4 This estimated number of in-fleet vehicles with OE tires is consistent with the number of new pas-
senger vehicles entering the fleet over a 3-year period, after which tires are often replaced.

5 Brief consideration was given in Chapter 3 to a consumer response to increases in vehicle fuel
economy known as the “rebound effect.” By effectively lowering the fuel cost of driving, an improve-
ment in vehicle fuel economy may cause motorists to drive more, which would offset some of
the total fuel savings that are anticipated from the fuel economy improvement. Studies of this con-
sumer response suggest that about 10 percent of the expected fuel savings may be offset (Small and
Van Dender 2005). This is an example of a second-order effect that is not factored into the estimates
of fuel savings because it would not change the order of magnitude of the savings estimate.
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Scenario 1: Changes in Consumer Purchases of Tires Currently
on the Market Lead to a Reduction in Average Rolling Resistance

The data analyzed in Chapter 3 indicate how rolling resistance can vary
widely among tires, even among those that are comparable with respect to
many other characteristics. Differentials in rolling resistance coefficients
(RRCs) of 20 percent or more, for example, were found among new tires
having the same size, traction characteristics, and speed ratings. One plau-
sible explanation for this observed difference among otherwise comparable
tires is that some are designed in ways that make them more energy efficient
but that affect operating performance only minimally.

If the differences in rolling resistance were widely known, some
consumers might purchase tires now on the market that possess lower
rolling resistance, especially if they were persuaded that desired char-
acteristics such as traction, handling, and wear life would not be sac-
rificed. Presumably, tire prices would also be an important factor in
their purchase decisions. The relationship between rolling resistance
and tire prices has not been examined up to this point in this report.
Price data, however, were collected for the tires in the combined Ecos
Consulting and Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA) data sets.
The effect on average tire prices of a change in the distribution of tires
purchased to reduce average rolling resistance is considered below.
This is followed by an examination of the effects on average wear life
if consumers achieve the reduced rolling resistance by choosing tires
built with thinner treads.

Price Effects
The tires in the combined Ecos Consulting and RMA data have a wide
range of selling prices,6 with some lower than $50 and others exceeding
$300. In Figure 5-1 tire prices are plotted against the RRCs of the tires
measured when they were new. The scattered pattern suggests that prices

6 Retail prices were obtained by the committee during October 2005 through searches of popular
tire mail order websites, including www.tirerack.com. Prices do not include tax, shipping, bal-
ancing, mounting, or other incidentals, such as fees for scrap tire disposal and valve stem re-
placement, paid by tire buyers.
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and rolling resistance are unrelated. As explained in earlier chapters,
however, the many other tire characteristics and features that can influ-
ence these patterns should be taken into account. The observed scatter-
ing of prices might be expected given the wide variety of tires in the data,
encompassing dozens of combinations of sizes and speed ratings. To
illustrate, Figure 5-2 shows how prices vary in relation to rim diameter
and speed rating.

The pattern in Figure 5-2 reveals the importance of examining price and
rolling resistance relationships for tires possessing the same size and speed
ratings. Table 5-1 examines average tire prices for groups of tires having
the following common rim diameters and speed ratings: 14-inch S and T,
15-inch S and T, 16-inch S and T, and 16-inch H and V. Each of these
four groups contains at least 15 tires. The data are disaggregated further
by the RRC of each tire.

The comparisons in Table 5-1 do not show a clear pattern of tire price
differentials relating to rolling resistance. Because few new tires have
RRCs below 0.009, the data reveal little about price differences among

FIGURE 5-1 Retail price versus RRC for tires in combined Ecos Consulting and
RMA data.
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tires having the lowest RRCs. Most new tires have RRCs between 0.009
and 0.011. For tires with 14- and 15-inch rim diameters, there is no
obvious relationship between price and RRC. Only in the case of tires
having 16-inch rim diameters is there evidence that lower rolling resistance
can be accompanied by higher prices. For the S and T tires in this size
group, the price differential is small and seemingly negligible. The only
obvious pattern emerges among the H and V tires in the group. In this
case, tires with lower RRCs tend to have higher prices, but the pattern is
not unequivocal.

Several multiple regressions were also performed that sought to explain
tire prices as a function of various tire characteristics. The regressions
were conducted separately for tires grouped by rim diameter. The results
left a substantial proportion of the variation in tire prices unexplained by
the tire characteristics.

In sum, the results from empirical data do not indicate that con-
sumers will necessarily pay more for replacement tires having lower rolling
resistance.

FIGURE 5-2 Retail tire prices by rim diameter and speed rating, combined Ecos
Consulting and RMA data.
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Tire Wear Effects
The findings in Chapter 4 suggest that new-tire rolling resistance can be
reduced by a magnitude of 10 percent by reducing tread depth by about
22 percent. At the same time, the data suggest that tires with reduced
tread depth exhibit shorter wear life. Indeed, lower Uniform Tire Quality
Grading tread wear numerical ratings—by about 5 percent—were observed
for each 1/32-inch reduction in tread depth. This is equal to about 9 per-
cent of tread depth for the average tire. If consumers were to purchase
more tires with less tread as the main way to achieve lower rolling resis-
tance, they would likely experience shorter wear life and need to replace
their tires more often.

Perhaps the simplest way to approximate the effects of shorter wear
life on tire replacement expenditures is to use the figures in Chapter 2
indicating that about 200 million replacement tires are shipped in a year

TABLE 5-1 Average Tire Prices by RRC Distribution for Groupings of Tires
Having the Same Rim Size and Speed Rating, Combined Ecos Consulting 
and RMA Data

RRC

≤0.008 >0.008 to 0.009 >0.009 to 0.01 >0.01 to 0.011 >0.011

14-inch S, T

Number of tires 1 1 7 10 6
Average RRC 0.0061 0.0088 0.0097 0.0107 0.0117
Average price ($) 71.00 48.00 59.00 65.70 59.30

15-inch S, T

Number of tires 0 6 14 12 6
Average RRC NA 0.0085 0.0097 0.0105 0.0117
Average price ($) NA 70.33 75.57 79.41 71.80

16-inch S, T

Number of tires 2 4 13 5 4
Average RRC 0.0067 0.0087 0.0944 0.0104 0.0114
Average price ($) 93.50 102.00 104.00 102.20 85.25

16-inch H, V

Number of tires 0 2 7 4 3
Average RRC NA 0.0085 0.0093 0.0105 0.0117
Average price ($) NA 113.50 147.00 113.25 86.00

NOTE: NA = not applicable. RRC values were measured when tires were new.
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for use on 175 million passenger vehicles. The ratio of vehicles to tires
(175 million/200 million = 0.88) suggests that a motorist can expect to
purchase a replacement tire an average of every 0.88 year, or a complete
set of four tires about every 3.5 years (4 × 0.88 = 3.52).7 If reductions in
rolling resistance are brought about by consumers purchasing tires with
thinner tread, the frequency of tire purchases would increase by an amount
commensurate with the reduction in tire wear life.

Suppose that the average tread depth of new tires purchased decreases
by 22 percent. The analyses in Chapter 4 suggest that such a change would
reduce new-tire RRCs by about 10 percent and projected wear life by about
10 percent. Accordingly, the number of replacement tires purchased in
a year would need to increase by about 10 percent, from 200 million to
about 220 million. Motorists would thus purchase a new tire on average
every 0.80 year (175 million/220 million), or a complete set of four tires
every 3.2 years. In terms of annual tire expenditures, the motorist would
purchase an average of 1.25 tires per year (4/3.2), as opposed to the current
average of 1.14 tires per year (4/3.5).

The full cost to the consumer of having to buy an average of 0.11 more
tires per year will depend on tire prices and other tire transaction and in-
stallation costs. The average price of tires in the combined Ecos Consulting
and RMA data is $117. The data set, however, contains a large number of
high-performance tires. While tires rated for higher speed (H, V, W, Y, Z)
are becoming more popular among U.S. motorists, they do not represent
40 percent of replacement tires sales, which is their percentage in the data
set. RMA’s Factbook 2005 indicates that tires rated S and T accounted for
73 percent of replacement tire shipments in 2004, while performance
(H, V) and high-performance (W, Y, Z) tires accounted for 22 and 4 per-
cent, respectively (RMA 2005, 22). Weighting the price data by these
reported sales percentages suggests an average tire price of $97. Hence,
consumer expenditures on tires would increase from an average of $110.58
per year (1.14 × $97) to an average of $121.25 (1.25 × $97) per year, a dif-
ference of $10.67.

7 If vehicles are driven an average of 12,000 miles, this figure equates to an average tire life of 42,000
miles (3.5 years × 12,000 miles).
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Other costs associated with tire replacement include the expense of
installation and the inconvenience and time lost to motorists. These costs
are real but difficult to quantify fully. Tire installation (e.g., balancing,
mounting, and valve stem replacement) and other associated consumer
expenses such as tire disposal fees can vary from $40 to more than $100 for
a set of four tires, with $50 (or $12.50 per tire) being the reported average.8

Thus, including these installation costs would add about $1.38 (0.11 ×
$12.50) to annual tire expenditures, which would bring the total to about
$12 more per year ($10.67 + $1.38).

For the 175 million passenger vehicles using replacement tires, the total
tire expenditure increase under this scenario would be $2.1 billion per
year. In reality, the scenario’s assumption that reduction in tread depth will
be the exclusive means of achieving lower rolling resistance is questionable.
Tire manufacturers can minimize tread volume and mass by means other
than, or in addition to, reducing depth. For instance, tread width, shoulder
profile, and section width can be modified to reduce rolling resistance
while seeking to minimize adverse effects on wear life. U.S. motorists are
known to demand long wear life when they purchase tires, as reflected by
the mileage warranties advertised by tire companies. It is improbable that
tire manufacturers interested in maintaining customers would sacrifice
wear life to any major degree.

In any event, as pointed out earlier, achieving a lower RRC only by
reducing tread thickness may not lead to significantly lower rolling resis-
tance on the average over a tire’s lifetime. As it accumulates miles, a tire
with thicker tread will soon assume wear and rolling resistance profiles
similar to those of an otherwise comparable tire starting out with thinner
tread. The fuel savings will occur only during the miles driven before the
added tread thickness wears down, if both tires are replaced at the same
level of tread wear, and will be limited accordingly. To illustrate with a
simplified example, suppose that all tires wear evenly at a rate of 1/32 inch
of tread per 5,000 miles and are replaced when tread depth reaches 2/32 inch.
Further, suppose that RRC declines evenly by 0.005 per 1/32 inch of tread
loss, that one tire starts out with a tread depth of 10/32 inch and an RRC

8 Modern Tire Dealer (2006) reports that the average customer expenditure on new-tire mounting
and balancing is $49.
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of 0.01, and that another starts out with a tread depth of 12/32 inch and an
RRC of 0.011. The former tire’s average RRC over its 40,000-mile lifetime
will be 0.00825, while the latter tire’s average RRC over its 50,000-mile
lifetime will be 0.00875. In effect, after 10,000 miles of use, the latter tire will
assume the same wear and rolling resistance profiles as the former. Although
its RRC starts out 10 percent higher, the latter tire’s lifetime average RRC
is only 6 percent higher. The thinner-tread tire will have lower average
rolling resistance; however, it will also require replacement 20 percent
sooner—not an attractive option from the perspective of consumer tire
expenditures or controlling scrap tire populations.

These examples illustrate why reducing rolling resistance by designing
tires with less tread depth would have both limited effects on fuel con-
sumption and an undesirable response from motorists—and thus why
such an approach would not likely be pursued generally. Indeed, because
tire manufacturers must respond to consumer demand for wear resis-
tance, they have sought alternative means of reducing rolling resistance
with minimal loss of wear life. Some of these alternatives, including new
tread materials, are discussed in the next scenario, along with approxi-
mations of their effects on consumer tire expenditures.

Scenario 2: Reducing Rolling Resistance 
by Changing Tread Composition

Tire manufacturers and their materials suppliers have been actively seek-
ing optimal means of reducing rolling resistance without sacrificing wear
life and other aspects of performance. Unfortunately, the study com-
mittee is not aware of the various technologies—some proprietary—that
have been developed and tried.

However, the important effect on rolling resistance of the tread com-
pound and its constituent rubbers and reinforcing fillers is well established
in the literature. Rubbers typically account for between 40 and 50 percent
of tread volume and weight, and fillers typically account for 30 to 40 per-
cent (Derham et al. 1988; Bethea et al. 1994; Russell 1993; Gent 2005, 30).
Oils and other additives, which are used in processing and as material
extenders, account for the rest of the volume and weight.

The tread’s wear resistance, traction, and rolling resistance are deter-
mined in large part by the properties of these polymers and fillers, as well
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as by their concentrations, dispersion, and adhesion characteristics (Böhm
et al. 1995; Wang et al. 2002). Consequently, fillers and polymers, as well
as methods for mixing and curing them in the tread compound, have
been primary targets of research and development aimed at reducing
rolling resistance while preserving acceptable levels of other aspects of
tire performance.

As discussed earlier, the predominant filler used in the tread compound
is carbon black. A great deal of research has been devoted to modifying
carbon black as a means of reducing rolling resistance. Among the 
approaches investigated have been varying its agglomerated particle size,
manipulating its surface structure, and improving its dispersion through
reactive mixing and other means (Russell 1993; McNeish and Byers 1997;
Wang et al. 2002; Cook 2004). Because the supply of carbon black is a highly
competitive business, materials suppliers have devoted much research
and development to improving and distinguishing their products with
regard to the effects on rolling resistance and other properties.

Silica is the next most common reinforcing filler in the tread compound.
Silica has been added to tire rubber for decades, usually in combination
with carbon black, largely because it improves cutting and chipping resis-
tance of a tire as well as traction on snow and ice (Derham et al. 1988).
However, silica does not develop a natural strong bond with rubber, owing
to their different polarities. Silica tends to cluster rather than disperse
evenly in the tread compound. This clustering not only makes processing
more difficult, it increases the tread’s hysteresis and results in poor wear.
In the early 1990s, researchers found that applying organosilane coupling
agents to silica during mixing resulted in more uniform filler dispersion and
a consequent reduction in rolling resistance. In such applications to achieve
lower rolling resistance, the silica–silane usually replaces a portion—
seldom more than one-third—of the carbon black in the tread compound.
Since this discovery, silica–silane systems have been promoted as a means
of reducing rolling resistance without a severe penalty on traction or
tread wear.

Replacing or modifying the filler is not the only means of reducing
rolling resistance through changes in tread composition. Tread compo-
sition can be altered in other ways—for example, through changes in
the rubbers, other tread components (e.g., oils, sulfur, zinc), and mixing
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processes. Examples of such modifications include the use of functionalized
polymers that foster more uniform filler dispersion. Hydrogenated and
tin-modified polymers have been used to reduce the rolling resistance of
tires that are in production (Bethea et al. 1994; McNeish and Byers 1997).
Of course, a more comprehensive approach to reducing rolling resis-
tance would involve not only modifications of the tread compound but
also changes in tire geometry and mass, belt and subtread materials, and
the design and construction of other tire components such as the side-
wall and casing.

The study committee could not examine all possible means of reducing
rolling resistance—even means involving only changes in tread compo-
sition. Accordingly, the following estimates focus on the added material-
related costs associated with a single change in tread composition: the
partial substitution of silica–silane for carbon black. This scenario—
admittedly simplified—provides an order-of-magnitude estimate of the
effects on tire production costs that would be passed along to consumers
in the prices paid for replacement tires possessing lower rolling resistance.

Market prices for carbon black and silica vary with supply and demand
factors, including energy and transportation costs (Crump 2000). The
prices paid by tire manufacturers for these materials are usually negotiated
with suppliers and are not publicly available. While price differences
between carbon black and silica vary at any given time and among sup-
pliers, silica prices tend to be higher than carbon black prices by about
one-third. Reference prices are $45 per 100 pounds of carbon black and
$60 per 100 pounds of silica. About 5 pounds of silane, which costs about
$3 per pound, is used for every 100 pounds of silica. Hence, the silica–silane
combination costs about $75 per 100 pounds, compared with $45 for
100 pounds of carbon black. When silica–silane is used to reinforce tread
stock, it seldom replaces more than one-third of the carbon black by
volume or weight.

For an average passenger tire weighing 26.6 pounds,9 the full tread band
accounts for about 25 percent of the weight, or 6.7 pounds. Most of this
tread weight is from the polymers as well as oils and other additives used
in the tread compound. If it is assumed that reinforcing filler accounts for

9 The average weight of tires in the RMA data set is 26.6 pounds.
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35 percent of the tread’s weight, the filler’s total weight is about 2.3 pounds.
If carbon black is used exclusively as the filler, its material costs will
be $1.04 per tire ($0.45 per pound × 2.3 pounds). Replacing one-third
(or 0.76 pound) of the 2.3 pounds of carbon black with an equal weight
of silica–silane will raise the cost of filler material to about $1.26 per tire
($0.45 per pound × 1.54 pounds + $0.75 per pound × 0.76 pound), an
increase in filler costs of $0.22 per tire.

Of course, estimates of raw material costs will not capture all manu-
facturing costs associated with substituting silica–silane for carbon black.
The processing of silica–silane differs from that of carbon black. The
former usually requires reactive mixing to raise the mixing temperature
sufficiently to allow silica and silane to bond. The addition of silane also
lengthens the curing time required for tread compounds and produces
emissions of ethanol, which is a reactive compound subject to federal
and state air quality controls (Joshi 2005). There are reports that silica,
which is harder and contains more water than carbon black, can accelerate
the wear of mixing devices from abrasion and corrosion (Borzenski 2004).
While the added processing time, emissions mitigation, and equipment
maintenance may not require large-scale plant investments, they will
introduce additional production costs beyond the tread material expenses
alone. It is reasonable to assume that these other costs would be at least
as large as the silica–silane material expense, which would add another
$0.22 to tire production costs and bring the total to $0.44 per tire.

The purpose of these calculations is not to develop a precise estimate
of added costs but to get a sense of their scale and potential to translate into
higher tire prices. Only the tire manufacturers can offer precise estimates
of the effects on production costs and pricing, which are proprietary in
nature and will depend in part on fluctuations in material costs and the
pricing and cost allocation procedures of individual manufacturers. The
estimates, though rough, suggest that the added cost of silica–silane will
be less than $0.50 per tire. To be even more cautious, however, the com-
mittee assumes a resultant increase of $1 in the retail price of the tire.
This added margin factors in the uncertainties noted above with regard
to effects on tire manufacturing processes (e.g., emissions mitigation,
equipment maintenance) as well as any cost markups that are success-
fully passed along to consumers. For an average tire priced at $97, a $1
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price increase represents a premium of slightly more than 1 percent and
would cause consumer tire expenditures to rise by an average of $1.14
per year assuming that tire wear life remains unchanged (since, on average,
1.14 replacement tires are purchased by motorists each year). For the
175 million passenger vehicles equipped with replacement tires, the total
expenditure would be about $200 million per year (175 million × $1.14).

The application of silica–silane would likely be accompanied by other
changes in tire materials and designs to achieve lower rolling resistance.
Therefore, it is not possible to state with certainty that consumers would
only pay about $1 more per tire in practice or that the tires would be
comparable in all respects—including wear resistance, traction capability,
and other properties—with tires having higher rolling resistance. The
calculations do suggest that additional tire production costs are likely to
result in a modest, rather than a dramatic, change in tire prices.

Unquestionably, an important consideration for consumers is tire wear
life. While silica–silane systems are promoted as having wear and traction
characteristics comparable with those of conventional tread compounds,
the committee cannot verify these claims. Even a relatively small reduction
in average wear life, on the order of a few percentage points, would result
in corresponding increases in tire purchases and scrap tires. The estimates
presented earlier in this chapter suggest that each 1 percent reduction in
tire life would cost motorists an average of about $1.20 more per year in
tire-related expenditures. Hence, if average tire life is shortened by as little
as 5 percent, all or a significant portion of the annual fuel savings associated
with lower rolling resistance would be offset.

OVERALL EFFECT ON CONSUMER EXPENDITURES

The time that might be required to achieve a 10 percent reduction in the
average rolling resistance of replacement tires is not considered here
because it would depend on the specific means of achieving the reduction.
At a minimum, such a reduction would likely require at least as many
years as required to turn over most of the tires in the fleet. If new tech-
nologies were introduced to bring about the reduction, an unspecified
amount of time for product development and market penetration would
be required. As calculated above, such a reduction in average rolling
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resistance would save motorists an average of $12 to $24 per year in fuel
expenditures, or $1.20 to $2.40 for every 1 percent reduction in the 
average rolling resistance experienced by replacement tires used on pas-
senger vehicles.

Estimating the effect of reducing rolling resistance on tire expenditures
is further complicated because of the numerous ways by which rolling
resistance can be reduced. To gauge these costs, two scenarios were pre-
sented. One assumes that informed consumers would purchase more
tires with lower rolling resistance from the selection of replacement tires
already on the market. This is a conceivable scenario because today’s
replacement tires already exhibit much variation in rolling resistance, even
among tires that are comparable in size and various performance ratings.
Data available on replacement tires do not show a clear pattern of price
differentials among replacement tires that vary in rolling resistance. This
suggests that such a shift in consumer purchases would not be accom-
panied by higher average tire prices and tire expenditures as long as wear
resistance does not suffer.

A possible concern is that consumers, demanding fuel economy, would
purchase more tires with shorter wear life in the event that reducing tread
thickness is the primary means employed by tire manufacturers to achieve
lower rolling resistance. The estimates developed here suggest that each 
1 percent reduction in tire wear life will cost consumers about $1.20 per
year in additional tire expenditures. A shift in purchases that favors tires
with shorter wear life could therefore result in higher tire expenditures that
offset fuel savings. However, this outcome is unlikely as a practical matter.
Not only would the fuel savings from this approach be small, but con-
sumers would quickly observe and seek to avoid the trade-off, given their
long-demonstrated interest in prolonging tire wear life. Indeed, reducing
tread depth does not appear to be the only, or the most common, method
for achieving lower rolling resistance among tires already on the market.

Tire manufacturers and their suppliers have been actively researching
new materials and technologies to reduce rolling resistance without com-
promising wear resistance and traction. These materials and technologies
tend to be more costly than are those used in conventional tires. Rough
estimates of the additional cost of modifying tread composition to reduce
rolling resistance suggest a price premium that is on the order of $1 per tire.
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In practice, changes in tread composition to reduce rolling resistance
tend to be made as part of more comprehensive changes in tire design,
construction, and dimensions. The committee could not find compre-
hensive quantitative information on how such changes, taken together,
would affect tire prices and other aspects of tire performance such as
traction and wear resistance.
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6

Findings, Conclusions,
and Recommendations

The technical literature and empirical evidence have been reviewed in
this study to gain a better understanding of how the rolling resistance
characteristics of tires relate to vehicle fuel economy, tire wear life, trac-
tion, and other aspects of tire performance. The focus has been on pas-
senger tires sold for replacement, although it is recognized that original
equipment (OE) tires lead many of the design trends and technologies
emerging in the replacement market. The study has revealed variability
in rolling resistance characteristics among replacement tires. Rolling
resistance not only differs among tires when they are new but also changes
as tires are used and maintained. The findings in this study make it pos-
sible to approximate the effect of a plausible reduction in the average
rolling resistance of replacement tires in the passenger vehicle fleet on
vehicle fuel economy. They also permit estimation of possible effects on
tire wear life and operating performance of means of reducing rolling
resistance.

Key study findings and estimates are consolidated to begin the
chapter. They provide the basis for a series of conclusions in response
to the specific questions asked by Congress. Taken together, the find-
ings and conclusions persuade the committee that consumers will benefit
from having greater access to information on the influence of passenger
tires on vehicle fuel economy. They will also benefit from complemen-
tary information stressing the importance of proper tire inflation and
maintenance to fuel economy, safe operation, and prolonged wear.
Hence, the committee recommends that the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) begin gathering this information
and communicating it to the public, in close cooperation with the tire
industry.

1 2 3
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KEY FINDINGS AND ESTIMATES

Rolling resistance has a meaningful effect on vehicle fuel consumption.
For conventional passenger vehicles, most of the energy contained in

a gallon of motor fuel is lost as heat during engine combustion and from
friction in the driveline, axles, and wheel assemblies. Some of the energy
produced by the engine is consumed during idling and by vehicle acces-
sories. Only about 12 to 20 percent of the energy originating in the fuel
tank is ultimately transmitted to the wheels as mechanical energy to pro-
pel the vehicle. Rolling resistance consumes about one-third of this
transmitted energy.

In one sense, rolling resistance consumes only a small fraction of the
total energy extracted from a gallon of fuel. In another sense, a reduction
in rolling resistance will reduce demand for mechanical energy at the
axles. This will have a multiplier effect because it will translate into fewer
gallons of fuel being pumped to the engine in the first place.

The overall effect of a reduction in rolling resistance on vehicle fuel
economy will depend on a number of factors, including the underlying
efficiency of the engine and driveline as well as the relative amounts of
energy consumed by other factors, such as aerodynamic drag and vehi-
cle accessories. For most passenger vehicles, a 10 percent reduction in
rolling resistance will have the practical effect of improving vehicle fuel
economy by about 1 to 2 percent.

Tires are the main source of rolling resistance.
The rolling resistance encountered by a vehicle can be extreme when

it is driven on a soft or rough surface, such as a gravel or dirt road. On
hard paved surfaces, which are more common for the operation of pas-
senger vehicles, the main source of rolling resistance is the repeated
flexing of the vehicle’s tires as they roll. Through an effect known as hys-
teresis, this repeated flexing causes mechanical energy to be converted to
heat. More mechanical energy must be supplied by the engine to replace
the energy lost as heat from hysteresis. The design, construction, and ma-
terials of tires, as well as their maintenance, their condition, and operat-
ing conditions, affect the rate of energy loss. For most normal driving, a
tire’s rolling resistance characteristics will not change in response to an
increase or decrease in vehicle travel speed.
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Tires differ in their rolling resistance.
All tires cause rolling resistance, but to differing degrees. To improve

traction and prolong wear, the tread component of the tire must have a
substantial portion of the deformable, hysteretic material in the tire. The
type and amount of material in the tread are therefore important deter-
minants of rolling resistance. Other tire features and design parameters
affect rolling resistance as well, including tire mass, geometry, and con-
struction type.

About 80 percent, or 200 million, of the 250 million passenger tires
shipped each year in the United States go to the replacement market,
while the remaining 50 million are installed on new passenger vehicles as
original equipment. There is considerable evidence to suggest that OE
tires cause less rolling resistance, on average, than do replacement tires.
Automobile manufacturers specify the tires installed on each of their
vehicles; they tailor tire properties and designs to each vehicle’s appearance,
suspension, steering, and braking systems. Rolling resistance is usually
one of the specified properties since it can affect a vehicle’s ability to meet
federal standards for fuel economy. Replacement tires, in contrast, are
typically designed by tire manufacturers in a more general fashion to suit
a wide range of in-use vehicles and a more diverse set of user require-
ments. The emphasis placed on characteristics such as traction, wear re-
sistance, and rolling resistance can vary widely from tire to tire, depending
on the demands of the specific segment of the replacement market.

Individual tires that start out with different rolling resistance—whether
OE or replacement tires—will not retain the same differential over their
service lives. Rolling resistance generally diminishes with tire use, and dif-
ferences among tires will change. The many physical changes that tires
undergo as they are used and age will modify rolling resistance over their
life span. In particular, the loss of hysteretic tread material due to wear
causes rolling resistance to decline. The rolling resistance of a properly
inflated tire will typically decline by more than 20 percent over its service life.

Tire condition and maintenance have important effects on rolling
resistance.

How well tires are maintained has a critical effect on their rolling resis-
tance. Proper tire inflation is especially important in controlling rolling
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resistance because tires deform more when they are low on air. For typi-
cal passenger tires inflated to pressures of 24 to 36 pounds per square inch
(psi), each 1-psi drop in inflation pressure will increase rolling resistance
by about 1.4 percent. Hence, a drop in pressure from 32 to 24 psi—a sig-
nificant degree of underinflation that would not be apparent by casually
viewing the shape of the tire—increases a tire’s rolling resistance by more
than 10 percent. At pressures below 24 psi, rolling resistance increases
even more rapidly with declining inflation pressure. Tire misalignment
and misbalancing are among other installation and maintenance factors
that increase vehicle energy consumption from rolling resistance as well
as other drag forces.

Tire rolling resistance characteristics can be measured and compared.
By holding inflation pressure and other operating conditions constant,

a tire’s rolling resistance characteristic can be measured for the purposes
of design specification and comparisons with other tires. A tire’s rolling
resistance characteristic is normally expressed as a rate, or coefficient,
with respect to the wheel load (that is, the weight on each wheel). A tire’s
rolling resistance increases in proportion to the wheel load.

The large majority of new passenger tires, properly inflated, have
rolling resistance coefficients ranging from 0.007 to 0.014, with most
having values closer to the average of about 0.01. Thus, the rolling resis-
tance experienced by a passenger vehicle weighing 4,000 pounds with
new tires may range from 28 to 56 pounds, or 7 to 14 pounds per tire. All
else remaining constant, a vehicle equipped with a set of passenger tires
having an average rolling resistance coefficient of 0.01 will consume
about 1 to 2 percent less fuel than will a vehicle with tires having a coef-
ficient of 0.011. Whether such a differential in fuel economy would be
observed at all points in the lifetime of the two sets of tires will depend
in large part on how their respective rolling resistance characteristics
change with tire condition and tread wear.

Progress has been made in reducing tire rolling resistance.
Significant progress has been made in reducing passenger tire rolling re-

sistance during the past three decades through changes in tire designs, con-
struction, and materials. The mass introduction of radial tires in the 1970s
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caused rolling resistance in new passenger tires to decline by about 25 per-
cent. Subsequent changes in tire designs and materials have led to further
reductions. Comparisons of the rolling resistance values of samples of new
replacement radial tires sold today with those of radial tires sold 25 years
ago show this progress. The lowest rolling resistance values measured in
today’s new tires are 20 to 30 percent lower than the lowest values mea-
sured among replacement tires sampled during the early 1980s.

However, the spread in rolling resistance values has increased over
time, which is attributable to a proliferation in tire sizes, types, and speed
capabilities. The average rolling resistance measured for new tires has
therefore not changed as dramatically: it has declined by about 10 percent
during the past decade. For reasons related to their design and construc-
tion requirements, tires with high speed ratings tend to have higher-than-
average rolling resistance. These tires have become more popular in the
replacement market.

Rolling resistance is not governed by a single set of tire design and
construction variables. Even when tires are grouped by common size and
speed ratings, the difference in rolling resistance values among tires often
exceeds 20 percent. The data suggest that many design and construction
variables can be adjusted to influence rolling resistance.

Tires with lower rolling resistance and generally accepted traction
capability are now on the market.

Tire rolling resistance and traction characteristics are related because
they are both heavily influenced by the tire’s tread. The main function of
the tread is traction, with thicker and deeper-grooved treads generally
having better traction on wet, snowy, or otherwise contaminated road
surfaces. Although a large amount of hysteretic material in the tread is
usually advantageous for such traction capability, it can be a primary source
of rolling resistance.

Passenger tires are rated for wet traction capability as part of the fed-
eral government’s Uniform Tire Quality Grading (UTQG) system. Data
available to the committee on replacement tires indicate that tires with
the highest UTQG traction grade (AA) typically have high speed ratings
and are often marketed as very-high-performance tires. Such tires seldom
exhibit lower-than-average rolling resistance. This relationship should be
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expected, since wet traction and responsive stopping capability are fun-
damental to the design and construction of very-high-performance tires.

The large majority of tires in the marketplace, however, are designed
to achieve the more modest UTQG system grade of A for traction. Among
these tires, there is a much wider spread in rolling resistance values, and
many such tires exhibit lower-than-average rolling resistance. Differences
of 10 percent or more in rolling resistance are common among these
tires, which suggests the technical feasibility and practicality of lowering
rolling resistance while maintaining generally accepted levels of traction
capability.

The relationship between tire rolling resistance and wear resistance
depends on many tire design variables.

Tread wear is the main determinant of tire life. Shorter tire wear life
results in more scrap tires and in consumers spending more on tire replace-
ment, both of which are undesirable. Consequently, tire companies and
their material suppliers have invested in research and development to find
ways to reduce rolling resistance with minimal adverse effects on tread
wear. The relationship between rolling resistance and wear resistance has
been found to be determined by a combination of factors, including
the type and amount of materials in the tread and the tread’s design and
dimensions.

Numerous changes in tread materials and formulations, including
modifications of polymers and carbon black fillers and the substitution of
silica–silane fillers, have been examined with the intent of reducing rolling
resistance with few adverse side effects. Because many of these systems are
proprietary, their cost, levels of use, and effect on tread wear are not well
documented. However, it is clear from observing OE tires, and their accep-
tance by automobile manufacturers, that much progress has been made
over the past two decades in the development of technologies and systems
to reduce rolling resistance. Further advances in OE tires are anticipated
and are likely to flow into the replacement market.

Another apparent way to reduce rolling resistance is to build tires with
less tread material. This could have adverse effects on wear life and trac-
tion. In practice, tire designers can reduce tread mass and volume through
combinations of changes in tread depth, width, shoulder profile, and sec-
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tion width. Data comparing rolling resistance and the single dimension
of tread depth (the tread dimension that is most commonly listed for
passenger tires) were examined in this study. They show that rolling
resistance coefficients measured for new tires decline as tread depth
declines. The data suggest that reducing new-tire tread depth by 2/32 inch,
or almost 20 percent for the average tire in the study data set, will reduce
new-tire rolling resistance coefficients by close to 10 percent. However,
each reduction in tread depth of 1/32 inch is associated with lower UTQG
tread wear ratings—about 5 percent lower on average. As might be 
expected, thinner tread is associated with shorter wear life, if compen-
sating effects that may be achieved by altering materials and other tire
design and construction technologies are disregarded.

Compared with an otherwise equivalent tire starting out with thicker
tread, a tire starting out with thinner tread will yield fuel savings for a
limited period. These savings will occur only during those miles traveled
while the thicker-treaded tire is wearing down to the initial depth of the
thinner-treaded tire. When the added tread thickness is gone, the two
tires will essentially assume the same wear and rolling resistance profile
per mile. The thinner-treaded tire will wear out sooner. Over its life, the
tire starting out with less tread will exhibit slightly lower average rolling
resistance per mile, but it will require earlier replacement at a cost to the
motorist and lead to an increase in scrap tires.

Reducing rolling resistance saves fuel.
If the average rolling resistance exhibited by replacement tires in the

passenger vehicle fleet were to be reduced by 10 percent, motorists would
save $12 to $24 per year in fuel expenses, or roughly $1.20 to $2.40 for
every 1 percent reduction in average rolling resistance. This assumes a
long-term average price of $2 per gallon for gasoline and diesel fuel, as
recently projected by the U.S. Department of Energy. The time required
to achieve a 10 percent reduction in the average rolling resistance of
replacement tires is not considered here but would depend on how the
reduction is brought about. Presumably, it would require at least as many
years as needed to turn over most passenger tires in the fleet, and per-
haps added time for the development and introduction of any required
technologies.
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Extrapolation to the 175 million passenger vehicles using replacement
tires results in an estimate of national fuel savings ranging from $2 billion
to $4 billion per year.

Reducing rolling resistance will have modest effects on tire expenditures.
The effect of reducing rolling resistance on consumer tire expendi-

tures is difficult to estimate without knowing the precise magnitude of
the reduction or how it would occur. A 10 percent reduction in the 
average rolling resistance of replacement tires on the road could occur
through a combination of changes in the distribution of tires purchased
and greater use being made of various technologies to reduce rolling re-
sistance. It could also be achieved in part through more vigilant tire
maintenance. Different approaches to achieving a reduction must be
considered when effects on tire expenditures are estimated.

Data on new replacement tires do not show any clear pattern of price
differences among tires that vary in rolling resistance but that are com-
parable in many other respects such as traction, size, and speed rating.
This result suggests that consumers buying existing tires with lower
rolling resistance will not necessarily pay more for these tires or incur
higher tire expenditures overall, as long as average tire wear life is not
shortened. Calculations in this report suggest that each 1 percent reduc-
tion in tire wear life costs consumers about $1.20 more per year in added
tire expenses because of more frequent tire replacement. Consequently,
a shift in the kinds of tires purchased that has the effect of reducing
average rolling resistance but also reducing the average life of replace-
ment tires will cause higher tire expenditures, as well as larger numbers
of scrap tires. A reduction in average tire life of as little as 5 percent could
cause an increase in tire expenditures that offsets all or a large portion of
the savings in fuel. Because of such poor economics, reductions in tread
depth and other measures to reduce rolling resistance that have signifi-
cant impacts on tire wear life could be unwise and may be unacceptable.

Tire manufacturers and their suppliers have been actively researching
new materials and technologies to reduce rolling resistance that will affect
wear resistance and traction only minimally. These materials and tech-
nologies, many focused on tread composition, tend to be more costly to
apply. However, rough estimates suggest a small addition to tire produc-
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tion costs, on the order of $1 per tire. In practice, tread modifications
designed to reduce rolling resistance tend to be applied as part of a broader
array of changes in tire design, construction, and dimensions. The com-
mittee could not find detailed quantitative information on how such prac-
tical changes, in their many potential combinations, are likely to affect
other aspects of tire performance such as traction and wear resistance.

Motorists currently purchase 200 million replacement tires per year.
An increase in tire prices averaging $1 per tire would cost vehicle own-
ers $200 million per year, if tire wear and replacement rates are held con-
stant. Total national spending on replacement tires would thus increase
in this instance by about $200 million per year. U.S. consumers have
demonstrated a desire to maintain, and indeed extend, tire wear life,
which suggests that poor wear performance would be unacceptable. If
tire wear life were diminished on average, additional tire expenditures
could greatly exceed $200 million per year, owing to the need for more
frequent tire replacement.

If reductions in rolling resistance are achieved through more vigilant
tire and inflation maintenance, tire wear life would be prolonged, and
expenditures on tires by consumers would be reduced.

CONCLUSIONS IN RESPONSE TO STUDY CHARGE

Congress called for this study of the feasibility and effects of lowering the
rolling resistance of replacement tires installed on cars and light trucks
used for passenger transportation. Although many gaps in information
and understanding persist, the findings and estimates presented above are
helpful in answering the series of questions asked. Specifically, Congress
asked how lowering replacement tire rolling resistance would affect

• Motor fuel use;
• Tire wear life and the creation of scrap tires;
• Tire performance characteristics, including those relevant to vehicle

safety; and
• Tire expenditures by consumers.

Drawing on the study findings, the committee offers its assessment
of the feasibility of reducing rolling resistance and its conclusions in
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response to the individual elements of the study charge. The findings and
conclusions, coupled with other insights gained during the course of the
study, convince the committee that tire energy performance deserves
greater attention from government, industry, and consumers. A recom-
mendation for congressional action is offered in light of the following
conclusions.

Feasibility of Lowering Rolling Resistance in Replacement Tires

Reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires by a mag-
nitude of 10 percent is technically and economically feasible. A tire’s
overall contribution to vehicle fuel consumption is determined by its
rolling resistance averaged over its lifetime of use. A reduction in the
average rolling resistance of replacement tires in the fleet can occur
through various means. Consumers could purchase more tires that are
now available with lower rolling resistance, tire designs could be modi-
fied, and new tire technologies that offer reduced rolling resistance could
be introduced. More vigilant maintenance of tire inflation pressure will
further this outcome. In the committee’s view, there is much evidence to
suggest that reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires
by a magnitude of 10 percent is feasible and attainable within a decade
through combinations of these means.

Rolling resistance varies widely among replacement tires already on
the market, even among tires that are comparable in price, size, traction,
speed capability, and wear resistance. Consumers, if sufficiently in-
formed and interested, could bring about a reduction in average rolling
resistance by adjusting their tire purchases and by taking proper care of
their tires once in service, especially by maintaining recommended in-
flation pressure. The committee does not underestimate the challenge of
changing consumer preferences and behavior. This could be a difficult
undertaking, and it must begin with information concerning the tire’s
influence on fuel economy being made widely and readily available to
tire buyers and sellers. A significant and sustained reduction in rolling
resistance is difficult to imagine under any circumstances without informed
and interested consumers.

The committee observes that consumers now have little, if any, prac-
tical way of assessing how tire choices can affect vehicle economy.
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Influence on Vehicle Fuel Economy

Tires and their rolling resistance characteristics can have a meaning-
ful effect on vehicle fuel economy and consumption. A 10 percent re-
duction in average rolling resistance, if achieved for the population of
vehicles using replacement tires, promises a 1 to 2 percent increase in the
fuel economy of these vehicles. About 80 percent of passenger cars and light
trucks are equipped with replacement tires. Assuming that the number
of miles traveled does not change, a 1 to 2 percent increase in the fuel
economy of these vehicles would save about 1 billion to 2 billion gallons
of fuel per year of the 130 billion gallons consumed by the entire passen-
ger vehicle fleet. This fuel savings is equivalent to the fuel saved by taking
2 million to 4 million cars and light trucks off the road. In this context,
a 1 to 2 percent reduction in the fuel consumed by passenger vehicles using
replacement tires would be a meaningful accomplishment.

Effects on Tire Wear Life and Scrap Tires

The effects of reductions in rolling resistance on tire wear life and
scrap tires are difficult to estimate because of the various ways by
which rolling resistance can be reduced. The tread is the main factor in
tire wear life and the main component of the tire contributing to rolling
resistance. Reductions in tread thickness, volume, and mass are among
the means available to reduce rolling resistance, but they may be unde-
sirable if they lead to shorter tire lives and larger numbers of scrap tires.
Various tread-based technologies are being developed and used with the
goal of reducing rolling resistance without significant effects on wear
resistance. The practical effects of these technologies on tread wear and
other tire performance characteristics have not been established quanti-
tatively. However, continuing advances in tire technology hold much
promise that rolling resistance can be reduced further without adverse
effects on tire wear life and scrap tire populations.

Effects on Traction and Safety Performance

Although traction may be affected by modifying a tire’s tread to reduce
rolling resistance, the committee could not find safety consequences.
Such consequences may be undetectable. Changes are routinely made
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in tire designs, materials, and construction methods for reasons ranging
from noise mitigation and ride comfort to steering response and styling.
All can have implications for other tire properties and operating perfor-
mance, including traction capability. Discerning the safety implications
of small changes in tire traction characteristics associated with tread
modifications to reduce rolling resistance may not be practical or even
possible, especially since there is no single way to reduce rolling resis-
tance. The committee could not find safety studies or vehicle crash data
that provide insight into the safety impacts associated with large changes
in traction capability, much less the smaller changes that may occur from
modifying the tread to reduce rolling resistance.

Effects on Consumer Fuel and Tire Expenditures

Reducing the average rolling resistance of replacement tires promises
fuel savings to consumers that exceed associated tire purchase costs,
as long as tire wear life is not shortened. A 10 percent reduction in
rolling resistance can reduce consumer fuel expenditures by 1 to 2 per-
cent for typical vehicles. This savings is equivalent to 6 to 12 gallons per
year, or $12 to $24 if fuel is priced at $2 per gallon. Tire technologies
available today to reduce rolling resistance would cause consumers to
spend slightly more when they buy replacement tires, on the order of $1
to $2 per year. These technologies, however, may need to be accompanied
by other changes in tire materials and designs to maintain the levels of wear
resistance that consumers demand. While the effect of such accompany-
ing changes on tire production costs and prices is unclear, the overall
magnitude of the fuel savings suggests that consumers would likely incur
net savings in their expenditures.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INFORM CONSUMERS

As a general principle, consumers benefit from the ready availability of
easy-to-understand information on all major attributes of their pur-
chases. Tires are no exception, and their influence on vehicle fuel econ-
omy is an attribute that is likely to be of interest to many tire buyers.
Because tires are driven tens of thousands of miles, their influence on
vehicle fuel consumption can extend over several years. Ideally, consumers
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would have access to information that reflects a tire’s effect on fuel econ-
omy averaged over its anticipated lifetime of use, as opposed to a mea-
surement taken during a single point in the tire’s lifetime, usually when
it is new. No standard measure of lifetime energy consumption is cur-
rently available, and the development of one deserves consideration.
Until such a practical measure is developed, rolling resistance measure-
ments of new tires can be informative to consumers, especially if they are
accompanied by reliable information on other tire characteristics such
as wear resistance and traction.

Advice on specific procedures for measuring and rating the influence
of individual passenger tires on fuel economy and methods of conveying
this information to consumers is outside the scope of this study. Never-
theless, the committee is persuaded that there is a public interest in
consumers having access to such information. The public interest is
comparable with that of consumers having information on tire traction
and tread wear characteristics, which is now provided by industry as
required by the federal Uniform Tire Quality Grading standards.

It is apparent that industry cooperation is essential in gathering and
conveying tire performance information that consumers can use in making
tire purchases. It is in the spirit of prompting and ensuring more wide-
spread industry cooperation in the supply of useful and trusted purchase
information that the committee makes the following recommendations.

Congress should authorize and make sufficient resources available
to NHTSA to allow it to gather and report information on the influence
of individual passenger tires on vehicle fuel consumption. Information
that best indicates a tire’s contribution to vehicle fuel consumption
and that can be effectively gathered, reported, and communicated to
consumers buying tires should be sought. The effort should cover a
large portion of the passenger tires sold in the United States and be
comprehensive with regard to popular tire sizes, models, and types,
both imported and domestic.

NHTSA should consult with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency on means of conveying the information and ensure that the
information is made widely available in a timely manner and is
easily understood by both buyers and sellers. In the gathering and
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communication of this information, the agency should seek the active
participation of the entire tire industry.

The effectiveness of this consumer information and the methods
used for communicating it should be reviewed regularly. The infor-
mation and communication methods should be revised as necessary
to improve effectiveness. Congress should require periodic assess-
ments of the initiative’s utility to consumers, the level of cooperation
by industry, and the resultant contribution to national goals pertain-
ing to energy consumption.

Finally, even as motorists are advised of the energy performance of
tires, they must appreciate that all tires require proper inflation and
maintenance to achieve their intended levels of energy, safety, wear, and
operating performance. As new technologies such as tire pressure mon-
itoring systems, more energy-efficient tire designs, and run-flat con-
structions are introduced on a wider basis, they must have the effect of
prompting more vigilant tire maintenance rather than fostering more
complacency in this regard. Motorists must be alerted to the fact that
even small losses in inflation pressure can greatly reduce tire life, fuel
economy, safety, and operating performance. A strong message urging
vigilant maintenance of inflation must therefore be a central part of com-
municating information on the energy performance of tires to motorists.
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Two standardized tests are used in the United States to measure the
rolling resistance of tires. The two tests are detailed in recommended
practices of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE): J1269, “Rolling
Resistance Measurement Procedure for Passenger Car, Light Truck, and
Highway Truck and Bus Tires,”1 and J2452, “Stepwise Coastdown Method-
ology for Measuring Tire Rolling Resistance.” J1269 is the older of the
two practices. It was approved in 1979 and reaffirmed in 2000. J1269 is
intended to “provide a way of gathering data on a uniform basis, to be
used for various purposes (for example, tire comparisons, determination
of load and pressure effects, correlation with test results from fuel con-
sumption tests, etc.).”2 J2452 was approved by SAE in 1999. Its primary
intent is “estimation of the tire rolling resistance contribution to vehicle
force applicable to SAE Vehicle Coastdown recommended practices
J2263 and J2264.”3

COMMON FEATURES OF THE TWO TEST PRACTICES

The two practices have common features such as test wheel diameter, sur-
face texture, and ambient temperature. The commonalities are noted in

1 3 7

1 J1269 is accompanied by an information report, J1270, “Measurement of Passenger Car, Light
Truck, and Highway Truck and Bus Tire Rolling Resistance.”

2 The quotation is drawn from the J1269 document.
3 The quotation is drawn from the J2452 document.
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Table A-1. The practices use the same test rims. The normally used test
rims are the measuring rims,4 but other rims approved in a tire and rim
standards organization yearbook such as that of the Tire and Rim Asso-
ciation may be used. The rim used is always noted in the test report be-
cause rim width affects test results.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO PRACTICES

There are a number of differences between the two practices, which are
detailed below.

Inflation Pressure and Load

Tire rolling resistance is dependent on inflation pressure and load. In
both test practices inflation pressure is defined in terms of a base pres-
sure. Base pressure is not defined in precisely the same manner in the two
practices. In J1269 it is the inflation pressure molded on the tire sidewall
together with the maximum load. This is straightforward for P-tires, but
it only applies to single-tire loading in the case of LT-tires.5 In J2452, P-tire
base pressures are defined in the first table in the recommended practice.

TABLE A-1 Items Common to J1269 and J2452

Item Specification

Test wheel diameter 1.7 m (67 in.)

Measurement methodsa Force

Torque

Surface 80-grit paperb

Allowed ambient temperature 20°C (68°F) ≤ T ≤ 28°C (82°F)

Reference temperature 24°C (75°F)
a J1269 also allows rolling resistance determination by measure-

ment of electrical power consumption, but this method is no
longer in common use.

b This is actually an emery cloth. J2452 contains a surface con-
ditioning procedure for the material.

4 The design/measuring rim is the specific rim assigned to each specific tire designation to deter-
mine basic tire dimensions. This rim is specified for each tire designation in the yearbooks of tire
and rim standards organizations such as the Tire and Rim Association, Inc.

5 P-tires are passenger tires. LT-tires are light truck tires.
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They are different from those given in J1269 for some tires. The base
pressure for LT-tires matches that given in J1269.

In both practices load is defined in terms of maximum load. “Maximum
load” is defined in both practices as the maximum load molded on the tire
sidewall and listed as the load limit in the tire load tables of the current
yearbook for the relevant tire and rim standards organization. For LT-tires
this is the maximum load for single-tire operation.

Test Elements

Test elements include break-in, warm-up, and the actual test conditions.
Break-in is to be used with tires that change in dimensions or material
properties during first operation. Break-in is usually not required since
the first 30 minutes of warm-up for Test Condition 1 is considered to be
an allowable substitute for formal break-in. Also, until the tire has passed
through first operation, there is no way to determine whether it will change
in dimensions or material properties. Furthermore, since the load and
inflation for Test Condition 1 in J1269 and J2452 are not the same, the
resultant effective break-in is Recommended Practice–specific.

During the warm-up process, which occurs before each test condition,
the tire is brought to thermal equilibrium. There are two approved ways to
perform the warm-up: timed and rolling resistance force rate of change
determined. In the timed method the tire is operated for a defined time
at the conditions for each test step before data acquisition for that step. For
P-tires the time period before Condition 1 is 30 minutes. It is 10 minutes
before other steps. For LT-tires the period before Condition 1 is 60 min-
utes. It is 15 minutes before other steps. In the rate of change method, after
a short waiting period for Condition 1 (10 minutes for P-tires and 
20 minutes for LT-tires) and without a waiting period for other conditions,
the rolling resistance is monitored with equilibrium being defined to exist
when the rolling resistance gradient is less than or equal to 0.13 newtons per
minute over a 90-second period. Regardless of the warm-up method, once
equilibrium formally exists for each condition, data acquisition can begin.

The test conditions used for P-tires are defined in Table A-2, and those
for LT-tires are defined in Table A-3. The test conditions for J1269 and
J2452 are not identical. The exact procedure for executing the test under
the test conditions is discussed under the subject of test execution.
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HANDLING OF DATA CORRECTIONS

Raw data taken during testing contain tares (offsets), parasitic losses such
as bearing losses, force measurement crosstalk, and perhaps alignment
errors. Additional data besides the basic data acquired according to the
section on test execution are required to eliminate these errors. These
correction data are used during data analysis.

The load cell output with the test tire and rim mounted but not loaded
is acquired for each test condition to obtain tares. During analysis, these
data are subtracted from the data taken for the test condition to which
they pertain.

With the tire loaded just enough so that it will continue to rotate, force
or torque data, whichever are relevant for the test machine being used,

TABLE A-2 Regulated Pressure Test Conditions for P-Tires

J1269 J2452

Test Point % Max Load Base Pressure ± (kPa) % Max Load Base Pressure ± (kPa)

1 90 −30 30 +10

2 90 +70 60 −40

3 50 −30 90 +60

4 50 +70 90 −40

NOTE: There is a version of the J1269 procedure in which Step 1 is conducted under capped condi-
tions. In this case, the inflation pressure is established cold, the valve cap is put in place, and all in-
creases in pressure are due to the rising tire temperature during the warm-up period.

TABLE A-3 Regulated Pressure Test Conditions for LT-Tires

J1269 J2452

Test Point % Max Load % Base Pressure % Max Load % Base Pressure

1 100 110 20 110

2 70 60 40 50

3 70 110 40 100

4 40 30 70 60

5 40 60 100 100

6 40 110
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are acquired for each speed. These data contain the parasitic bearing
losses and aerodynamic losses. During analysis, these data are subtracted
from the data taken for the test condition to which they pertain.

Crosstalk occurs in all multidimensional force measurement machines.
A matrix to remove this effect is derived during machine calibration. If
errors exist because of machine load application alignment imperfec-
tions not fully compensated by the crosstalk matrix, the test must be run
in both directions of rotation on force measurement rolling resistance
test machines, and the results must be averaged.

HOW THE TESTS ARE EXECUTED

J1269

With the test machine operating at a steady 80 km/h, data are acquired
according to the following sequence:

• Warm-up at P1 and FZ 1.
• Acquire data at P1 and FZ 1.
• Warm-up at P2 and FZ 2.
• Acquire data at P2 and FZ 2.

�
• Acquire data at Pn and FZn as prescribed in the relevant practice.

J2452

For each test condition, the tire is warmed up at 80 km/h until steady-
state rolling resistance is achieved. At that point the tire is quickly accel-
erated to 115 km/h and then subjected to a stepwise approximation to a
180-second coastdown to 15 km/h. The stepwise approximation contains
six or more approximately equally spaced steps. Figure A-1 is an example
of such a coastdown.

COMMON DATA ANALYSIS

The first step is to apply the required data corrections. At that point the
rolling resistance is computed. Next the data are adjusted to give the
rolling resistance at 24°C (75°F) by using Equation 1.
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where

RRT = rolling resistance at 24°C,
RR = rolling resistance at TA,
TA = ambient temperature during a test condition, and
TR = reference temperature = 24°C.

The k-values given in J1269 and J2452 are not the same.
Since the data are taken on a 1.7-meter-diameter test dynamometer, they

are not correct for other diameters, for example, ∞ (flat) or 1.22 meters
(48 inches), which is used in federal vehicle emission and fuel economy
tests. An approximate correction for curvature is obtained by applying
the Clark equation, Equation 2.6 Equation 3 is the Clark equation for the
special case of a flat surface.

FIGURE A-1 Example of stepwise coastdown in J2452 test practice.

6 The text of J2452 notes that the question of correction for curvature needs to be revisited; how-
ever, this has not been done since J2452 was adopted in 1999.
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where

R1 = measurement surface radius,
R2 = radius of the surface to which the data are being adjusted, and

r = unloaded tire nominal radius.

DATA FITTING

For modeling and other engineering purposes, empirical relationships
are fit by using the J1269 and J2452 data. Because consistency with J1269
was not considered during the development of J2452, the J2452 equation
does not devolve to the J1269 equation when velocity is set to 80 km/h.
J1269 was not revised so that its equations are the J2452 equation at a sin-
gle velocity.

For J1269 P-tire fitting,

For J1269 LT-tire fitting,

In Equations 4 and 5, FZ is load, P is inflation pressure, and A0, A1, . . . ,
A4 are constants.

For J2452 fitting,

where

a, b, c, α, β = constants;
FZ = load;
P = inflation pressure; and
V = speed.
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SINGLE-NUMBER EXPRESSION OF RESULTS

In comparing tire specifications, it is important to be able to character-
ize tire rolling resistance with a single number. The model derived from
J1269 or J2452 can be queried to yield a rolling resistance value at a single
point.

Simplified Standard Reference Condition

Because of the possibility of needing to produce data on a large array of
tires, J2452 contains a Simplified Standard Reference Condition, which
yields data at the following single condition.

• Load = 70 percent of maximum,
• Inflation = base + 20 kPa, and
• V = 80 km/h.

(At the time this appendix was prepared, a single-point test at the Simpli-
fied Standard Reference Condition was in ballot as a revision of J1269.)

Mean Equivalent Rolling Force

J2452 contains a method for deriving a single number representative of
a known driving cycle. This is the mean equivalent rolling force (MERF).
It is calculated by Equation 7.

where

RR = rolling resistance as a function of time within the chosen cycle,
tf = final time in the cycle, and
t0 = initial time in the cycle.

Equation 7 is the time integration of the rolling resistance during the
cycle under study divided by the time during which the cycle occurs.
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Typically, the cycle under consideration would be one of the federal test
procedure (FTP) driving cycles such as the urban or highway schedule.

If MERF is computed for both FTP cycles, a MERF related to cor-
porate average fuel economy (CAFE) can be computed as indicated in
Equation 8.

Standard MERF

This is a MERF computed at the standard reference conditions discussed
above.

MERF MERF MERFCAFE URBAN HIGHWAY= ( ) + ( )0 55 0 45. . (88)
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cles and book chapters on tires, gearing, high-performance composites,
and instruments. He is President Emeritus of the Tire Society and a
member of SAE’s Highway Tire Forum Committee, Vehicle Dynamics
Standards Committee, and Chassis and Suspension Committee. He is a
member of the ASTM F-09 Committee on Tires. He holds a BS in me-
chanical engineering from the University of Cincinnati and an MS and
a PhD in mechanical engineering from Purdue University.
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Karl J. Springer is retired Vice President of Automotive Products and
Emissions Research at Southwest Research Institute. He oversaw a staff
of more than 600 employees engaged in research, testing, and evaluation
of diesel and gasoline engine lubricants, fuels, fluids, emissions, and
components for automotive, truck, bus, and tractor products. His research
interests have focused on the measurement and control of air pollution
emissions from on-road and off-road vehicles and equipment powered
by internal combustion engines. Mr. Springer has authored more than
three dozen peer-reviewed technical papers and publications. He was
elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering in 1996 and
is a Fellow of ASME, a Fellow of SAE, and a Diplomate of the American
Academy of Environmental Engineers. He was named Honorary Mem-
ber of ASME in 2003 for developing test methods for measuring emis-
sions of smoke, odor, and particulate matter from internal combustion
engines and advancing this understanding through extensive publishing
activity. He is a recipient of ASME’s Honda Medal and Dedicated Ser-
vice Award. He served on the National Academies Committee on Car-
bon Monoxide Episodes in Meteorological and Topographical Problem
Areas and is a member of the Committee on State Practices in Setting
Mobile Source Emissions Standards. He holds a BS in mechanical engi-
neering from Texas A&M University and an MS in physics from Trinity
University.

Margaret A. Walls is Resident Scholar at Resources for the Future (RFF).
She was on the economics faculty of Victoria University, Wellington, New
Zealand, from 1998 to 2000 and a Fellow in RFF’s Energy and Natural Re-
sources Division from 1987 to 1996. Her current research focuses on solid
waste and recycling, urban land use, and air quality issues. She has pub-
lished numerous articles that assess the efficiency and effectiveness of
solid waste policies. In the area of transportation, Dr. Walls has modeled
household vehicle ownership and use and the cost-effectiveness of vari-
ous alternative fuels. She has published more than two dozen articles in
refereed journals and a dozen book chapters on energy, waste disposal,
and land use policies. She is a member of the American Economics Asso-
ciation and the Association of Environmental and Resource Economists.
She holds a BS in economics from the University of Kentucky and a PhD
in economics from the University of California, Santa Barbara.
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Joseph D. Walter retired in 1999 as President and Managing Director of
Bridgestone Technical Center Europe (Rome). He is now an Adjunct
Professor in the College of Engineering at the University of Akron, where
he teaches engineering mechanics courses. Before joining the Bridge-
stone Technical Center in 1994, he was Vice President and Director of
Research at Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. He began his career at the Fire-
stone Tire and Rubber Company in 1966, where he held a series of tech-
nical and management positions of increasing responsibility. Dr. Walter
has authored or coauthored more than two dozen journal articles and
book chapters on aspects of tire mechanics, materials, design, and test-
ing. He recently coedited the book The Pneumatic Tire, with a grant from
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. He is a founding
member of the Tire Society and is active in SAE, the American Chemical
Society, and ASME. He was a member of the National Academies Com-
mittee on Fuel Economy of Automobiles and Light Trucks. He holds a
BS, an MS, and a PhD in mechanical engineering from Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University and an MBA from the University
of Akron.







TIRES AND PASSENGER
VEHICLE FUEL ECONOMY
Informing Consumers, Improving Performance

Every 3 to 5 years, the typical U.S. automobile owner chooses new tires that will affect the vehicle’s
handling, traction, ride, and appearance, as well as its fuel economy. Annually $20 billion is spent
on approximately 200 million replacement tires for personal vehicles, and an equal number of used
tires are discarded. The collective outcome of these consumer choices about tires is a matter of public
interest and national concern.

This report assesses the feasibility of reducing rolling resistance in replacement tires and examines
the effects on vehicle fuel consumption, tire wear life, scrap tires, and operating performance safety.
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